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No thirst is so great as the fear of thirst

by the man whose water skins are full.

-Khalil Cibran
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ABBREVIATED INTRODUJCTION ID THE RIVER SYTEMD
(for the mrk-up draft)

The six river systems under examination flow tnrough a regior

characterized by:

a. semi-arid to hyperarid climate

b. an abundance of unequally distributed natural resource.

primarily hydrocarbon fuels

c. an acute scarcity of water

d. a ve Jlg history of management of water resources

e. an equally long history of conflict, more often over water

than over hydrocarbon fuels

These riverine waterways are (see Figure 1) the Nile, the

Jordan, the Litani, the Orontes, the Euphrates, and the Shatt al-Arab.

All are permanent watercourses in semi-desert to desert land, and as such

they assume importance far out of proportion to their modest discharges.

For example, the Nile is the longest river in the world, its drainage area

is the fourth largest in the world, but its total discharge is less than

at ieast 50 other rivers in the world (e.g., the Susquehanna).

Each of the six rivers acquires its runoff far from the major con-

centrations o users; in every case but the Litani. water is used outside

present and historic boundaries of countries in which that discharge is

generated by rainfall. Even in the case of the Litani. this situation is

effectively, if not "legally," altered as a result of the Israeli inva-

sion of Lebanon. Israel now controls a portion of the Litani upstream

from Lebanese users; once more, fears of an Israeli diversion of the

upper Litani into the neadwaters or the Jordan, a strategy develeped to

2



the point of near-implementation by Israel in the past. are being voiced.

Seasonal variation of the flow of all six rivers is extreme. All

except the Nile are fed by winter rainfall over the highlands of the

eastern Mediterranean that is generated along fronts of interference

between air masses of contrasting tnermal history. These air masses are

driven across the Mediterranean from west to east by the belt of prevail-

ing westerly winds that is depressed toward the Equator for a few months

during and shortly after the December solstice. This precipitation is

highly variable in its annual amount and in the timing of its arrival.

Long-term water-management plans encounter frequent but unpredictable

crises of supply to the extent that they are = predicated on worst-case

precipitation scenarios (see Figure 2 for annual rainfall values). Dry

season base 'low of the rivers is maintained by ground-water inflow in

those parts of the watersheds where local water tables lie topographi-

cally above the beds of the streams. This contribution varies over many

orders of magnitude as a function of local bedrock conditions.

The Nile in typical years acquires 90 percent of* its discharge from

late summer monsoonal precipitation over the Ethiopian highlands, from

which spring the major Nile tributaries - the Atbara and the Blue Nile.

The monsoonal weather pattern is generated by the migration of the Inter-

tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ), which reaches its most northerly posi-

tion sometime after the June solstice. Both the volume and the timing of

that precipitation are subject to considerable variation, a topic of

interest in the time of the Pharaohs long before the configuration of the

upper Nile was Known to any of its downstream users. The unpredict-

ability of that discharge and the sheer volume of the portion of that

discharge that flows unused to the Mediterranean during a few months of

:-- : . .. "'-- :- .. . - I I i . .. --" --3
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the year nave inspired many grandiose schemes for aggressive management

of the entire basin.

Because they flow through desert regions in the downstream sepents

of their courses, all of these rivers undergo systematic decrease in

discharge as a result of efficient evaporation (1.8 to 2.5 m/yr) to a

desiccated atmosphere and infiltration to a local water table that is

typically depressed with reference to the elevation ot stream flow.

The combination of evaporation and nonconsumptive uses reduces the

water quality of each of these rivers to the extent that several carry

concentrations of dissolved solids in their downstream reaches that

exclude cultivation O" salinity-sensitive crops. This condition also

imposes severe constraints on the design of current and future irrigation

systems.

In addition to having nurtured the development of some of the most

comprehensive water-management schemes of antiquity, this region has

witnessed the implementation of some of the most ambitious water-manage-

ment initiatives of modern times. Many of these systems were planned

during a colonial era when western European governments could aspire to

comprehensive control of entire basins. The realities of mid-20th cen-

tury politics. however, have dashed those hopes. Current water-manage-

ment developments in the region represent, at best, piecemeal realization

of components of larger schemes, and fall short or the benefits that

might be realized by all water users from basin-wide management of avail-

able water resources.

At least one of the six rivers, the Jordan, has been developed to

the point that no further usable water resources can be extracted from

the system. Redistribution of the water is possible using various diver-

sion strategles, but selective exploitation of the highest-quality water



available in the Jordan system has already Increased che salinity of

downstream water supplies to concentrations that render it unfit for many

uses.

Problems of water use in the region are further exacerbated by a

surviving tradition (relnforted by current ideologies) of agriculture in

conditions under which modern agriculture may be pursued only through

application of massive energy and water subsidies. This is not unique to

the Middle East - the United States food industry now expends nine cal-

ories of fossil fuel for every calorie of food value delivered to an

American household - but in Middle Eastern and in particular Israeli

agriculture, the energy subsidy to the agricultural sector is absurdly

high, in large part oecause of the great expense of bringing sufficient

irrigation water to the most productive soils. Fully one-fifth of the

energy resources currently consumed in Israel is used for pumping water,

and 80 percent of that water is for agriculture. Israel's per capita

annual water use - in excess of 500 m3 - is on a par with that of the

major industrialized countries where water resources are exponentially

greater. If this pattern of use continues, Israel will have aepleted irs

domestic water supplies by the mid 1990s, which adds critical compli-

cating factors to the issue of its occupation of the West Bank. the Golan

Heights. and southern Lebanon.

The energy subsidy of agriculture in North America has declined from

the order of 10:1 since the cost of energy began to escalate in the mid-

197Us. and shows signs ol declining still further, but the energy subsidy

of Middle Eastern agriculture is largely fixed by the enormous cost of

carrying on intensive agriculture in a climate totally unsuited to such

exploitation. In an extreme scenario of total collapse of the energy-

5
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distribution system, North America could eventually revert to subsistence

agriculture by a dispersed population; in the Middle East the limited

productivity of the lower Nile Valley. the Fertile Crescent, and the

narrow Mediterranean coastal plain with its seasonal rainfall could never

support the rapidly growing population of the region.

Middle Eastern governments may yet realize that their energy re-

sources will serve them better if they are exchanged, by whatever market

strategy seems most appropriate, for foodstuffs produced at far lower

energy subsidies in localities favored with climates better suited to

agriculture. This strategy would enable Middle Eastern water authorities

to transfer enormous quantities of water from the consumptive use of

inefficient agriculture to be used for non-consumptive industrial appli-

cations.

However, the bitter territorial and ideological disputes among ail

the countries drained by the six river systems have, at best. fragmented

the comprehensive water development schemes essential to the most effi-

cient management of the region's waters; at worst, these disputes have

blocked cooperative efforts altogether. The failure to resolve these

conflicts and the injection of great power rivalries into the Middle East

have made these Issues more complex# apparently more intractable, and far

more urgent.

tes oan the Deta Bse

A scattering of data, published and disseminated before tne June

1967 (SIx-Day) war between Israel and her Arab neighbors, is available&

Since that war moat published data has been generated by the various

6
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official Israeli agencies that deal with water supply and its develop-

ment. Little information from the Arab countries post-dates the 1967

war.

In evaluating the Israeli data generated aiter 1967, it is difficult

to separate statements of fact from statements of ideology. In particu-

lar, it seems that official statements from Israeli governent sources

have carefully skirted the convergence of circumstances that Stauffer

refers to as the Hydraui2 Imperatiye - Israel's need to acquire and

develop new water resources as the water demand to sustain the Israeli

objective of an agriculturally based economy grows in magnitude.

The data base for the Jordan River system is much more extensive

than the base we have identified for the other river systems.

I1k
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a= OF THE JMh RIV

The Jordan River is a complex system, consisting of a number of

segments whose nydrologic characteristics differ so markedly from one

another that the basin can be divided conveniently into a number of sub-

basins (see map of Figure 3).

North Fork of the Jordan

The discharge that feeds into the upper part of the Jordan River is

derived principally from a group of karstic springs located on the

western and southern slopes ot Mount Hermon (Jebel esh-Sheik).

The largest of these springs is the Dan Spring, which rises from

Jurassic carbonate rocks and supplies a large and relatively steady flow

that responds only slowly to rainfall events. The average discharge of

the Dan spring is 239 MCM/yr, which makes up eifectively the entire flow

of the Dan River (called the Nahal Liddani in Israel). The Dan spring is

the least variable in discharge among the major karstic sources of the

upper Jordan; its discharge varieS from 173 to 285 MCM/yr. The Dan

typically represents 50 percent of the discharge or the upper Jordan.

The Hasbani River (the Nahal Senir in Israel) derives most of its

discharge from two springs, the Wazzani and the Hazbieh, the latter - a

group of springs on the uppermost Hasbani. All of the springs rise from

subsurface conduits in cavernous cretaceous carbonate rocks. The com-

bined discharge of these two spings averages 138 MCM/yr, but the range of

values measured varies over a greater range than do the measurements at

the Dan Spring. Over a recent 20-year period the flow of the Hasbani

9



varied from 52 to 236 MCM/yr. Hasbani discharge responds much more rapid-

ly to rainfall events than does the discharge of the Dan Spring.

The Baniyas River (Nahal Hermon in Israel) is fed pirmarily from the

Hermon spring that issues from the contact of Quaternary sediments over

Jurassic limestone in the extreme northeast portion of the Jordan Valle:',.

The average discharge of the Hermon Spring is 117 MCM/yr; during a

recent 20-period its discharge varied from 63-190 MCM/yr.

In a typical year, the karstic springs provide 50 percent of the

discharge of the upper Jordan River; the rest is derived from surface

runoff directly after the winter rainfall events. In dry year& spring

outflow may make up as much as 70 percent of the flow of the upper

Jordan. The Dan Spring, the largest of the sources of the upper

Jordan, lies wholly within Israel close to the border with Syria. The

spring sources of the Hasbani River lie entirely within modern Lebanon.

The spring source of the Baniyas River is in Syria. These three small

streams unite 6 km inside Israel at about 70 m above sea level to form

the upper Jordan River.

All three spring systems provide more water than can be accounted

for as a result of rainfall over their immediate watersheds; thus, it is

surmised that the springs represent the outflow of a large, regional

aquifer. Isotopic considerations indicate that there is considerable

exchange of water from one spring to another. The combined outflow of

the springs and the precipitation that falls on the surface watershed of

the Upper Jordan is of the order of 500 MCM/yr. This discharge flows

into the north end of Red Sea Rift Valley, where pre-Miocene bedrock has

been clsplaced downward along border faults to form a deep, linear

trough. the floor of which lies far below sea level. This trough has

10
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been partially filled since Miocene time with a complex column of wadi

alluvium, volcanic rocks, and lake sediments deposited on the floor of a

recurring inland lake that typically has oeen hypersaline; these pro-

cesses contir ue today. The flow of the upper Jordan enters Lake Huleh, a

small body of fresh water that receives additional volume trom the flow

of sublacustrine springs. Beyond Lake Huleh the North Fork of the

Jordan falls 200 m to Lake Tiberias, the Sea of Galilee of the Bible, and

Yam Kinneret of modern-day Israel, which lies at 210 m l oea= level;

the upper Jordan contributes an average of 660 MCM/yr to the lake, or

about 40 percent of Israel's total identified usable water budget. An

additional 130 MCM/yr enters Lake Tiberias as winter runoff from various

wadis and in the form of discharge from sublacustrine springs, many of

which are so salty that their contributions to the lake volume exacerbate

its salinity problem. Israel has been damming the largest and saltiest

of these springs in recent years.

The salinity of Lake Tiberias varies from a low value of 260 ppm to

a high of 400 ppm; this variation depends primarily on the flow of the

upper Jordan, in which salinity does not exceed 15 ppm.

ace of Lake Tiberias by direct

evaporation. About 500 MCM/yr leaves Lake Tiberias via its outlet that

flows south along the floor of the Dead Sea Rift for about 10 km to the

confluence of the Yarmuk River. The volume of Lake Tiberias is of the

order of 4,000 MCM/yr. 6.5 times the annual volume of the upper Jordan

inflow and 8 times the annual Jordan outflow.

Figure 4 shows monthly and annual flows of the Jordan and its tribu-

taries.

11
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Yarumk River

The Yarmuk River originates on the eastern margin of the Rift in a

complex of wadis developed .n Quaternary volcanic rock overlying late

Mesozoic and early Cenozoic carbonate rocks. Of the 7252 sq km of the

Yarmuk basin, 1,424 lie within Jordan and 5,828 within Syria. Flow of

the Yarmuk is derived from winter precipitation that averages 364 mm/yr

over the basin. Flow of the Yarmuk is supplemented by spring discharge

where surace water is briefly abstracted underground in nighly permeable

zones in the lavas; some further spring discharge may be channeled to the

surface on wadi floors via solution pathways in the underlying lime-

stones. Salinity of the Yarmuk does not exceed 15 ppm. The main trunk

of the Yarmuk forms the present boundary between Syria and Jordan for 40

km before it becomes the border between Jordan and Israel; where it

enters the Jordan 10 km below Lake Tiberias. the Yarmulc contributes about

500 MCM/yr. none of which is contributed from the part of the valley

where Israel is a riparian.

Lower Jordan River

South o the confluence of the Yarmuk, the Jordan flows on the sur-

face of the late Tertiary rocks that partially fill the Rift Valley. For

the z irst 40 km the river forms the boundary between Israel and Jordan;

south of that reach, it enters pre-1967 Jordan (presently it forms the

border between the West Bank. or Judea and Samaria of Israel, and modern

Jordan). The Jordan here flows through the deepest submerial portion of

the Rift Valley to enter the Dead Sea at 398 m below sea level, the

lowest point on the surface of the Earth. Between Lake Tiberias and the

Dead Sea the Jordan is incisea into a shallow valiey, across wnich it

12
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meanders for about 320 km in broad loops; the wails of tne valley are cut

primarily in the saline marls known as the Lisan Formation, that were

deposited on the floor or the largest Pleistocene lake known to have

occupied this part of the Rift, ancient Lake Lisan. Runotf from winter

rainfall within the valley is carried to the Jordan via steep, intermit-

tent tributary wadis incised in the walls of the Jordan Valley, primarily

on the east. This source represents an additional 523 MCM/yr, of whi.ch

only 20 percent originates in Israel; 286 MCM/yr is derived from peren-

nial spring flow, while 237 MCM/yr is provided by winter rainfall.

Figure 4 is a plot of the Jordan River system, showing both average

flows for the various segments and tne ranges of salinities that are

encountered in those portions.

The total area of the Jordan River basin is 18,300 sq km of which 3

percent lies in pre-1967 Israel. In the absence of irrigation extrac-

tion, the Jordan system delivers an average annual flow of 1,8b0 MCM to

the Dead Sea; this is 2 percent of the annual tlow of the Nile and 7

percent of the annual ilow of the Euphrates; 23 percent of this discharge

originates in post-1967 Israel. The annual tlow of the Jordan is almost

double the amount of water available from AU othesocr s in Israel,

and three times the amount of water available from aU othe source in

Jordan.

Ground Water

The principal discharge or tne Jordan River is contributed by

ground-water inflow, primarily to the extreme Upper Jordan and the head-

waters of the Yarmuk. This is supplemented by spring flow to the lower

parts of the system, tut much of that contribution is so saline that its

13



effect is to degrade water quality. Winter rainfall along tMe west bank

of the Jordan in post-1967 Israel recharges an important aquifer that is

exploited along the Israeli coastal plain; present-day Israeli water-

management schemes take pains to protect this recharge area and to main-

tain the rate of recharge.

1J4



THE HIS7TOY OF THE JORM RIVER

Conflict over the Jordan River System has been intractable because

of two factors: (I) The System has a complex hydro-geological structure

shared by four riparians; Table 1 lists the subdivision of the system.

(2) The Jordan River involves four hostile riparian states: Israel.

Jordano Lebanon. and Syria; the Arab-Israeli conflict has overshadowed

efforts to reach agreement on cooperative utilization or the water

system.

Conflict Crystallization: 1921-1948

While Syria-Palestine was under the Ottoman Empire. the Jordan

system was utilized for small, local irrigation schemes. The Jordan

Valley was neglected, but Its potential for agricultural development was

appreciated by the local bureaucracy. One scheme, suggested in 1913 by

Georges Franghia, Director of Public Works in Palestine, proposed to use

the Jordan River System for irrigation and electricity. The plan envi-

saged the diversion of the Yarmuk into Lake Tiberias, a canal with 100

MCM annual flow capacity to irrigate the Jordan Valley. and two power

plants to produce electricity.

The collapse of the Ottoman Empire after World War I terminated this

project. Serious problems arose when Jewish immigrants started to arrive

in large nubers early in the British Mandate. Efforts to estimate the

water needs of the local population versus those of the newcomers quickly

became a political issue in the debate on Jew.sn immigration to
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Table 1

SUBDIVISIOS AND WATER BALANCE
OF JORDAN RIME SYSEM

Sour= Cownt"y Flow In mlllon cubic meters
Gain LoWa Total

1. Upper Jordan
(a) Dan Israel 245
(b) Hasbani Lebanon 138
(c) Banias Syria 121

2. Jordan in Huleh
Valley 504

3. Irrigation in
uleh Valley Israel -100

4. Local runoff Huleh
to Jisr Banat
Yaqub Israel/Syria 140

5. Flow into
Lake Tiberias 54

6. In Lake Tiberias
(a) Local runoff Israel/Syria 70
(b) Rainfall

over Lake Israel 65
(c) Springs in and

around Lake Israel 65
7. Evaporation over

Lake Tiberias Israel -270
8. Outflow to lower

Jordan 474

9. Yarmuk Syria/Jordan 492 966

10.Wadis and springs
in Ghor Jordan/Israel 505 1471

Source: Smith (1966). as revised from MIn Plan and HydrologicaL Year-
Book of Israel (1946-1960).
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Palestine. The question of economic absorptive capacity focussed on the

feasibility of large scale Jewish settlement in Palestine.

Table 2 lists the major water surveys ano plans for the Jordan River

System which were undertaken by the various governments and agencies. A

1920 plan included a survey of the Yarmuc and Jordan Rivers for irriga-

tion and power generation. It was followed in 1922 by a Franco-British

agreement which ceded the Mandatory Government the rights to carry out

infrastructure work for irrigation. Because of increasing tension be-

tween the Arab and Jewish populations, the Mandatory Government did not

act upon these plans.

A more ambitious vision was provided oy Mavromatis (1922). He pro-

posed an elaborate scheme to irrigate the area around Lake Huleh and

drain the swamps, divert the Yarmui< into Lake Tiberias, construct two

dams to generate electric power, and build irrigation canals down both

banks of the Jordan. Henrique (1928) proposed irrigation of tne Yarmuk

Triangle.

The first step toward utilization of the system was taken in 1926,

when the British Hit Commissioner for Palestine granted a 70 year con-

cession to a Jewish engineer, Pinnas Rutenberg, to use the Yarmuk and the

Jordan to produce hydroelectric power. The High Commissioner had earlier

denied such a concession to a Christian Arab. The Rutenberg concession

went public as the Palestine Electric Corporation and produced 173 mil-

lion icwh by 1944. Throughout the Mandate period, the Rutenberg Concession

effectively blocked other water usage.

The water issue became more urgent in the 1930s wrien Jew-sh immigra-

tion to Palestine increased. Immigration was countered by a general

strike and widespread Arab rebellion. As indicated in Table 2, tne

number of plans and surveys increased markedly after the mid-thirties.
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Table 2

DEVLOPMIENT SOEMES FOR JORDIN RIVER SISTEM

1913 Franghia Plan Ottomn Empire

1922 Mavrmaatis Plan Great Britain

1928 Henriques Report Great Britain

1935 Palestine Land Development World Zionist Orgarization
Company

1939 Ionides Survey Transjordan

1944 Lowdermilk Plan U.S.A.

1946 Survey of Palestine Anglo-American Camittee of
Inquiry

1948 Hays-Savage Plan World Zionist Organization

1950 McDonald Report Jordan

1951 All Israel Plan Israel

1952 Bunger Plan Jordan/U.S.A.

1953 Main Plan UNWA

1953 Israeli Seven-Year Plan Israel

1954 Cotton Plan Israel

1954 Arab Plan Arab League Technical,
Cci ttee

1955 Baker-Harza Plan Jordan

1955 Unified (Johnston) Plan U.S.A.

1956 Israeli Ten-Year Plan Israel

1956 Israeli National Water Plan Israel

1957 Greater Yarmuk Project Jordan
(East Ghor Canal)

1964 Jordan Headwaters Diversion Arab League
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The surveys had a double aim: 1) to estimate the available water

resources and 2) to propose methods for optimal use of the Jordan Water

System. The schemes failed to generate a common solution, but served to

crystallize the main dimensions of the impending conflict.

The lonides Plan, published in Amman in 1939 by a Britian employee

of the Transjordanian government. for the first time estimated the avail-

able water and irrigable land in the Jordar-Valley. It supported the

Arab claim that the region's water resources were inadequate to sustain a

Jewish state. Ionides suggested conservation measures in the side wadis

to improve existing irrigation schemes and the diversion of the Yarmuk

into a canal down the east side of the Valley to expand irrigation there.

The Lowdermilk Plant published in 1944, reinforced the Jewish argu-

ment that proper water management would generate resources zor 4 million

Jewish refugees in addition to the nearly 1.8 million Arabs and Jews who

were already residing in Palestine. To justify tnis high estimate of

water resources. Lowdermilk included the Litani River in his regional

management scheme for a "Jordan Valley Authority" patterned on the

Tennessee Valley Authority. He proposed use of Jordan and Litani waters

to irrigate the Negev, a canal connecting tne Mediterranean and the Great

Rift Valley to replenish the Dead Sea and generate power, diversion of

the Yarmuk River into Lake Tiberias, and gravity flow canals down the

slopes of the Jordan Valley for irrigation.

The Hays-Savage Plan of 1948 was prepared by two American engineers

at the request of the World Zionist Organization to provide the engi-

neering details for implementation or the Lowdermilk Plan.

The Palestinian Royal Commission survey of 1936 and the British

Colonial Survey (Survey of Palestine) of 1945-6 were more in line with

the Arab estimate& The latter was highly skeptical of the Lowdermilk
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estimates as well as of the possibility for the cooperation between Arabs

and Jews which was deemed necessary for the creation of the "Jordan

Valley Authority".

No cooperative solution was found before the influx of Jewish refu-

gees from Europe after World War II changed the parameters of the debate

on Palestine. The U.N. p7aTrtition proposal of 1947, which decided to

divide Palestine into Jewish and Arab states. ignored water problems.

The Search for Cooperation: 1948-1955

The 1948 Arab-Israeli war aggravated the difficulties of cooperative

water management. For Israel, the new state's boundaries included vast

out-basin tracks in the Coastal Plain and arid Negev desert. Israeli

plans to use Jordan water for out-basin irrigation were to become a major

issue in the conflict. All but one of the headwaters ot the Jordan River

System were in Arab hands. Strategic territories along the Jordan River

Fork, and in the Huleh area, on the eastern shores of Lake Tiberias and

at the Jordan-Yarmuk confluence, were either demilitarized "without pre-

judice as to sovereignty" or disputed by Syria. Concurrently, the

Israeli Jewish population more than doubled. from 650.000 in 1948 to

1,600,000 in 1952. Although, because of the Arab exodus, the total

number of inhabitants did not rise, the pressure on existing water re-

sources increased significantly. Four factors account for that increase.

First, the mostly European immigrants had different (higher) water

onsumption nabits than the indigenous population.

Second, because of ideological commitment to agriculture out of

security/demograpnic and settler "making the desert bloom"

considerations. Israel embarked upon an ambitious plan of agricultural
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development. Agricultural settlments providea the most efficient way to

settle sparsely populated areas and security zones. A 60-80 family unit

(300-400 persons) was a viable agricultural settlement; an urban unit

required 600 families (3,000 persons). Most of the new settlements were

started by Nahal (the agricultural. unit of te IDF [the Israeli Defense

Forces] civilian authorities. Jewish irrigated agriculture was more

water intensive than traditional Arab agriculture, and agriculture is

more water intensive than domestic or industrial usage.

Third the newly arrived immigrants had few industrial and technical

skills. Labor statistics for a 1950 five-year period indicate that only

30 percent of the civiliai work force had such skills. Traditional

European Jewish skills such as craftsmanship, small enterpreneurship and

services could not be utilized in Israel. Agriculture was considered the

most efficient way to retrain the new immigrants.

In addition, Israel lacked the industrial infrastructure on wnich

urban development is contingent. Most industrial establishments in

Palestine were small. In 1943 the bulk (73.1 percent) of such estab-

lishments employed between 5-24 persons. Only 3.8 percent employed

between 50-99 persons. and 3.7 percent employed 100-299 persons. The

cost of the 1948 war and the absorption of immigrants plunged Israel into

an economic crisis that permitted no investment in industrial Infrastruc-

ture. The austerity program and food rationing only ended in 1955.

Jordan* in 194& was too overburdened to undertake water projects.

Out of the 750,000-900,000 Palestinians who 'led or were expelled from

the areas ot Palestine that became the State of Israel. some 450,000 went

to Transjordan and the West Bank (which merged in 1950 into the Haahemite

Kingdom of Jordan). Together with the 460,000 Palestinians wno had
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previously lived on the West Bank. this influx increased the population

of Jordan by 80 percent - to 1,850,000. Since most of the refugees had

been peasants and agricultural workers, only agriculture posed the possi-

bility for rehabilitation without extensive retraining. This strained

the land productivity of one of the poorest of the Arab states.

The dislocation of the 1948 war was compounded for Jordan by its

lack of development. Reports ot the U.S. Foreign Operation Administra-

tion in the early 1950s characterized Jordan as deficient in central

administration, with fragmentary educational systems and little health

care. The pre-war transport networks in both the East and West Bank had

been directed west toward Haifa. With access to that port closed, Jordan

had to develop a north-south transport system. Per capita GNP was less

than $100 per year, and there was virtua±ly no industrial infrastructure.

Unemployment, malnutrition, and dl.ease were rife.

Most of the influx of refugees settleo in the West Bank. in refugee

camps around existing urban centers. This necessitated hasty residential

construction. The United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine

Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA) was of moderate assistance in dealing

with immediate problems.

Long-term rehabilitation of the refugees could only be linked to the

overall development of agriculture in Jordan. Prospects seemed unpro-

mising. Only 10 percent of the total area of Jordan was deemed culti-

vable. A large part of this land. especially in the West Bank. was of

low quality and eroding. Most agriculture was rainfed, although in large

parts of the cultivated area the average annual rainfall was below 40.64

cm. Only the northern hills in the East and West Bank received more per

year.
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The only alternative lound to increased cultivation was transition

to irrigation agriculture, but possibilities were limited. The only

sizeable perennial surface water source was the Jordan River and its

tributaries. Inexpensive gravity-flow irrigation was applicable only in

the low lying Jordan Rift Valley. Diversion to the hills and plateaus,

wheremost of the cultivated land was located, would have involved expen-

sive pumping.

At the end of the 1940s only a few limited water projects had neen

carried out. They included earthen irrigation channels off the Jordan.

and concrete irrigation channels along the side wadis. The projects were

uncoordinated. The Department of Irrigation and Hydroelectric Power was

formed only in 1954.

The fragile armistice agreements signed by the Arab states and

Israel in 1949 did not deal with water, nor was the post-war atmosphere

conducive to negotiation. In consequence, each of the riparians moved to

utilize the Jordan River System unilaterally.

Israel resumed water planning immediately after 1948. The comprehen-

sive All Israel Plan was completed in 1951. It included the draining of

the Huleh swamp, the diversion of the Jordan River, and the construction

of a carrier system. Subsequently consolidated into the National Water

Carrier, this plan was to become the keystone of Israel's water develop-

ment diverting the Jordan waters to the Coastal Plains and the Negev

Desert.

The first part of the project, the draining o the Huleh swamps.

began in 1951. Israel delayed construction of tne first leg of the

Carrier for foreign policy reasons. Work on the Huleh swamp, which in-

fringed on the demilitarized zone with Syria% provoked a number of mili-

tary incidents. The incidents took tre formu of conflict between lsrael
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and Syria and between Israeli and Arab residents in disputed territories

ana demilitarized zones, some designed to harass and remove unwanted

population elements or protect what was viewed as personal property,

other incidents intended to interfere with development of water resources

in ways that the contesting party viewed as contrary to its interests.

In some case-% over a period of some two decades. water-related actions

were used as a mask for other confLicts (such as shooting on Lake Tibe-

rias in 1954-55 that was escalated to incursions that took hostages to

exchange for prisoners ot war held by the other side.) Throughout the

period, incidents threatened to shatter the Armistice Agreements. Some

analysts have held that water was a major factor leading to the 1967 war.

Jisr Banat Yaqub, the targeted diversion point for the large-scale

Israeli project. was located in the demilitarized zone between Israel and

Syria. Israel was apprehensive that this fact would provoke Arab

opposition and international condemnation. It delayed the decision to

proceed with the larger diversion scheme until July 1953.

By the early 1950s. both tr.e Jordanian government and UNRWA were

working on irrigation schemes to improve Jordanian agriculture and re-

settle the Palestinian refugees. In 1950, Jordan received a commissioned

study from British consultant Sir Murdoch MacDonald which proposed diver-

ting the Yarmuk into Lake Tiberias and constructing irrigation canals

down both sides of the Jordan Valley. A 1952 plan for UNRWA by American

engineer M.E. Bunger envisaged a dam on the Yarmuk River at Maqarin with

storage capacity of 480 MCM. The impounded water would be diverted by a

second dam at Addassiyah into gravity-flow canals along the East Ghor 6f

the Jordan Valley. Bunger reckoned the work would irrigate 435,000

dnums in Jordan and 60,000 dunums in Syria. Hydroelectric plants at the
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two daWs would generate 28,300 kwh per year for Jordan and Syria. Ex-

perts estimated the Bunger Plan would settle 100,000 people.

In March 1953, Jordan and UNHWA signed an agreement to execute the

Bunger Plan. In June 1953, Jordan and Syria agreed on sharing the Yarmuk

water. The actual work on the project began in July 1953. However, even

before it commenced, Israel protested that its riparian rights to the

Yarmuk were not recognized in the Bunger Plan. The Yarmuk Triangle

demilitarized zone controlled by Israel only had ten kilometers frontage

on the Yarmuk.

Israel, in July 1953, commenced the diversion of the Jordan at Jisr

Banat Yaqub. This site was in the demilitarized zone, but had two tech-

nical advantages over lower alternative sites: 1) it had a lower salini-

ty level than points further down the Jordan River Fork; 2) the 270 m

drop in elevation between the site and Lake Tiberias was enough to use

gravitation as the means of diversion. The Israeli Government under-

estimated both Syrian and international reaction. In September 1953, the

Syrians protested to the United Nations. Unlike in the Huleh drainage

case, which the U.N. had countenancea, the U.N. ruled in zavor of Syria.

Israel ignored the order to discontinue work. Only an American threat in

November 1953 to cut off funds channeled to Israel by the Foreign Opera-

tion Administration convinced Israel to terminate construction. Subse-

quently, a point at Eshod Kinrot on Lake Tiberias was chosen. It was

technically inferior to the original site; water salinity was higer and

hydroelectric power had to be used to pump the water to the Carrier.

Meanwhile, the Jordanians had to abandon the Bunger Plan entirely.

One f'actor was Israel's objection on the ground that the original Ruten-

berg concession gave Israel rights to the Yarmu. Another factor was a

change in American perceptions. King Hussein, in his autobiography,
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alleges that the United States accepted the Israeli legal position and

hence denied funding to the Bunger plan.

The U.S. Government then moved toward deeper involvement. On October

16, 1953, President Eisenhower appointed Eric Johnston as a special

ambassador to mediate a comprehensive plan for regional development of

the Jordan River System. Philosophically based on the Marshall Plan in

Europe, it sought to reduce the conflict potential of the region by

promoting cooperation and economic stability.

The large number of plans issued between 1953 and 1955 (Table 2)

represent bargaining stages in the negotiation over the sharing of the

Jordan River System. The major bargaining issues pertained to: 1) the

water quotas for the riparians, (2) the use of Lake Tiberias as a storage

facility, (3) the use of Jordan waters for out-of-basin areas, (4) the

use of the Litani as part of the system, (5) the nature of international

supervision and guarantees.

The 'base plan' for Johnston's mission was an UNRWA-sponsored report

prepared by Charles T. Main, done under the supervision of the TVA with

the backing of the American State Department. The plan featured:

(1) a dam on the Hasbani to provide power and irrigate the Galilee

area;

(2) dams on tK, Dan ana Banlyas rivers to irrigate the Galilee;

(3) drainage of the Huleh swamps;

(4) a dam at Maqarin with 175 MCM storage capacity for power

generation;

(5) a dam at Addassiyah to divert water to Lake Tiberias and into

the East Ghor area;
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(6) a small dam at the outlet to Lake Tiberiaz to increase storage

capacity ;

(7) gravity-flow canals down the east and west sides of the Jordan

Valley to irrigate the area between the Yarmuk and the Dead

Sea ;

(8) control works and canals to utilize perennial flows from the

wadis.

The Main Plan favored primary in-basin use of the Jordan waters and

ruled out integration of the Litani. Provisional quotas gave Israel 394

MCM, Jordan 774 MCM, and Syria 45 MCM.

Israel opened the bargaining by publishing a seven-year plan. Its

major features. modelled after the Lcwdermilk and Hayes plans, included

the integration of the Litani, the use of Lake Tiberias as the main

storage facility, out-of-basin use of the Jordan waters, and the Mediter-

ranean-Dead Sea canal. Since water flow was based on the combined Jordan-

Litani output of 2,500 MCM, Israel sought an initial quota of 810 MCM.

The Israeli proposals were elaborated in the plan prepared for it by

Joseph Cotton in 1954. The combined Litani-Jordan water resources were

estimated at 2,345.7 MCM. Israel was to receive 1,290 MCM. The Arab

share of 1,055.7 MCM was to be divided by allocating 575 MCM to Jordan,

450.7 MCM to Lebarcn and 30 MCM to Syria.

The Arabs responded to the Main 'base plan' with the Arab Plan of

1954. It reaffirmed the lonides, MacDonald and Bunger principle of

exclusive in-base use of the water, rejected storage in Lake Tiberias,

and rejected integration of the Litani. Because 75 percent of the water

of the Jordan water system originates in Arab countries. it objected to

the quota allocations proposed in the Main Plan. According to the Arab

proposal, Israel was to get 200 MCM, Jordan 861 MCM, and Syria 132 MCM.
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The Arao plan reccgnized Lebanon as a riparian of the Jordan River System

and allocated it 35 MCM.

The Baker-Harza study was published in 1955. The American engineers

were commissioned by the Jordanian Government to conduct a hydrological

survey to determine the amount of water needed to irrigate the Jordan

Valley. The Plan was technically oriented and not directly related to

the negotiations. :t recommended construction of an elaborate canal

system to irrigate 460,000 dunums in the Jordan Valley. It increased the

estimate of cultivable land but decreased the water duty (the amount of

water required per unit of land to produce crops).

As negotiations progressed, disagreements were gradually reduced.

Israel gave up on integration of the Litani, the Arabs removed their

objection to out-of-basin use of waters. Lake Tiberias was rejected by

the Arabs as a reservoir for Yarmuk water. An alternative Arab proposal

to treat Lake Tiberias (without diversion of the Yarmuk) as a regional

storage center to benefit all riparians was rejected by Israel. The

Arabs demanded and Israel opposed international supervision.

Allocation of water quotas was the most difficult issue. As illus-

trated in Table 3, the disparity between the opening demands was consi-

derable. After the claim for the Litani was dropped, Israel downgraded

its quota demand to 550 MCM. After extremely hard bargaining, the so-

aled 'rardiner Formula" was adopted as the final version of the Unified

(Jonston) Plan (Table 3). Compared to the Main Plan figures. the John-

ston Plan quotas are significantly different only with regard to Syria

and Lebanon. Jordan's share was slightly scaled down and Israel was to

receive the variable residue after other quotas had been met; most esti-

mates plice the average residue at 400 MCM. although some put it as hig

as 450 MCM.
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Table 3

WATER LLOCATIONS TO RIPARIANS
OF JORDAN RIVER SYSlO

(in million cubic meters)

Plan/Sorce Lebanon Syria Jordan I rael Total

Main Plan nil 45 774 394 1213

Arab Plan 35 132 698 182 1047

Cotton Plan 450.7 30 575 1290 2345.7

Unified (Johnston) Plan

Hasbani 35 35
Banias 20 20
Jordan (main stream) 22 100 3750 497*
Yarmuk 90 377 25 492
Side wadis 243 243

Total Unified Plan 35 132 720 400* 12870

Note: The Cotton Plan included the Litani as part of the Jordan River
System. Different plans allocated different amounts in accordance with
differing estimates of the resources of the system. One major variable
in the reporting of the planned allocations is the amount of ground wiater
included in the estimates.

* According to the compromise "Gardiner Formula. " the share of Israel
fram the main stream of the Jordan was defined as the "residue" after the
other co-riparians had received their shares. This would vary from year
to year, but was expected to average 375 MCM.
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The Unified Plan stipalated that supervision would be exer-.ised by a

three-member Neutral Engineering Board. The Board's mandate included the

supervision of water withdrawal, record keeping, and preventing the

construction of projects which would deviate from the spirit and letter

of the agreement.

The Unified Plan was accepted by the technical committees from both

Israel and the Arab League. The Israeli Cabinet discussed the Plan in

July 1955 without taking a vote. The Arab Experts Committee approved

the Plan in September 1955 and referred it for final approval to the Arab

League Council. The Council decided on October 11, 1955 not to ratify

the Plan. According to most observers. including Joinston himself, the

Arab non-adoption of the Plan was not total rejection; while they failed

to approve it politically, they were apparently determined to adhere to

the technical details. The issue of impartial monitoring was not

resolved, which made for problems in the future.

Unilateral Implimentation: 1955-1967

The failure to develop a multilateral approach to water management

reinforced unilateral development. Though the Unified Plan failed to be

ratified, both Jordan and Israel undertook to operate within their allo-

cations. The two major projects undertaken were the Israeli National

Water Carrier and Jordan's East Ghor Canal.

The National Water Carrier diverted water from the Jordan River Fork

at Eshed Kinrot to the Coastal Plain and the Negev desert. Although

sections of it were begun before 1955. it was only completed in 1964.

The initial diversion capacity of the National Water Carrier without
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supplementary booster pumps was 320 MCM. well within the limits of the

Johnston Plan.

Design of the East Ghor Canal was begun by Jordan in 1957. It was

intended as the first section of a much more ambitious plan known as the

Greater Yarmuk Project. Additional sections included: 1) construction

of two dams on the Yarmuk (Mukheiba and Maqarin) for storage and hydro-

electricity; 2) construction of a 47-kin West Ghor Canal together with a

siphon across the Jordan River near Wadi Faria to connect it with the

East Ghor Canal; 3) construction of seven dams to utilize seasonal flow

on side wadis flowing into the Jordan; 4) construction of pumping sta-

tion& lateral canals, and flood protection and drainage facilities.

In the original Greater Yarmuk Project, the East Ghor Canal was

scheduled to provide only 25 percent of the total irrigation scheme.

Construction of the Canal started in 1959. By 1961 its first section was

completed; sections two and three, down to the Wadi Zarqa, were in ser-

vice by June 1966.

Shortly before completion of tre Israeli Water Carrip- in 1964, an

Arab summit conference decided to try to thwart it. Discarding direct

military attack, the Arab states chose to divert the Jordan headwaters.

Two options were considered: either the diversion of the Hasbant to the

Litani and the diversion of the Baniyas to the Yarmuk; or the diversion

of both the Hasbani and the Baniyas to the Yarmuk The diverted waters

were to be stored behind the Mukheiba Dam.

According to neutral assessments, the scheme was only marginally

feasible. Because of soil porosity and other obstacle& it was techni-

cally difficult and expensive. Its estimated cost was between $190-$200

million, comparable to the cost of the entire Israeli National Water
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Carrier. Financial issues were to be solved by contributions from Sudi

Arabia and Egypt.

Political considerations cited by the Arabs in rejecting the 1955

Johnston Plan were revived to Justify the diversion sdeme. A particular

emphasis was placed on the Carrier's capability to enhance Israel's capa-

city to absorb immigrants to the detriment of Palestinian refugees. In

response, Israel stressed that the National Water Carrier was within the

limits of the Johnston Plan. It declared that. as a sovereign state. it

had the right to set immigration policies without external interference,

and refused to make concessions regarding Arab refugees.

The Arabs started work on the Headwater Diversion in 1965. Israel

declared that it would regard such diversion as an infringement of its

sovereign rights. According to estimates. the completion of the Head-

water Diversion Project would have deprived Israel of 35 percent of its

contemplated withdrawal from the Upper Jordan, halving Israel's supply

for the Carrier.

In a series of military strikes, Israel hit the diversion work

culminating in April 1967 in air strikes deep inside Syria. The increase

in water-related Arab-Israeli hostility was major factor leading to the

1967 June War.

The Militarization of the Water Conflict:1967-1971.

The 1967 war increased the trend towards competitive unilateral

utilization of the Jordan River system.

Israel improved its hydrostrategic position through the occupatipn

of the Golan Heights and the West Bank. The occupation of the Golan

Heights made it impossible for the Arab states to divert the Jordan
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Headwaters. The 1967 ceasefire lines gave Israel control of half the

length of the Yarmuk River compared to 10 km before the war. This made

development of the Yarmuk contingent upon Israeli consent. Even small-

scale unilateral impoundment by Jordan can easily be detected by Israel

and attacked militarily.

The ability of Arab riparians to proceed with unilateral schemes

decreased in proportion to Israeli gains. When the war started, about 20

percent of the Greater Yarmuk Project was completed. In the wake of the

war, the two most important projects, the Mukheiba and Maqarin Dams, had

to be abandoned. The Mukdheiba Da. had been planned to store 200 MCM of

water and Maqarin Dam to store up to 350 MCM and manufacture 25,000 kwh

of electricity annually.

When the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) emerged under new

leadership after the 1967 War, it mounted an intensive campaign against

Israeli settlements in the Jordan Valley. This peaked in the 1968-69

period. It included raids against water installation-, such as that on

the Naharaim pumping station in the summer of 1969. The Israeli-PLO

skirmishes soon deteriorated into Israeli conflict with Jordanian and

Iraqi detachments stationed in the East Jordan Valley.

Israel initially refrained from damaging the East Ghor Canal. After

unsuccessful military efforts to stop PLO activities which resulted in

scores of casualities, the Israeli cabinet revised this policy in June

1969. Israeli raids on June 23, 1969 and August 10, 1969 put most of the

East Ghor Canal out of commission. According to Jordan, the Canal was

out of order four times between 1967 and 1971. Israel conjectured that

extensive damage to irrigation would pressure King Hussein to act

against the PLO.
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Althoug the major reason for Isr-ieli action against the East Ghor

Canal was strategic, the summer 1969 action may also have been prompted

by water-related concerns. According to measurements in April-May 1969

by Israeli water authorities, the level of the Jordan fell 27 inches from

its average base for this period. The initial Israeli assumption was

that the Jordanians were overdrawing their quota. Intensive technical and

diplomatic activity involving the United States, Jordan and Israel even-

tually made it clear that the unprecedented decrease in water level was

caused by natural factors. pointing again to the need for an impartial

water monitor.

Conflict over the East Ghor Canal was mediated by the United States.

After secret negotiations in 1969-1970, Jordan was allowed to repair the

Canal; in exchange Jordan reaffirmed its adherence to Johnston plan

quotas and pleCged to terminate ?LO activity in Jordan. King Hussein

expelled the PLO from Jordan in 1970-1971.

Thelketun to Unilateral Implmntaton: 1971-1983

While the secret Israeli-Jordanian agreement removed a present dan-

ger, it did little to improve cooperation. A perception of mutual inter-

est eased occasional frictions. An Israeli complaint of Jordanian over-

use. following the construction in 1975 of a small auxiliary dam on the

YarmuiG was resolved amicably; occasional Jordanian complaints have also

been resolved. Secrecy surrounded all negotiations.

Interest in the Maqarin Dam was renewed in the mid-1970s. when the

Jordn Valley Authority proposed to build the *600-800 million project on

the Yarmuk River. By this plan, the Maqarin Dam would store 350 MCM of

water, its two power plants would generate 46 million kwh of electricity.
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Negotiations for Israeli consent were mediated by America's Philip Habib.

Although few details about the negotiations are available, an Israeli

demand for a larger share of Yarmuk waters was reputedly discussed and

Israeli threats of pressure on U.S. and World Bank funding sources were

bruited in the press It is unclear whether Syria ever consented. Work

is presently at a standstill.

The water needs of both Israel and Jordan are severe. Water short-

ages became particularly acute in the fall of 1973, following a series of

dry years. when the underground water reserves in Israel dropped from

2,500 MCM to 150 MCM. The Israeli government made plans to cut back

water for agriculture 10%; only the heavy winter rains of 1973-74 fore-

stalled this necessity.

Throughout the 1970s. the Israeli government embarked on several

projects aimed at increasing the amount of available water, utilizing

water more efficiently, and expanding the area of cultivation. In a

continuation of the Huleh Valley project of the 1950s, more drainage

pipes and canals were laid. aimed at reducing flooding by lowering the

water level of the Jordan River to facilitate faster drainage of storm

runoff. An unanticipated side effect was the increase in the flow of

nutrients to Lake Tiberias. raising the possibility of contamination in

an area used for both drinking water and recreation. The nearby Dan

Project in the upper Huleh Valley, begun in the early 1970s, was

projected to salvage 130 MCM/yr in reclaimed sewage water by 2000.

Another project was located in the Arava, the Rift Valley south of

the Dead Sea. This was an area previously considered too arid for culti-

vation. Utilizing greenhouses and drip irrigation - a technique devel-

oped experimentally in Israel - the Arava farms specialize in production

of winter flowers and produce using prev'.ously untapped underground
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water. However, water use in the area is high: 220 m3 per person per day

as compared to 141 m3 per person per day in other Israeli settlements of

comparable size.

Despite these efforts, Israel is at present utilizing about 95

percent of its water resources. A major outcome of this situation has

been a growing tendency in Israel to overuse the underground water

resource. Out of Israel's total annual water consumption of 1700 MCM,

30 percent comes from the Jordan River system. The rest is supplied by

rain catchment and underground water. Because of intensive use, the

Coastal Plain aquifer is in danger of contamination by sea water. Forty

percent of Israel's present water consumption derives from outside the

Green Line.

Israel's situation was partially alleviated by the 1967 occupation

of the Golan Heights and the West Bank. Golan Heights resources are

limited: 80 percent of its consumption comes from Lake Tiberias, the

remaining 20 percent is collected locally through catchment techniques.

Israel is transferring water from the water-rich north to the arid south

of the Golan Heights to provide water for settlements to cultivate 36,000

dunUMs using 54 MCM of water annually. By 1980. water usage in the Golan

Heights was ten times what it had been before 1967 although the popula-

tion was a fraction of its former size.

The West Bank is more critical to Israel's water supply. The two

aquifers which provide most of the underground water within the Green

Line rise in the West Bank. Natural replenishment of the whole aquifer

is estimated at 560-670 MCM. Most of it. approximately 4)50 MCM, drains

westward in Israel.
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The amount of underground water in the West Bank is disputed.

Israeli sources claim that West Bank annual water resources amount to

about 120 MCM, equivalent to the current annual consumption level.

Jordanian sources claim there is a 630-775 MCM surplus on the West Bank.

According to the West Bank and Gaza Data Base Project, annual water

consumption in the West Bank is 100 MCM. Out of this, 14 MCM is for

domestic use and the rest is used to irrigate 100,000 dunUms of land. Per

capita domestic consumption in the West Bank is considerably lower than

in Israel. Urban populations in the West Bank use 22 m3 a year vs. 165

m3 for urban populations in Israel. Rural populations in the West Bank

use 7 m3 a year compared to 22 m3 for Arab villages in Israel.

Israel, through its occupation administration has imposed stringent

conservation measures on the Arab population. The only envisaged in-

crease in water consumption is domestic (to 30 m3 per capita). Con-

servation measures are applied rigorously to Arab agriculture. At pre-

sent only 5 percent (100,000 dunums) of Arab land is irrigated.

Drilling of artesian wells is licensed by the Israeli Water Com-

mission. The number of annual permits is limited. Pumping from wells is

monitored by meters, with penalties for overpumping. According to a

Jordanian report, in 1977 the 88 Arab wells in the Jordan Valley were

limited to 9.9 MCM; the 17 Jewish wells were allowed 17 MCM. There are

also reports that wells drilled by Israeli settlers affect the flow of

neighboring Arab wells lowering the water table or drying them up.

The growth of Jewish settlements in the West Bank has aggravated

water problems. Most of the water used by Jewish settlers is for irriga-

tion. In the Jordan Valley, Jewish settlements use 25 MCM for irrigation

of 20-30.000 dunums of land. This is planned to increase to 40 MCM by

the late 1980s to irrigate 40-50,000 dunams. Jewish domestic consumption
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in the West Bank amounts to only 1-2 MCM annually. According to projec-

ticns by the West Bank Data Project, an increase of urban Jewish popula-

tion would have only marginal impact on water consumption, but an in-

crease in agricultural settlements would exacerbate the water situation.

The Israeli water regime has prevented the development of Arab

agriculture in the West Bank. According to Arab sources and Stauffer

allowing indigenous development would deny Israel of 12 percent of its

total annual supply. The same sources estimate that 600-700 MCM (almost

40 percent of Israel's annual water consumption) comes from sources

outside the 1967 border. If this is correct, then almost the whole

increase in Israel's water consumption since 1967 has been sustained by

the territorial expansion.

There are indications that this amount is becoming inadequate to

meet Israeli needs. The Israeli Water Commission announced in October

1983 that it will not supply water for Jewish agricultural use in the

West Bank out of local resources. Arab irrigation will be closely moni-

tored. but domestic supplies for Arabs will not be impaired. It is not

clear whether plans to increase Arab domestic supplies will be can-

celled. These steps indicate Israeli fears that the Coastal Plain aqui-

fers stand in danger of saline contamination.

The Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan suffered enormous dislocation fol-

lowing the 1967 war. The West Bank, though only 6 percent of Jordan's

territory and 25 percent of the cultivated area, accounted for 45 percent

of its GNP. The influx of some 300.000 new refugees from the West Bank

imposed an additional burden on the economy.

Damage to the East Ghor Canal and fighting in the region from 1968

to 1970 set beck agriculture in the Jordan Valley. Most of the Valley's
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approximately 60,000 inhabitants fled. Valley agricultural production.

which had nearly doubled between 1959 and 1965, was severely reduced. in

1967 the share of agriculture in Jordan's GNP (exclusive of West Bank)

was 25.2 million J.D.; in 1970 it dropped to 15.6 million J.D. Despite

rescue efforts by the National Resource Authority, the Canal started

silting up.

In 1972, Crown Prince Hassan issued a Plan for the Rehabilitation

and Development of the Jo,'dan Vally. The Plan identified the major

problems affecting development of water resources in Jordan: 1) poor

coordination between various ministries; 2) paucity of detailed feasi-

bility studies to attract investors; 3) irregularities in awarding con-

tracts.

The Jordan Valley Commission (later the Jordan Valley Authority)

reviewed unfinished water projects and charted the future course. Its

Seven-Year Report for 1975-82 was published in 197L. The guiding prin-

ciple of the plan was to concentrate on development of the Yarmuk. Its

main features included:

(1) The Maqarin Dam. Its initial capacity of 150 MCM was to be

raised to 350 MCM or even 550 MCM. A 24-km carrier canal would

deliver water to the East Ghor Canal to irrigate an additional

125.000 durums. Two power plants would provide 46 million kwh.

(2) The King Talal Dam on the Zarqa River, with a storage capacity

of 48 MCM and a 18 km extension of the East Ghor Canal. The

King Tall Dam was completed in 1977 at a cost of $46 million.

(3) Smaller projects in the side wadis: dams regulating the flow

of the Wadi Ziqlab were to be completed by 1985; the Kuf rein

Dam was built in 1980.
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(4) Subsurface drainage. with perforated pipes to prevent salina-

tion. Drained water, monitored for quality, will be reused

for irrigation if not too salty.

Projected costs (exclusive of the Maqarin Dam complex) were approxi-

mately $105.4 million, though experience showed cost overruns could be

expected. The projects wes e financed by a variety of sources, among them

Arab states, USAID, the World Bank. and European government&

The water shcrtage in Jordan is most noticeable in domestic use.

Amman, whose supply comes from artesian reservoirs which provide only 16-

17 MCM a year, 1s the hardest hit. Domestic supplies are pumped only

once a week; one source estimates that Amman is undersupplied by 50

percent. Demand is expected to rise by a factor of five in the next 10

years. Plans to alleviate tle shortage include diverting 12-14 MCM a

year from the King Talal Dam. and piping water from Azraq oasis (100 km

away). Long-term solution of the problem is seen as contingent on the

construction of the Maqarin Cam. Although the Maqarin water is desig-

nated for irrigation, the JVA is being pressured to pump part of the

water to Amman.

Industrial development has not been affected yet by the shortage of

water, but NajmeedLn al-Dajani, the Minister of Industry and Trade, says

conservation measures are considered. One option would be to provide

industry with braclash cr recycled water unfit for domestic use.

Water is especially crucial for agriculture. Population increases

after 1948 and 1967 required increased food production, which extended

cropping into marginal land. According to a 1979 report. five percent of

Jordan's 91 million dunums (excluding the West Bank) are cultivable. Of

the 4.5 million dunums of cultivable land, 181,533 dunums of land are

cultivated in the Jordan Valley; of this, 174,979 dunums are irrigated.
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The East Ghor Canal irrigates 65.5 percent, side wadis irrigate 16.2

percent. underground wells irrigate 82 percent* water pumped from the

Jordan irrigates 0.9 percent, and 9.2 percent is rainfed. Completion of

the Maqarin Dam would add 125,000 dunuMs to the irrigated area in the

Valley. The Jordan Valley Authority is also introducing water saving

techniques - drip irrigation, row tunnels, sprinkler/drip combination,

plasticulture- to increase agricultural efficiency.
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TEINICAL ASPECTS OF THE JORDAX RIVER SYSTEM

Water Quality

The headwaters of the Jordan are generally high quality waters.

Considering first the three tributaries of the Upper Jordan (Jordan

Fork), the Dan, Hasbani and Baniyas, each is seen to have a salinity of

about 20 ppm. This is clearly sufficient to satisfy agricultural, domes-

tic and most industrial uses. Hence, the quality of the Upper Jordan as

it enters Lake Tiberias is quite desirable in terms of salinity. The

salinity of the Yarmuk River is also reasonably low, reported as 100 ppm.

The salinity of the lower portion of the Jordan River System becomes

progressively greater below the entry of the Upper Jordan into Lake

Tiberias.

A number of natural sources render Lake Tiberias water saline to the

extent of about 250 ppm which is too high for some sensitive crops most

notably the citrus fruits which are economically important in this

region. Much of the salt results from the inflow of salty subterranean

springs. (As noted below, considerable Israeli effort has been devoted

to reducing the level of salinity in Lake Tiberias. Current levels of

salinity in Lake Tiberias are about 340 ppm which is marginal for

superior irrigation water.) As the Jordan proceeds down into the Rift

Valley toward the Dead Sea it becomes saltier, reaching several thousand

parts per million by the Allenby Bridge near Jericho. Ultimately, the

salinity of the Jordan River System reaches 25 percent (250,000 ppm) In

the Dead Sea, a level approximately seven times that of the oeSn This

is too high to support plant or animal life, although certain minerals.
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especially bromines and potash, can be extracted by (solar) evaporative

processes.

The development of the water resources of the Jordan have accen-

tuated the salinity of the Lower Jordan. The salinity in the lower

reaches of the river has increased in recent years as a result of the

diversion of the low salinity headwaters both to the National Water

Carrier and to the East Ghor Canal.

Although the greatest water quality concern in this region is

salinity and its impact on the agricultural fitness of the water, there

is some recent concern with other water quality issues. The first of

these is domestic pollution of the Upper Jordan which may eventually

threaten the National Water Carrier. Additionally, the draining of the

Huleh Valley has increased nutrient flows into Lake Tiberias and has

resulted in a heightened concern with eutrophication in that basin

Water Development Plans

Water has played an important part in plans for development and

stability in the Middle East. A number of such plans were developed

during the 19403 and 1950s. The most important of these as mentioned

above was the Johnston Plan. In a number of respects, this plan repre-

sents a compromise and can be seen as an outgrowth of several earlier

plans which are summarized below.

The Lowdermilk Plan, and the Hays-Savage Plan of 1948 the MacDonald

Report. and the Bunger Plan were forerunners to the IVA Plan or Main Plan

'Charles T. Main, Inc., 1953). This plan took its name from its drafter,

Charles T. Main, Inc., and from the role of the Tennessee Valley

Authority in developing the plan. The Main Plan became the basis of the
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Johnston Plan, a series of comprom! ses which grew out of the Main Plan

and separate plans drawn up by Israel and Jordan and were negotiated

among the parties by U.S. Special Ambassador Eric Jdinston. The result.

known as the Unified Water Plan. called for about 60 percent of the water

to be available to the three Arab states and 40 percent to Israel.

Though rejected for political reasons, the technical aspects were sub-

sequently used as the basis of water planning by all parties.

For Israel, the implementation of water works took the form of the

construction of the National Water Carrier, an extensive conduit system

designed to transport water from the water-rich (at least 100 MCM/yr)

north to the potentially fertile but arid (30-200 MCM/yr) out-of-basin

regions of the Negev Desert. The Carrier, completed in 1964, lies en-

tirely within Israel's pre-1967 boundaries and diverts water from the

Jordan at the norhtern edge of Lake Tiberias along the coast to the

Negev.

The Yarqon-Negev part of the National Water Carrier system., com-

pleted in 1955, is fed by wells east of Tel Aviv and provides 270 MCM for

that city and for irrigating the Lachish area. Another portion of the

system is used to collect water from northern Galilean creeks which was

formerly discharged to the Mediterranean and to irrigate portions of the

Esdraelon Valley. A third part of the system drained marshy areas (Huleh

Valley) in an effort to improve the flow to the Upper Jordan. These

three parts of the overall system were completed early and are often not

considered to be part of the National Water Carrier proper.

The Carrier consists of a series of puMp& canals. and tunnels used

to convey water taken from Eshed Kinrot on Lake Tiberias (below sea

level) to as far as 200 km to the south. The average water flow is 320

MCM per year and the elevation change is 210 m. As an adjunct to the
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Carrier, work has been undertaken to reduce the saline inputs to Lake

Tiberias in an effort to reduce the salinity in that lake which serves as

a reservoir for the National Water Carrier. Projections are that the

salinity of Lake Tiberias will eventually be reduced to about 130 ppm.

Other Israeli development has included drainage and canalization

work in the Huleh Valley to control runoff and flooding in the area. A

program of irrigation has been undertaken in the Golan Heights; by 1980

this involved the use of 22 MCM per year for the irrigation of 6500

hectares. This water came from developing local resources and by drawing

water from Lake Tiberia&

In recent years. the much-discussed Mediterranean-Dead Sea Canal was

again suggested. The fundamental premise behind this project is that a

means must be found to keep the level of the Dead Sea stable. With the

ontinued exploitation of the Jordan River, the level of the Dead Sea has

dropped over the past ten to twenty years. As proposed by the Israelis

in 1980, the plan to link the two seas would exploit the 400 m elevation

difference between them by including hydroelectric stations totalling 600

MW. In addition, proposals were made to use the water for cooling

nuclear power stations rated at 1800 MW. and to investigate the feasi-

bility of generating 1500 MW for solar ponds. The Canal would be 72 km

long, including a 32 km section which would be open and a 40 km tunnel.

The first 12.5 km would traverse occupied territory in the southern Gaza

Strip. The quantity of water involved is estimated to be 750 MCM per

year, a figure in close agreement with the 990 MCM annually projected by

Main. The project will be expensive, and one observer has suggested that

a military solution (i.e., a strike against the diversion facilities on

the Yarmuk) to the problem of the Dead Sea elevation would be more
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economical. An annual flow of 725 MCM would increase the level of the

Dead Sea and this is expected to have an adverse effect on Jordanian

industrialization along the shore of the Dead Sea.

Given the finite supply of water resources and the increasing demand

for water in Israel, attention has also focussed on alternative technical

options for increasing water availability. These include large-scale

desalination which is still considered too costly; conservation in terms

-f irrigation and domestic and industrial usage; and increasing the

potential of available water supply from artificial and natural sources.

The latter two include options such as further development of groundwater

supplies storm water interception, sewage reclamation, cloud seeding and

small-scale desalination. Some observers hold that the most promising

technical alternative is sewage reclamation. One analyst estimates that

as much as 200 MCM per year can be recycled by 1985, while another states

130 MCM will be available by the year 2000. However, there are a number

of technical and sanitary ramifications to sewage reclamation which are

only now being examined.

One final note concerning Israeli plans and future water development

concerns the potential for conservation. Historically, a key policy

followed by Israel was the extravagant use of water as part of the plan

to develop the desert. There is evidence, presented by Galnoor, that the

agricultural demand for water had decreased from a high of 0.85 MCM per

thousand dunums in 1955 to 0.71 in 1975. Other reports indicate that

use of drip and trickle irrigation methods is spreading in Israel.

he development undertaken by the Jordanians has invovled cooper-

ative efforts with the Syrians. The Jordanian Great Yarmuk Project was

undertaken at the same time as the Israeli's National Water Carrier.

According to Garbell, it is most meaningful to view the Great Yarmuk
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Project in three phases. The first phase was a headwater irrigation

program designed to provide controlled winter irrigation and expanded

summer irrigation in the El-Muzeirib region of Syria. The Upper East

Ghor Canal phase was completed in 1964, and, by 1979, it had reached a

length of 100 kin; a further expansion has been planned to bring it

adjacent to the Dead Sea. The Maqarin Dam phase involves the con-

struction of a dam at aqarin on the Jordan-Syria border approximately 35

km east of the confluence of the Yarmuk River and the Jordan. The

Mukheiba Dam was to be located about 10 km east of the Yarmuk-Jordan

oonfluence.

Water Consimption

The primary users of the waters of the Jordan are Israel and Jordan.

Between them, the Jordan River System has been extensively exploited and

this river satisfies about one-half of their water demand. The other

riparian states are Lebanon and Syria; their use of the Jordan at present

is minor in comparison to that of the others, and satisfies about 5

percent of their total demand for water. The current estimate for the

total annual demand for water by Israel is about 1750 MCM, approximately

80 percent of which is used for irrigation. 15 percent for domestic use#

and 5 percent for industrial use. Approximately 43 percent of the culti-

vated land is irrigated. This amounts to 1.85 million dunums. Present

estimates indicate that Israel presently uses as much as 95 percent of

the total renewable water resource available to it. Galnoor states that

the total stock of sustainable water yield in Israel is 1500-1600 MCM per

year. This represents an extremely high degree of utilization of water

resources. Israeli per capita consumption (537 m3 per year; 86 m3 per
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year for dorestic purposes only) is not out of line compared to other

industrialized nations. although it is high compared to its neighbors.

The occupied lands, most notably the West Bank and Golan Heights, are

important in the water economy of Israel. Control of the Golan Heights

prevents any Arab attempt to divert the Jordan headwaters as threatened

in 1964.

The role of the West Bank in the water economy of Israel is worth

comment. It is estimated that one-third of Israel's water requirement

originates in rainfall over the western slopes of the West Bank and is

drawn from the same aquifer system that supplies the West Bank. Hence,

during the post-1967 period, the Israeli occupation of the West Bank has

allowed greater exploitation of this aquifer by preventing new hydrologic

development by the Arab population. The effect is to maximize ground-

water recharge so that the aquifer under Israel may be more extensively

developed. At the same time, Israeli settlements in the West Bank are

tapping the aquifer.

It should also be noted that another one-third of Israel's water

comes from the Jordan. The 1967 conquests are important in this light

also because the Golan Heights afford control over the Upper Jordan.

According to Stauffer (1983), almost one-half of Israel's total water

supply consists of water that has been diverted or preempted from Arab

sources located outside of the pre-1967 boundaries.

Data are generally not available for water consumption by Jordan.

The history of irrigation in Jordan has been limited, and the estimates

are that only 4.6 percent of the cultivated land was irrigated in 1972

(compared to 41.1 perent for Israel and 7.6 percent for Syria) Gischler

gives figures 7.2 percent and 9.8 percent for Jordan and Syria, respec-

tively. Nevertheless, the population was rising at a rate of 3.4 percent
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per year in the early 1970s. Total annual consumption was 555 MCM for

1980 of which 465 MCM were for agriculture, 30 MCM for industrial uses,

and 60 MCM for domestic use. The estimates for the year 2000 are for a

total annual demand in Jordan for 1009 MCM. There is some concern that

Jordan's demand for water will exceed the supply during the 1980s.

Others feel that Jordan is facing an ever increasing deficit at the

present time which can only lead to a decreased standard of living and/or

to curtailed future development. If this is true, then the potential for

renewed water-based conflict in the Middle East is imminent. (The Iraqi-

Jordanian agreement to divert Euphrates water to northern Jordan is thus

of critical importance.)

Overview of Present Status

The Jordan River is extensively developed by both Jordan and Israel.

For all practical purposes, the available quantity of high quality water

is presently extracted. leaving only poor quality highly saline waters in

the main stem of the River Jordan. The potential for conflict here is

great because the available water is being used and both societies are

expanding with an increasing thirst.

Both Jordan and Israel face severe water deficits. Israel is utili-

zing 95 percent of its present capacity of 1,700 MCM (including water

from the West Bank), and projects that by the year 2000 it will need

2.500 MCM, a deficit of 800 MCM. Jordanian demand is already in excess

of its annual supply of 84i1 CM (estimated 872 MCM for 1985). and will

show a deficit of 168 MCM by the year 2000.

Solutions to these deficits are imperative, and suggestions are

varied. These include:
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(1) Completion of the Maqarin Dam. This is presently held up by

lack of political agreement. This storage facility would salvage about

two-thirds of the Yarmuk's annual flow of 492 MCM that is now wasted

during the winter floods. Primary advantage would go to Jordan. to which

the major share of Yarmuk waters was allocated and which already has the

East Ghor Canal to utilize them.

(2) Conservation in agriculture. Jordan, whose modern agricultural

facilities were installed in the 1970s, is already heavily invested in

water-saving drip irrigation. Israel's installation& installed earlier,

are over 90 percent sprinkler irrigated, which uses more water. Jordan

has fotmd that drip irrigation and plasticulture pay large dividends in

crop profitability, but immediate conversion for Israel would be costly.

(3) Advanced technologies. Israel has been experimenting with

cloud seeding catchment. ground-water recharge, waste purification, and

desalination. Costs are high - perhaps beyond economic feasibility

levels - and yields are small.

(4) De-emphasis on agriculture. In technical terms. this would be

more feasible for Israel than for Jordan. Jordan lacks the industrial

infrastructure to provide alternative employment; moreover, its

agriculture is relatively unsubsidized, uses advanced technology, and

shows a profit in response to free-market forces. Israeli agriculture is

heavily subsidized, both in terms of the price of irrigation water and in

direct subsidies to farmers; but agriculture in Israel is bound up in

Zionist ideology and is protected by powerful lobbies that cut across

political party lines. Although Israel does have substantial industrial
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infrastructure, its present economic pllght makes investaent for the

conversion to industry improbable even if it were ideologically

palatable.

(5) Bu/ing water from neighboring systems. Israel has talked about

buying water from the Litani and - since the time of Sadat - from the

Nile. Jordan has considered piping water from the lower Euphrates. In

view of the present and projected in-basin needs of these systems such

schemes offer little joy for thirsty Jordan and Israel.

(6) The Med-Dead Canal. A canal from the Mediterranean Sea to the

Great Rift Valley (alternatively from the Red Sea to the Valley) has been

discussed off and on for forty year& It would provide generous amounts

of hydroelectric power, but it would cause severe problems for existing

mining operations in both Israel and Jordan and offers no solution to the

urgent need for fresh water.
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HYDRQOGY OF THE LITAMI

The Litz:nl River lies entirely within the internationally recognized

boundaries of Lebanon. It rises in the Bekaa Valley, a short distance

west of Baalbek (only a few km southwest of the headwaters of the

Orontes), and flows south down the axis of the Bekaa Valley between the

Lebanon Mountains on the West and the Anti-Lebanon Mountains on the East.

The two mountain systems are underlain by deformed Mesozoic carbonate

rocks; the Bekaa Valley itself is developed in a fault-bounded depression

filled with younger sediments. The discharge of the stream is derived

from winter rainfall over the higher portions of t,.e flanking mountain

ranges, supplemented by groundwater contributions to base flow carried to

the late-Cenozoic alluvial fill on the floor of the Bekaa Valley from

the slopes of the mountains. At Qirawn tne Zitani enters a gorge between

the Lebanon Mountains ano the massif of Mcjnt Hermon; near Nabatiya tnhe

river turns liarply to the west and fl ,ws to the Mediterranean through

the Galilean Uplands, a nilly terrain underlain by Mesozoic and early

Cenozoic carbonate rocks.

More rain falls over the Litani than over other rivers in the re-

gion. The higher slopes of the Lebanon Mountains receive on the order of

1000-1600 mm/yr. In the rain shadow east of that range the precipitation

is as low as 500 mm/yr. The lower part of the Litani Basin receives

winter rainfall directly off the Mediterranean, typically amounting to

the order of 800 mm/y!r.

"he flow of the Litani averages approximately 700 MCM, of whizn only

60 is ontributed below Nabatiya. In the dry months of July to October,
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the flow .s only 15 percent of the total. There are great variations

from year to year.

A glance at the map of Figure 5 will show how closely the Litani

approaches the headwaters of the urdan. Several ;deological treatments

of water resources in the regi.n nave referred to the Litani and the

Jordan as a single river system, the Israelis make that argument whenever

they contemplate diversion of the upper !itani into the Hasbani. At least

one commentator on Middle Eastern politics has correlated the current

israeli presence in southern Lebanon with Israel's realization that it

has utilized all the water now available to it within its post-1967

borders.
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HM=Y oF THE LITANI

The area of the Litani basin is sparsely populated and relies on

subsistance agriculture. The land tenure system consists mostly of small

freeholders, whose terrace farming imposed little burden on the water

resources of the river. The difficult hydrological structure of the

Litani required technolog which was not available until modern times.

The Searci for Cooperative Solutloa: 1948.-1955

The French Mandate contributed little to agricultural development in

the south of Lebanon. The Lebanese Republic. which was granted indepen-

dence In 1943, planned sane small irrigation projects. One of them was

the Qasimiyah Plan to irrigate 3,900 hectares of land in the coastal

plain between Tyre and Sidon. The 1943 Bekaa Valley survey envisioned the

utilization of the Litani for hydroelectrical power and irrigation. None

of the plans were implemented until cfter the 1948 Arab-Israeli war.

The Litani assumed great importance after the war. Concerns were

voiced in 1949 that the country's 1.2 million population would double in

two decades from natural increase, not counting the influx of 127,000

Palestinian refugees. Lebanon was less dominated by agriculture than

most Middle Eastern states. In 1950, less than 20 percent of the GNP was

contributed by agriculture, and less than half the land was deemed suit-

able for cultivation. Of the cultivated land, 80 percent was rainfed.

irrigation and crop diversification were needed to increase output and

d:minish variation in productivity due to drought.
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To solve these problems& the Council of Ministers drew up a Six Year

Plan to add 43.000 hectares to irrigated land through development schemes

in the Litani, Orontes, Yarmuk, Qasimiyah, and Akkar. In addition, the

Plan sought to utilize the rivers to generate hydroelectric power. The

water schemes were elaborated by the Planning Board set up in 1953, and

the Ministry of General Planning which was created in 1954.

The most important part of the Six Year Plan was the Litani River

project. It was based on surveys carried out by the United States Bureau

of Reclamation in the early 1950s. The multi-purpose Litani scheme,

scheduled to take 20-25 years for completion, was expected to increase

the electric output of the country from 181 million kwh in 1954 to 807

million kwh, to irrigate 250,000 dunam (25,000 hectares) of land, and to

provide employment for 300,000 people. The Litani River Authority was

created in 1954 to supervise the implementation of the program.

A key element in the Litani River Project was the dam on Lake

Qi rawn. In addition the plan included: 1) six hydroelectric power sta-

tions, 2) three big and five small dams 3) 41 kilometers of tunnel and

4) 210 kilometers of irrigation channels. The first section of the

project included construction of the dam at Lake Qirawn and the two

hydroelectrical storage systems. one on the Litani and one on the Awali.

The first irrigation schemes were planned for the Bekaa Valley, in the

Sidon-Beirut area. and in small parts of the Galilean Upland.

The Litani River Project took no account of concurrent Israeli

proposals to divert the Litani out of Lebanon into the Jordan. The World

Zionist Organization had in 1919 demanded that the East-West section of

the river become the international border to Palestine. The Lowdermilk

plan of 1944 and the Hayes plan of 19U8 both treated the Litani as part

of the Jordan River System, and based their regional cooperation on the
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utilization of half of the Litani flow for the benefit of Israel. The

most elaborate presentation was made in the Cotton plan, which estimated

the LitanLi surplus water potential to be approximately 500 MCM. it was

to be used through a 100-kilometer diversion scheme based on channels,

tunnels, and aqueducts to provide irrigation and electric power in

Northern Israel.

In rebuttal, the Arab countries pointed out that Israel underesti-

mated the extent of Lebanon's use of the Litani waters. Both the U.S.

Bureau of Reclamation in its 1954 Report and Lebanon's Litani River

Project assumed that 80 percent of the Litani water would be used in

Lebanon. Moreover, selling the Litani water away from an area where

Shiite farmers did not receive enough for irrigation would have fomented

resentment against the Christian dominated government in Beirut.

However, as with the Jordan River System, the dominant argument used was

based on considerations of Arab politics. Lebanon, though nonbelli-

gerent. could not risk a bilateral agreement with Israel without the

consent of the other Arab states. Yet such a consent was highly unlikely

because of the continued Arab-Israeli conflict. According to Israeli

estimates, Lebanon. in rejecting the Litani-Jordan scheme, passed up an

opportunity to optimize the use of the water. Israel argued that the

differences in altitude between the LitarLi area and Israel could be used

to generate cheaper electricity than in the Litani River Project-

Problems of Implementation: 1955-1970

Work on the first section of the Litara River Project was started in

1956. It included the Qirawn Dam and two hydroelectric power stations,
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one on the Litani River and one on the Awali River. In line with the

recommendation of the US Bureau of Reclamation, trdroelectrical uses of

the waters was preferred over irrigation. This policy was part of a

general economic outlook which emphasized urban and industrial develop-

ment in Lebanon. The Bureau of Reclamation predicted that the need for

electricity would increase by 11 percent until 1965 and then level off at

6 percent. In thne first phase of the plan 336 million kwh were expected

to be generated.

The much more modest irrigation targets were revised a number of

times. The coastal units proposed in the original plan were dropped, but

the areas for irrigation In the southern Bekaa were to be enlarged and

ailoted 100 MCM to te withdrawn from the Cirawn Reservoir.

Major technical proble-nc policy plagued the project. Projections of

possible earthquake damage necessitated dismantling of a partially

completec section of the cement dam and its replacement by a rock-filled

structurre. ?ave-:ns 3ha flocding blocked a major tunnel. The Awali-

Markaba section was changed to enlarge its intake.

Electricity and domestic use received increasing preference over

irrigation. The growth of the urban centers and the life style of the

middle class Christians ano Sunnis, which mandated the use of electric

appliances and air conditioning overturned the projection that the rate

of growth in electrical consumption would taper off. The use of

electricity increased dramatically from 80 million kwh in 1948 to 900

million k.wh in 19614. By 1967, the actual consnption rate was 30 percent

n-.ner thjr. Precicted. :t also changed the pattern of peak demand. In

'9r', the Peak lemand f3r electricity in Lebanon was in December; in

19b4. primarily because of the use of air conditioning, it was in August.
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As a result more water than planned had to be diverted for electricity at

the time of low river flows.

The tensions between these diverging needs was exemplified in the

dispute between the "600 m" and the "800 m" plans. The former would

divert 105 MCM of water after it was used for power generation at Markaba

through a transmountain tunnel at 600 meters elevation to deliver water

to irrigate 5,000 hectares around Sidon and 2,500 hectares around

Nabatiya. The rival "800 m" plan envisaged diversion of the same amount

of water from Lake Qirawn (at elevation 800 m). Such a diversion would

have precluded the use of the 105 MCM for generating hydroelectric power.

The allocation of irrigated land would then be: 8000 hectares in the

southern part of the lower Litani, 3,000 hectares around Nabatiyeh, 2,500

east of Sidon and the remaining 1.500 hectares near Marjayoun.

The dispute reveals the preponderancy of sectarian considerations in

Lebanon. According to the latest demographic survey conducted by the

French Family Plannming Institute in 1977, the population of Lebanon was

3.11 million, distributed as follows: 750,000 Maronite Catholics, 300,000

Greek Orthodox, 200,000 Greek Catholics, 600,000 Sunni Muslim, 850,000

Shiite Muslims and 250,000 Druzes, and 160,000 Armenians. Most of the

Shiite Muslims. considered the poorest group in the society. lived in the

south and had no share in the political division of power. The

Christian-dominated government of Lebanon did not view the development of

their region a major priority. The "800 m" plan beneficial to the Shiite

community was adopted, but was implemented with pilot projects near Sidon

not inconsistent with the rival plan.

Use of the Litani for hydroelectricity rather than irrigation was

more profitable in terms of a quick return on investment development of

industry, and the outright sale of electric power to Syria. Domestic use
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was stimulated by the quick growth of urban centers. where Christians

predominated.

The Activation of the Litani twsue: 1970-1983

Already in the early 1970s, there was a growing process of

disintegration in the south of Lebanon. Demographically, the Shiites had

become a majority of the roughly 600,000 inhabitants of the south. The

failure of the central government to rehabilitate the area increased the

tension between the Shiites and their Christian and Sunni neighbors and

with the Druze further up the Shouf Mountain. Most of the country's

cultivated area were controlled by the Maronites and the Druze.

The failure to irrigate the south had been a continuous source of

frustration among the Shiites of the region. Their resentment toward the

Christian dominated government was increased by two related developments.

In 1972, the Lebanese government signed an agreement to supply 100 mil-

lion kwh of electricity to southern Syria. A drought in summer, 1973

lowered the water table in the Litani and Lake Qirawn; electricity output

was cut by some 40 percent. causing shortages of water and electricity

locally. On August 16, 1973, the Director General of the Lebanese Elec-

tricity Company asked the public to reduce use of electricity. The water

and electricity shortages in the south caused major demonstrations in the

region. Shiite apprehension was increased in 1974 when it was rumored

the Litani River would be diverted to Beirut to meet water shortages in

the capital. The neglect of the agriculture of the south and the diver-

sion rumors apparently contributed to the subsequent decision of the

Shiites to form the paramilitary Areal movement.
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Discontent in southern Lebanon was fed by the growth of PLO strength

in the area. Following their 1971 expulsion from Jordan, the PLO

established a territorial base in the neglected and sparsely populated

south of Lehanon. The PLO move was facilitated by tacit ties with

dissatisfied Shiites in the south and cooperation between the PLO and

Areal militia in Beirut.

Chaos in the south of Lebanon affected development plans for the

region setting up a vicious circle of administrative and planning isola-

tion which enhanced dissatisfaction. One measure of isolation is the

virtual disappearance of statistical data on the south from official

Lebanese publications. As a result. it is difficult to evaluate progress

on the Litani River Project since the early 1970s.

From the Arab R ad Record, spotty information indicates that

financing for some small projects was solicited from a number of sources.

In 1966, the Kuwaitis promised 65 million Lebanese pounds to build the

Mufadoun Dam on the Litani near Nabatiya to store water for irrigation.

In April. 1972, the Lebanese Minister of Hydro-electric Resources asked a

delegation from the World Bank to finance a Litani scheme to irrigate

23,000 hectares of land in the southern Bekaa Valley and provide a new

water network for Beirut. In October 1974, the President of the Council

of the Administration of the National Office of the Litani and its Direc-

tor General signed an agreement in principle for the World Bank to pro-

vide 60% of the $130 million cost of the ten-year project. In September

1978 the Director General of UNICEF promised to finance a pumping system

to provide 90 million liters of water for domestic consumption.

The growing disintegration in the South has made it difficult to

assess whether Litani project- have been implemented. It is also diffi-

cult to assess war-related damages to the existing installations. In
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recent years, Lebanese budget and financial reports often list damage

repair costs together with maintenance.

Israeli incursions into Lebanon since the early 1970s interna-

tionalized the Litani River question. Israeli interventions throughout

the 70s led up to Operation Litan in 1978 and the 1982 war; the IDF

(Israel Defence Force) has maintained a line on the Awali River since

September 1983.

Given the historical interest of Israel in the Litani River, these

actions raised speculation that they may have been motivated by water

interests One early allegation claimed that Israeli through the inter-

vention of the United States, blocked financing of an early 1970s plan

for a second dam on the Litani to irrigate the lower Bekaa Valley.

An Arab press item on January 12, 1978 in al-Siyaasa reported that

about 32 percent of the land in southern Lebanon had been sold indirectly

to Israelis; a subsequent Lebanese intelligence investigation allegedly

found that Lebanese Phalangists and members of the National Liberal Party

were buying land from poor peasants and reselling it to Europeans.

Lebanese and U.N. sources maintained that. following the 1978 invasion

Israel had consolidated control of the Wazzani-Hasbani springs to

increase water flow to the Jordan River; rumors of Israeli-imposed

conservation measures were denied in 1983 by Major Saad Haddad.

After the 1982 war, Israel gained control of the lower Litani.

According to the Chairman of Lebanon's Litani River Authority, the IDF

seized a complete set of hydrographic and seismic data on the system.

In an exclusive interview in the Lebanese periodical M Mrning

of December 26. 1982, Yevgeni M. Primakov, the Director of the Soviet

Government Institjte of Oriential Studies, charged that Israel had
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already started diversion of the Litani. The Soviet official argued that

Israel's demand for a 45-km security zone in Lebanon was an attempt to

annex south Lebanon up to the Litani. Similar claims have been published

in English, French, and Arabic articles which appeared during and after

the invasion. Even without substantiatiorn such rumors and reports have

fed the traditional fears of Shiites in the south and created the percep-

tion that Israeli moves are motivated by water needs.

The interest of the Israeli Government in the Litani in the 1950s

was apparently conditional on whether a diversion could be secured

through legal means. The recently published diaries of David Ben-Gurion

and Moshe Sharett indicate that Ben Gurion overruled a plan by Moshe

Dayan to annex southern Lebanon.

It is impossible to know whether Litani diversion was seriously

discussed by the Likud government in 1981. Both the Defense Minister

Ariel Sharon and the Minister of Science and Technology Yuval Ne'eman

have occasionally spoken in favor of such a project. However, published

records of the decision-making process of the Cabinet including the

investigation of the Kahane Commission on the Beirut Massacre indicate

that the decision to invade in June 1982 was dominated by two considera-

tions: (1) to destroy the territorial base of the PLO in Lebanon; (2) to

create a strong Maronite government in Lebanon.

The feasibility of Litani diversion depends on the amount of avail-

able Litani flow. Traditionally, Israeli sources have estimated that

slightly less than 50 percent. i.e.. some 300 MCM of Litani waters are

not utilized. Lebanese sources have claimed that up to 80 percent of

the flow is utilized, thus leaving only 100 MCM free. Events between

1972 and 1983. involving massive population movement in and out of the

regione have greatly disrupted the pattern of water usage for both irri-
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gation and hydroelectricity. But according to a recent statement by

Yuval Ne'eman, the amount of water left in the Litani does not justify

diversion. Ne'eman cited no figures, but (on the authority of Ariel

Sharon) described the amount as a "trickle"

Israel did not raise the issue in its May 1983 negotiations with the

government of Amin Gemayel. In view of Lebanon's own needs - nct to

mention its political problems - any sale or transfer of water to Israel

appears problematic. Two plans for such transfer have been discussed by

the Israelis. One involves diverting the Litani into the Hasbani at the

point of closest proximity. The other involves a 250-km long canal or

pipeline along the coastal plain from the lower Litani. The estimated

cost of water through such an arrangement is high - about 10 cents per

cubic meter. The installation would also be vulnerable to politically

motivated sabotage, and would probably require a permanent Israeli con-

trol over southern Lebanon. The direct cost of the present Israeli occu-

pation of that area has been estimated at $1 million per day. Israel's

other options to meet its impending water deficit would appear less

costly than the coercive diversion of the Litani.
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TECHNCLOGICAL ASPECTS OF THE LITANI RIVER

Water Qua i ty

As is true with the other river systems of the Miodle East. few data

are available regarding water quality. The primary concern is witr

salinity because of its role in determining the suitability af water for

irrigation purposes. The Litani River is a high quality water averaging

about 20 ppm salinity which renders this water usable for irrigation of

any crop.

The future of water quality in the Litani. will largely be a function

of development in the basin. The most likely source degrading water

quality will be irrigation return water. This assumes an increase in the

agriculture development of the Upper (and Lower) Litani River which in

turn necessitates a period of stability in the Basin. However, given

current conditions. the continued high quality of the Litani seems

assured for some time to come. Of course, it is this purity which makes

the Litani very attractive to the Israelis who have developed their

National Water Carrier System with a view towards potable (as opposed to

irrigation quality) water.

Water Developnent Plans for the Litani

The general rule regarding planning in the Middle East is that

detailed planning docnerts are not available. The cont:nued strife and

the preoccupation that goes with it have precluded the preparation of
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projections of population. industrial and agricultural growth. As a

consequence, assessments of future water requirements are risky and can

only be made in reference to the plans of the post.

Development of water resources in Lebanon was slow until the post-

World War II period. 1)uring the French Mandate, development was limited

to two local irrigation projects: at 'Anjar in the Bekaa and Qasimiyah

on the coast. In the late 1940s and early 1950% a number of plans were

developea, the most detailed and elaborate of which was prepared by the

U.S. Bureau of Reclamation. The basis of the Reclamation Plan was that

it makes more economic sence to use water to generate hydroelectricity

than it does to irrigate crops. Consequently, the Bureau of Reclamation

Plan emphasized the production of electricity. This is seen in terms of

annual costs, 50 percent of which were associated with thermal electri-

city, 40 percent with hydroelectricity, and 5 percent with irrigation.

On the other hand, in terms of water, 10 percent of the annual water was

allocated to exclusive use in Irrigation and 25 percent for power fol-

lowed by irrigation. The plan as envisioned incLuded a storage dam at

the southern end of the Bekaa near Qirawn, and two hydroeiectriciry

systems. The first of these would discharge its tailwaters to the Litani

below the dam. The other hydrosystem included a substantial diversion of

the waters of the Litani to the Awali River. The plan also included some

suggestions for irrigation in part of the southern Bekaa, in scattered

areas of good land in the Galilean Uplands and parts of the Sidon-Beirut

coastal area.

The project itself was initiated in the late 1950.% and most of the

features of the original plan were realized. The completed project

included the Qirawn Reservoir and the Awall power system, with irrigation

and the Lower Litani power syste remaining as future goals The frui-
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tion of the Litani Project brought about a significant redistribut-cn of

the waters of Lebanon.

Redistribution of Water

With the new hydroelectric system activated, the water resources of

the Litani were dramatically re-allocted geographically. At Markaba, the

location of the tunnel through which water of the Litani is diverted to

the Awali, the seasonal variability has been damped. At Markaba, the

total annual flow of 520 MCM includes 390 MCM transported by the power

drop from the dam and 130 MCM provided by inflow to the river below the

dam. From Markaba, 25 MCM per year is sent down the Litani to meet the

peak dry weather demands of the Qasimiyah Project. The remainder go

through the tunnel to the Awali, making the Awali the largest river (645

MCM per year) in Lebanon. Thus, on the Litani below Markaba, we have 25

MCM for Qasimiyah plus 120 MCM of inflow between Markaba and Khardali for

a total of 145 MCM per year at Khardali (versus 640 MCM at Khardali

before completion of the Litani Project)) Inflow from the arid regicn

below Khardaii of 60 MCM provides 205 MCM to the Lower Litari. Of this.

over 80 MCM are committed to Qasimiyah, leaving 125 MCM in the Lower

Basin with essentially no water available in the five to six month summer

period.

The pattern of development of water resources in Lebanon rnas thus

taken the direction of the generation of electriciy as the first obJec-

tive. Hydropower has been especially economtcal for Lebanon because

thermal electricity is seen to be 15 to 20 percent more costly in addi-

tion to "which the steam electric power plants in Lebanon rely on oUl. In

recent times. agriculture nas accounted for about 12 percent of the gross
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domestic product of Lebanon. Development of irrigation systems in

Leoancn. anc especially in the Litani Basin. has been delayed because the

nyzroe.ectric facilities have been more profitable. Irrigation-based

agriculture nas been expanded in the southern Bekaa. This area was

allocated 100 MCM annually to be pumped from the reservoir. Internal

Lebanese politics nas played a role in impeding the development of irri-

gation in the lalilean Uplands.

Although the development of the Litani was undertaken to provide

nydropower, it is clear that agricultural, population and industrial

growth demands following the return of stability to Lebanon will place a

heavy drain on the waters of the Litani-Awali. However, it is reasonable

to assume that it will be some time before the Lebanese demand will reach

sunh level& Competing demands for this water will provide an additional

source of friction in the region because it is relatively easy to divert

the waters of the Litani to other drainage basins, i.e., the Awali and

the Jordan.

The Litani lies entirely within the national borders of Lebanon.

Nevertheless, there iave been numerots discussions regarding possible

diversions involving the Litani. As noted above, large quantities of

this water are already diverted to the Awali. In the early 1960s. the

Arab states proposed to divert a portion of the .ordan headwaters to the

Litani. The most persistent plans have involved IsraeL After World War

i. the Zionists wished to have the Palestine Manda..e extended to or

beyond the Lower Litani. Tn the 1950s, the Israelis proposed that Litani

water be diverted to the Upper Jcrdan, used to generate hydroelectricity

and eventually be added to Lake Tiberlas. reducing its salinity and thus

ceing available for further use. The traditional Israeli position has
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been that the Litani is part of the Jordan River System. The Lowdermilk

Plan of 1944 and the Hays-Savage Plan of 1948 considered the Litam. to be

part of the Jordan River System. Both plans based their regional cooper-

ation on the utilization of approximately half the flow of the Litani tc

augment the Jordan and to generate hydroelectric power in Lebanon and

Israel.

Current intentions of Israel vis-a-vis the Litani are unclear.

However, given recent history, it is not unreasonable to assume, at the

very least, an extreme interest in developing this resource. In order to

avail itself of the complete quantity of Litani water, it would be neces-

sary for Israel to control a substantial portion of the Bekaa Valley

because of the upstream Lebanese facilities. That is. control of the

Lower Litani would yield on the order of 100 MCM per annum, whereas

control of the Upper River Valley would make available up to five -r six

times as much. Stauffer indicaten that Israel would have to capture the

entire Bekaa Valley south of the Damascus-Beirut road in order to get all

the water, preempt the existing Lebanese use of the river, control the

dam at Qirawn in order to facilitate downstream extraction, and protect

the diversiorn system from counterattack.

Water Usage

Tonsumption cf water in the Litani follows the pattern of social

organization in the basin: most people in the basin are villagers and

traditional agriculture is the major occupation. Precipitation is highly

seasonal and varies substantially from year to year. Flow is somewhat

.ess seasonal because of snow storage and groundwater storage. Neverthe-

less, the flow regime of the Litani follows a definite seasonal trend.
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Most (60-65 percent) of the annual flow occurs during a four month period

(January through April); 15 percent occurs during May and June; 12 per-

cent during June through October; and, 10 percent during November and

Decemner. Hence, significant water resource development requires the use

of reservoirs to provide the storage necessary to damp the cyclical

fluctuations in water availability. This is true of all the drainage

basins of the region.

The five major uses of the Litani water are households and busi-

nesses, industries, hydroelectric power. cooling water for steam electric

power plants, and irrigation. The first four are primarily urban uses

and largely non-consumptive (less than 20 percent or so) in nature.

Hence, they provide the greatest opportunity for re-use. Irrigtion is

highly ocnsumptive; data from other agricultural settings indicate that

40-50 percent is used for plant transpiratior and most of the remainder

is lost through evaporation or seepage.. The significance of this for

Lebanon has been that any water used for irrigation in the Bekaa is not

available for power generation down-tream. In the Lebanese setting, the

use of water for irrigation is a low productive use of water, and much

more extensive use has been made for the generation of electricity.

Approximately 21.5 percent of the cultivated land in Lebanon was under

irrigation in 1972. According to Gischler, the figure later dropped to

16.4 percent.
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OVERVIEW OF PRiEET STATUS

On the surface, the Litani River is not troublesome. There is only

one riparian user, and. at the present time, there is sufficient flow in

the river to satisfy the needs of that user. However, the future will

probably not be quiescent. In the first place, the Litani River repre-

sents the only additional surface supply of high quality water within

reach to slake Israel's expanding demand. Secondly, when peace does come

to Lebanon, and developmental pressures resume. there will be an in-

creasing internal demand placed on the reserves of the Litani River.

Water shortages are common in Beirut; in the dry season from August

to December there is country-wide rationing of domestic water. Future

domestic consumption depends on developing 1,100 springs and 372 wells.

some of which have become saline because of overpumping. A project to

divert water from the Awali to Beirut was planned but not implemented

because of the war. The World Bank Reconstruction Report of 1983

recommended a National Water Master Plan. One of its projects, the

Beirut Awali Water Carrier, would draw from the Litani water resources.

Population increase among the rural Shiites puts increasing demahd

on water for irrigation. Agricultural statistics from a 1973 report list

720,000 hectares of irrigated land, with irrigation available to 45

percent of the farms. Some 75 percent of the water was supplied by open

4ditches, and five percent by pumps.

According to the World Bank. the country has a relative abundance of

water resource-% but may face critical shortages in the near future for

both domestic and agricultural usage.
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THE EUPHRATES RIVER AND THE SHATT AL-ARAB
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HYDCLMY OF THE EU.PHRAS AND SHATT AL-ARAB RIVER SYSTEMS

Introduction

Both the Euphrates and the Tigris rise in the mountains of south-

eastern Turkey and flow across the progressively drier central lowlands

of Syria and Iraq to join to form the Shatt al-Arab at Basra. just above

the head of the Persian Gulf. The Tigris receives flow from a series of

rivers that drain the western slopes of the Taurus-Zagros; one of these,

the Kharun. enters the Shatt al-Arab below the junction of the Tigris.

One cannot consider the Shatt al-Arab without taking into account

the contributions of its major tributaries; thus, we will deal here with

the integrated system of the Euphrates-Tigris-Shatt al-Arab-KQarun (see

map of Figure -).

Euphrates River: The Euphrates rises from winter rainfall over the

high mountains of southeastern Turkey, where annual precipitation may

exceed 1,000 mm/yr and tortuous tributary streams find their way through

and among the site of the Keban Dam. Below the dam the Euphrates flows

down the steep slopes at the southern margin of the mountains of the

Kurdestan and Armenian areas and enters the region of the eastern plains

of Syria. underlain by largely underformed sedimentary rocks of Tertiary

age, where annual rainfall is less than 200 mm. In this stretch the

Euphrates is joined by two major tributaries, the Balkh and the Khabur.

both of which also rise from the southern slopes of the mountains in

southeastern Turkey. The Euphrates and its tributaries drain an enormous

basin 444.000 sq km in area. of which 28 percent lies in Turkey 17
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percent in Syria, 40 percent in Iraq and 15 percent in Saudi Arabia.

Approximately 88 percent of the mean annual flow is generated within

Turkey and almost all of the remaining 12 percent within Syria. Except

in years of of exceptional rainfall Iraq's contribution to the waters of

the Euphrates is virtually zero.

One hundred kilometers downstream from its confluence with the

Khabur, the Euphrates enters Iraq, where it receives no further discharge

from any source (despite the well-developed erosional network of peren-

nially dry wadis that enter the lower Euphrates from the southwest in

Iraq). The Euphrates is joined by the Tigris just above Basra, only 100

km from the head of the Persian Gulf, to form the Shatt al-Arab. The

courses of the two principal tributaries are difficult to trace across

the very low-relief terrain that represents recent alluvial fill in the

head of the Persian Gulf. There is a well documented history of signifi-

cant change in the configurations of the stream channels, as the upper

end of the Gulf has been filled during the last 5,000 years.

Tigris River: The Tigris also rises in the mountains of southeast

Turkey, but much of the potential drainage basin of the upper Tigris is

cut off by the trellis development of the upper Euphrates. The Tigris

compensates for this loss by receiving the substantial discharge from the

Greater Zab, the Lesser Zab, the Adhaim, the Diyala, and many smaller

streams that drain the west slopes of the Taurus-Zagros Mountain system;

those farthest to the southeast are cut off by development of the upper

IKarun. which enters the Shatt al-Arab below the confluence of the Tigris

and Euphrates.

Shatt al-Arab: The Shatt al-Arab is the name assigned to the lowest

reach of the system. below the confluence of the Tigris and Euphrates
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above Basra. The exact location of that confluence is not clear; much of

the discharge from the two rivers mingles in a system of swamplands that

extend from Qurna to Basra, and the most apparent point of confluence has

changed through time. The combined area of the lakes and swamps at the

head of the Persian Gulf varien from 8,288 sq km at the end of the dry

season to 28,490 sq km during the spring flood, fed by winter rains and

snowmelt in the mountains of Turkey. During the 1946 flood the total

inundated area reached 90,650 sq kn. The Shatt al-Arab lies within Iraq

until a point about 60 km above the Gulf (15 km above the entry of the

Kharun), from which point the Shatt al-Arab represents the international

boundary between Iran and Iraq and a theater of intense military action

for the last three and a half years.

Kharun River: The Kharun is the longest river in Iran. measuring

about 800 km in length and draining an area of 67,340 sq km. The river

rises high in the Zagros. and carries a large volume of water and sus-

pended sediment into the Shatt al-Arab some 35 km below Basra.

Discharge

Euphrates River: The Euphrates River carries an average of 31,820

MCM/yr (26,400 according to Cressey). The annual discharge varies from

16,871 MCM to 43,457 MCM; minimum instantaneous discharge according to

Cressey has been 181 m3 /sec (equivalent to 5.700 MCM/yr). while maximum

instantaneous discharge has been 5,200 m3 /sec (equivalent to 164,000

MCM/yr). The melting of winter snows in the uplands of Turkey releases

large quantities of water into the river to produce a very marked dis-

charge peak during April and May, when the discharge at Hit, Iraq
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averages 2,400 misec. The oiscnarge drops sharply in June ana July as

the frozen precipitation of the winter season is e)Mausted and the nearly

rainless zvjmmer begins. In August, September and October the mean dis-

charge at Hit is around 300 m3 /sec. In a year of heavy winter preci-

pitation, however, the peak discharge in May can reach 4,300 m3 /sec,

while there is little increase in the average summer flow level. After a

dry winter the discharge in April or May can be as low as 1,300 m3 /sec

and may drop to about 100 m3 /sec in August and September. Thus in one

year as muc& as twice the average amount of water may flow in the Eu-

phrates, while in another little more than half the average annual dis-

charge may be generated. The discharge of the Euphrates diminishes

systematically with distance downstream after its confluence with the

Khabur, primarily as a result of evaporation and infiltration into the

subsurface; within the region of swampland in the upper delta, both

before and after confluence with the Tigris, the influence of large-scale

transpiration by aquatic vegetation further diminishes flow. The Eu-

phrates has carried as much as 6,100 ppm silt by weight; most of this is

deposited in the inland delta and does not reach the Persian Gulf.

Tigris River: The Tigris acquires most of its discharge from Turkey

and :ran, contributions to its discharge from within Iraq are limited to

the flow of the streams that enter the middle stretch of the Tigris from

the western slopes of the Zagros.

The Tigris carries a mean annual discharge of 1,339 m3 / :, equiva-

lent to 42.230 MCM/yr. Minimum instantaneous discharge has been 163

m3 /sec. equivalent to 5,140 MCM/yr; maximum instantaneous dicharge has

been 1L,0CC -n3 /sec, equivalent to 440.000 MCM/yr. The Tigris in its

Lower reac.nes is more subject to sudden and destructive flooding than is
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the lower Euphrates, since It lies much closer to sources of discharge.

Floods in the lower Tigris Valley are particularly destructive when two

or more of the "left-bank" tributaries are in flood concurrently. The

lower Tigri !v carries more silt than does the lower Euphrates, also be-

cause this stretch of river is closer to the sediment source. At times

of flood, the Tigris has carried as much as 20,000 ppm silt by weight,

five times the maximum flood load of the Nile (which. like the Euphrates.

deposits much of its load of silt far upstream). The Tigris annually

moves 40.000,000 meters of sediment past Baghdad. of which only a tenth

reaches the Persian Gulf.

Kba-un River: The Kharun derives all of its discharge from within

Iran. It carries a mean anuual flow of 15,500 MCM (according to Beau-

mont). or 24,150 MCM/yr (according to Cressey). The heavy sediment load

that the Kharun carries from the actively rising Zagros chain is dumped

directly into the Persian Gulf; this source of sediment has represented

a major contribution of the construction of the "inland delta" and the

concomitant retreat of the head of the Persian Gulf that haf been 6ccu-

mented for the last 5,000 years.
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HISTORY OF THE EUPHRATES RIVER

"Pre-Critical" Modern Development: 1909-1974

Turkey, Syria and Iraq have all formulated plans and implemented

projects beginn:.ng in the early decades of this century to achieve flooc

control on the Euphrates and to use its waters for hydroelectric genera-

tion and large-scale Irrigation. Planning has been largely on a country

by country basis. tnougn there have been technical consultations between

the three r-parian states since the early 1960's and studies by the World

Bank and the Soviet Union have attempted to assess the relative needs of

each state. Ne formal agreement has been reached by the states to govern

the allocation of the Euphrates' waters. hroughout the period 1909-

1974, however either the absence of integrated planning for the entire

basin nor the failure to reach agreement on water resource sharing led to

serious international conflict among the riparian states. Projects

implemented in this period did not result in significant adverse ecologi-

cal consequences in another state and dema.nd for water did not exceed

supply.

The farthest downstream riparian is Iraq, whose use of the Euphrates

for -rrigation taes tack .,'0OC years and reached a peak under the Abba-

sio \ 7 50-1LC A.>.). Iraq was also the first of the three states to

Abuild modern water works on the river. The Hindiya barrage, completed in

1913, made possible to divert river water into reconstructed irriga-

tion canals dating from ancient and medieval times in the 1950s a

second berrage bu .lt at ar-Ramadi allowed Euphrates flood waters to be

impourndec to La~e Habtiniyah and the Abu Dibis depression, permitting a
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measure of flood control. IrrigatiGn projects plannea for tre area

proved unworkable, however, owing to a rapid evaporation rate arc a r=:,r

salt content in the soils of the depression. A new reservoir darn,-

stream from ar-Ramadi and Hindiya built with Soviet assistance was (sche-

duled to be) completed at al-Haditha in 1982. The al-Hadltha Jcm !

designed to permit more efficient use of the Euphrates by reducinrg sea-

sonal fluctuations in the river's flow. It may also be intended to brirw

additional land under irrigation.

Although available data on Iraq's use of the Euphrates for irr'ga-

tion and other consumptive purposes is very incomplete, it is clear t

there has been a steady increase in water usage throughcut the i94Os, 5C

and 60s. One calculation based on discharge differentials at two re-

cording stations along the river that encompass much, of the irrigated

Land shows that rraqi water w thdrawal has risen from 27.3 percent of

mean flow in 1940-49 to 45.1 percent in 196C-69. :his -epresents a 65

percent increase in water extractior in roughly t'-enty years, ruch of

which har gone to extend agricultural Irrigation.

Syria, which lies downstream from T,:rkey and upstream from Iraq,

began to formulate modern plans eor harnessing its sect:cn of the EL,-

phrates to produce hydroelectricity and irrigate new farm lands in 1957

when Damascus signed ar agreement wv: t ,e Scviet UnIon tc carry cut

survey and research work on the river. 7he Soviets subm.tteo their

report at the end of 1960, proposing to build a 75-meter-high dam on the

Euphrates at Tabqa with an electricity generating cacity of 800,000 kv

and the potential to irrigate up to 850,000 hectares of farm land. After

an interlude in the early 196Cs i:n which the Syrians sought West German

aid to build the Euphrates dam, yr:a and the Soviet Union signed an
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accord in April 1966 for Soviet financing and construction of the pro-

ject. Th-e -rr. at Taqa, renamed ath-Thawrah (Revolution) to dramatize

the importance the regime placed on the project, was completed in 1973

and began filling chring the winter of 1973-74. Up until the completion

of the Tabqa dam available estimates suggest that Syria extracted 3,000

MCM per year from the Euphrates for local irrigation and domestic use.

Estimates of the amount of irrigated land in the basin prior to the dam's

completion vary from 200,000 hectares to 500,000 hectares. In any event

the completion of the dam initially resulted in a reduction of the irri-

gated area as fertile crop lands were inundated by the filling reservoir

and new irrigation and land reclamation projects awaited implementation.

Turkey, the upstrem riparian. began to develop plans to utilize the

Euphrates at about the same time as Syria. Ankara first became inte-

rested in the energy potential of the river, which has been estimated at

about 45 percent of the country's total hydroelectric power potential.

In 1963 feasibility studies for a dam at Keban in entral eastern Turkey

were completed. Construction began in 1965 and, as in the case of

Syria's Tabqa dam, was completed in 1973. The Keban dam is designed to

produce hydroelectricity and to reduce drastically the seasonal fluctua-

tion in the Euphrates flow, but it is not intended to supply water for

irrigation. Its power plant has an initial installed capacity of 620,000

kw that can be raised to 1,240 kw. The dam is designed to insure a

minimum discharge of 450 m3 /sec and prevent a maximum discharge of more

than 1,000 m3 /sec except on rare occasions.

During the 1960& as their plans for the use of the Euphrates deve-

loped. Turkey, Syria and Iraq held a number of discussions concerning the

division of the river's waters. Little is known of the content of these

discussions since, except on one occasion in 1975, all three countries
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seem to have taken pains to keep their talks off the public record. It

appears, however, that Turkey linked an agreement with Syria on the

Euphrates waters to a Turklsh-Syrian accord on the Orontes River. Syria

declined this suggestion as the Orontes flows only through Turkey in

Alexandretta, a province detached from Syria in 1939 over which Syria

still refuses to recognize Turkish sovereignty. During a tripartite

meeting in Baghdad in September 1965. Iraq is said to have demanded

18,000 MCM of Euphrates water per year, Syria 13,000 MCM per year and

Turkey 14,000 MCM per year. This is a total of 45,000 MCM per year, or

1.4 times the Euphrates mean annual discharge of 32,000 MCM at Hit. Iraq.

In early 1967 Iraq and Syria were still reported to be far apart on the

question of water allocation, with Iraq demanding 16,000 MCM per year

from Syria and Syria insisting that Iraq needed no more than 9,000 MCM

per year.

A World Bank report in 1965 and a Soviet study in 1972 based in part

on the World Bank's data have attempted to assess the relative needs of

the three riparian states. The states have released partial information

said to be derived from the reports, but these studies themselves have

not been made public.

The only formal agreement extent relevant to the Euphrates waters is

the March 29, 1946 Iraq-Turkey friendship treaty which obligates Turkey

to inform Iraq of plans for conservation works on the Tigris and Eu-

phrates and to adapt projects "as far as possible" to the interests of

both states. The three riparian states had not reached any further

formal agreement by the time the Keban and Tabqa dams began to fill in

the winter of 1973-74.
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THE SYRIhN-IRAOI NdAME CR1315" OF 1974-75

The first year that the Keban and Tabqa dams began to fill passed

without serious incident. Although Iraq experienced a sharp reduction in

the discharge reaching its territory and in mid-74 requested that Syria

release an additional 200 MCM of water from Tabqa, Syria acceeded to

Baghdad's request and no conflict arose.

During the second season that the Turkish and Syrian dams impounded

part of the Euphrates' spring floods however, a major crisis developed

between Syria and Iraq that brought the two countries to the brink of

war. On April 7. 1975 Iraq issued an urgent request for a meeting of the

Arab League Foreign Ministers to discuss its claim that Syria had reduced

the river's flow to an intolerably low level. Baghdad said the Euphrates

flow had fallen from a normal 920 m3/sec to 197 m3/sec. endangering the

lives of 3,000,000 Iraqi farmers who depended on the river for irrigation

water. Over the next two weeks Iraq and Syria traded hostile statements

in which Iraq threatened to take any action necessary to insure the

Euphrates flow and Syria protested that it was passing on to Iraq 71

percent of the water it received from Turkey. At the end of April the

Arab League formed a "technical committee" composed of representatives

from Syria, Iraq and seven other Arab countries to mediate the dispute.

But on May 1 Syria announced that it would not participate in the commit-

tee. A parallel Saudi Arabian effort at mediation ended on May 3 after a

meeting in Riyadh with Syrian and Iraqi representatives. Throughout May

the crisis worsened. On May 13 Syria closed its airspace to all Iraqi

aircraft and suspended Syrian flights to Baghdad. By the end of the

month Syria had reportedly transferred troops from its southern front

vwith Israel to the Iraqi order where the Syrians claimed Iraqi forces
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were missing. Other reports spoke of Iraqi threats to bomb the dam at

Tabqa. As the threat of military engagement between the two countries

grew, Saudi Arabia attempted another mediation effort. On June 3 the

Saudis achieved an understanding in which Syria agreed to release an

additional amount of water from Tatxia "from its own share" as a goodwill

gesture towards the "fraternal people of Iraq...regardless of the Iraqi

regime's attitude." The amount of water Syria agreed to release was not

disclosed.

Although Saudi Arabia is credited with successfully mediating the

Syrian-Iraqi water issue, it is likely that the Soviet Union also played

an important role in defusing the conflict. The Soviets had tried to

work out a solution to riparian problems on the Euphrates in their 1972

study, and it has been suggested that Syria and Iraq actually agreed to

Soviet arbitration of water disputes in the same year. The Soviets had

considerable prestige invested in water projects in both countries and

are not likely to have wanted to see their work turned into a cause for

conflict. In 1975, moreover, Soviet technicians still controlled much of

the technical operations at Tabqa. giving the U.S.S.R. added leverage in

the dispute.

With the resolution of the water question the threat of war receded,

although Syrian-Iraqi relations showed little other improvement in the

month of June. In July relations deteriorated further when Syria ex-

pelled an Iraqi military mission from Damascus and recalled its own

military attache from Baghdad. Iraq made new complaints to the Arab

League. darging Syria with violating Iraqi airspace and harassing and

attacklng Iraqi military and civilian personnel along the northern Iraq

border.
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It is doubtful that the April-Hay Syrian-Iraqi "water crisis" was a

conflict over water at all. It. at least, was not primarily a conflict

over water resources. This is suggested both by the lack of a crisis in

the winter of 1973-74 and by the failure of the June 1975 water agreement

to improve Syrian-Iraqi relations. The spring 1975 crisis was prompted

by long-standing Syrian-Iraqi tensions and by rising Syrian fears of

Iraqi subversion in Syria. Syrian fears were crystalized by the March 69

1975 Iran-Iraq agreement which ended Iranian support for the Kurdish

rebellion in Iraq and resolved other outstanding Iraqi-Iranian

differences. Damascus feared tk at the rival wing of the Baath party in

power in Iraq would henceforth be free to promote unrest in Syria. At

the end of March the Syrians arrested between 120 and 200 Syrian members

of the Baath Party said to be sympathetic to the 'historic leadership" of

the Baath in exile in Baghdad. Damascus accused those arrested of

plotting against the government. Strident Iraqi opposition to Syria's

disengagement negotiations with Israel was another factor in the conflict

between Baghdad and Damascus. Damascus may have felt particularly

vulnerable to Iraqi efforts to destabilize the Assad regime with the

charge that Syria had sold out to Israel.

Gro4ng Water Resource Strain:1975-2000

Water was readily removed as an issue in the Syrian-Iraqi cirsis of

spring 1975 as a result of Saudi and perhaps Soviet, mediation. It has

not reappeared in nearly a decade to trouble relations between the ripas.

rian states. This is particularly striking in view of the markedly bed

relations between Syria and :raq since the outbreak of the Iraq-Iran war.
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But are the prospects of avoiding a water resource conflict between

Turkey. Syria. and Iraq in the decades ahead as bright?

Real strain on the resources of the Euphrates has not been exper-

ienced as yet. Even according actual water shortage a larger role in the

1975 conflict seems appropriate, it was at worst a temporary condition

caused by the filling of the Keban and Tabqa dams. The water resource

picture is Just now beginning to change, however, as Syrian and Turkish

irrigation works are completed# as sewage and industrial development

along the river threatens to lower water quality, and as population

pressures in all three countries lead to an increased demand for water

for domestic use as well as for development.

Turkey, for example, is nearing completion of a series of three

multipurpose dams downstream from Keban. The Turkish Irrigation works

are supposed to be started in 1983 and to be completed in 2005. When

completed it is estimated that they will require between 17.5 percent and

34 percent of the total flow of the Euphrates at Keban. Even the lower

estimate represents a drastic reduction in the amount of water available

downstream in Syria and Iraq, a reduction that will not be offset by the

Turkish dams' regulation of the Euphrates seasonal fluctuation.

Syria also plans to Implement its Tatqa irrigtion projects over the

remaining decades of this century and to build a major industrial center

at ath-Thawra that will oonsUe additional water and generate effluents

lowering the water quality downstream. Recent estimates suggest the

Tabqa dam will permit the irrigation of 600-650,000 hectares of new land,

while another project along the major Syrian tributary of the Euphrates,

the Thabur River, will allow 400,000 hectares to come under irrigation.

Recent experience strongly suggests, however, that these targets are

far from realizable. By 1981 only 60.000 hectares had been brought under
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irrigation by the Taba project. Land reclamationa and irrigation was

proceeding at a rate of less than 12,000 hectares per year, only one

fifth to one quarter of the annual reclamation target. Unexpectedly high

reclamation costs of between $4,000 and $10,000 per hectare, moreover,

had already led Syrian agricultural officials to idmit privately that

Tabqa's ultimate goal of 650,000 hectares would probably never be

reached.

The Syrian government is also concerned with controlling the amount

of water used for domestic consumption. Although 60 to 80 percent of

the urban areas and 20 to 40 percent of the rural areas have access to

potable water, there is extreme overuse due to poor management and

maintenance, resulting from broken water meters and rusty pipes. The

World Bank Report of 1977 estimated that approximately 30 percent of the

domestic water in Syria's nine largest cities is unaccounted for as a

percentage of production. Given that the supply of potable water is not

increasing as fast as demand, serious action will be needed in the next

decade.

One estimate of the expected water use for all Turkish, Syrian, and

Iraqi schemes actually built, under oonstruction or planned predicts very

little water surplus in years of average flow and severe shortages in dry

spells of more than three to four years duration. Although both irriga-

tion project timetables and their resultant water requirements are large-

ly matters of conjecture, it is possible that a serious water shortage

might develop and reach crisis proportions by the end of the century.

What are the chances of preventing a shortage from triggering interna-

tional conflict in the area?
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Althougl the absence of a comprehensive agreement for water sharing

among the riparians under all possible circumstances insures a constant

risk of conflict, there are a number of factors weighing against conflict

that should be appreciated. According to Turkish diplomats (in 1976)

tripartite discussions on the Euphrates are continuing. Since 1975,

moreover, all parties have shown an inclination to keep these talks quiet

and water questions out of the sphere of their political differences.

There is, also. a network of intermediaries that can help to resolve

conflicts at critical points and may help the parties achieve At fact

agreements through modification of their separate development plans.

Saudi Arabia and the Soviet Union have been mentioned in this regard.

Less important but still significant actors include the World Bank,

various UN agencies and other countries supplying aid for water projects

to one or more of the riparians. Finally, new water-saving technologies

such as drip irrigation may substantially reduce the estimated water

requirements of all three countries
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THE MIATT AL-AfIB DISPUTE

"This happy peace will last and be maintained till the
day of resurrection, and whoever shall alter it after
having heard it. verily this sin shall be upon those who
have altered it."

-Treaty of Zuhab, 1639

The Shatt al-Arab is formed by the confluence of the Tigris and

Euphrates rivers just above Basra in Iraq and carries these and the

waters of a downstream Iranian tributary, the Karun, into the Arab-

Perr,ian Gulf. Since the 17th century, the Shatt al-Arab has been re-

ferred to describe a portion of the frontier between Mesopotamia and

Persia, present-day Iraq and Iran.

In the past, the general state of relations between the powers of

Mesopotamia and Persia has been reflected in either agreement or

disagreement over their common boundary along the Shatt al-Arab. The

same is true of Iraqi-Iranian relations today. he question of the Shatt

al-Arab has often been related to other frontier or territorial problems.

but none of the common riparian issues related to onsumptive water use

or water quality has ever arisen in connection with the waterway. The

problem of the Shatt al-Arab is a border problem. Even navigation rights

in the 19th and 20th centuries have been at issue only concerning the

proprieties demand by different placements of the border, since in peace

time neither Mesopotamian nor Persian powers ever sought to deny interna-

tional shipping or its neighbor access to the Shatt al-Arab.
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The Sbatt al-A-ab and Border QUestions Prior to 1823

The Ottoman Turks and the Safavid Persians had fought to control

Mesopotamia for over a hundred years when they bigned a treaty at Zuilab

in 1639 establishing peace and fixing the border between their two

empires. The Treaty of Zttiab established a hundred-mile-wide frontier

zone bounded by the Zagros Mountains in the east and the Tigris and the

Shatt al-Arab in the west. Persian control east of the Zagros and

Ottoman authority west of the Tigris and the Shatt and in Baghdad were

undisputed. In between. tribal and other local leaders tried to win as

"much autonomy as possible by maintaining fluid relations with both

powers. This was especially true in the case of the Kurds in the north

and that of the Arabic-speaking population of Arabistan in the south.

The treaty of 1639 stabilized Ottoman-Persian relations for a time.

but in general, fighting flared up when either side felt it could gain

advantage. The chronic fighting was punctuated by treaties in 1727 and

1736. Another treaty in 1746 reaffirmed the 1639 border, but it too

brought only a brief respite from Ottoman-Persian rivalry.

In 1776 the Persians succeeded in occupying Basra, leaving the port

four years later only because of political turmoil back home. Another

period of hostilities was ended by the first Treaty of Erzerum in 1823.

This treaty reaffirmed "the stipulations of the treaty of 1746 respecting

the ancient boundaries of the two Empires," thus indirectly reesta-

blishing the vaguely defined Zagros-Shatt al-Arab/Tigris frontier zone of

1639.
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British and Russian Interests and the Treaty of 1817

Within a few years of the signing of the first Treaty of Erzerum

pressure began to mount on the Ottomans and the Persians to reach a

precise geographical definition of their common border and to assert

their authority over the autonomous tribes in the frontier 7one. This

pressure was the result of imperial penetration of the region by Britain

and Russi a.

Since 1639, when the British East India Company establishe n

agency at Basra, Britain gradually built up its presence in the reg (i.

Its aims were to defend India against rival European powers, establi

secure line of communication to its most important imperial possession

via the Middle East. and develop regional markets for its commerce and

trade. The expansion of Russian influence came later, mostly in the

early 19th century as the Czars fought successful campaigns against both

Ottomans and Persians. By 1828, under the Treaty of Turkmanhai, Russia

obtained, in addition to a considerable amount of former Persian territo-

ry, a powerful influence in Persian affairs comparable only to Britain's.

By the 1830s and 40s both Britain and Russia had developed a common

interest in the maintenance of the Ottoman and Persian empires as buffers

helping to compose their own rival ambitions. They also had an interest

in stability and some degree of effective central government in the

region. as conditions conducive to the expansion of commerce and the

enforcement of their treaty rights and privileges.

In 1843 Britain and Russia persuaded the Ottomans and the Persians

to establish a commission to negotiate a modern border agreement. Both

Britain and Russia were represented on the commission and possessed

pow-ers of mediation. The commission produced the second Treaty of
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Erzerum, signed on May 31. 1847. Instruments of ratification were

exchanged on March 21, 1848.

The second Treaty of Erzerum allotted the Shatt al-Arab up to its

eastern (left) bank to the Ottoman Empire. Sovereignty over the Shatt

was apparently not at issue in the negotiations of 1843-47. Contention

focused instead on Ottoman claims to a line further east. The left bank

of the Shatt appears to have been the western-most line discussecL The

Shatt border was fixed in Article 2. Paragraph 3 of the Treaty:

The Ottoman Government formally recognizes the unre-
stricted sovereignity of the Persian Government over the
city and port of Muhammara (now horransahr), the island
of Khizr (Abadan), the anchorage, and the lands on east-
ern bank - that is to say, the left bank - of the Shatt
al-Arab which are in the possession of tribes recognized
as belonging to Persia. Further, Persian vessels shall
have the right to navigate freely without let or hin-
drance on the Shatt al-Arab from the mouth of the same to
the point of contact of the frontier of the two parties.

About ten miles north of Muhammara the border turned northeast from the

Shatt al-Arab. leaving the remainder of the Shaft, upstream, as well as

all of the Tigris within Ottoman territory.

The second Treaty of Erzerum opened the --)ay for more intensive use

of the Shatt al-Arab by Britain. A British company opened regular

steamship service from Basra to Baghdad in 1861. Ten years later a

similar service opened on the Karun tributary in Persian territory. But

like its predecessors, the treaty failed to achieve a definitive

resolution of the Ottoman-Persian border Qiestion. Most important to

later developments. the border demarcation commission provided for in the

treaty never completed its work. Representatives of the four member

states began work in January 1850, but persistent Ottoman-Persian

differences and continuingencroachments, as well as the Crimean War

(1854- 5 6 ), the Anglo-Persian War (1856-57), and finally, the Russo-
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Turkish War (1876) all conspired to impede the effort. Also, in both

1869 and 1874 the Ottoman and Persian governments concluded new

conventions without British or Russian mediation that were intended to

resolve their continuing difficultiest but these met with no more succss

than previous efforts.

The 1913 Protocol

Renewed British and Russian intervention in 1913 resulted in the

Protocol of Constantinople of that year. The new protocol contained a

more detailed decription of the frontier, provided for a new Delimitation

Commission with powers of arbitration, and gave Persia (which Britain and

Russia had divided into spheres of influence in 1907) several islands in

the Shatt and a short stretch of territorial waters in the river.

The portion of the Shatt added to Persian territory was about a

five-mile-long section from Muhammara north extending from the Persian

shoreline to a point midway in the channel of the Shatt (termed in the

1913 protocol the medium f ill.; ). This adjustment of the frontier

was prompted by the requirements of modern shipping at the Persian port

of Muhammara. especially by the needs created by British oil exploration

and production in the area. In 1908 a British compny had discovered oil

near the Karun River. The anchorage at Muhammara at the mouth of the

Karun had previously been able to accomodate all ships calling there, but

the new deeper-draft ships carrying oil equipment from Britain had to

anchor in the Shatt al-Arab opposite Muhammara in Ottoman territorial

waters. To avoid various administrative problems and possible future

complications, the British pressed for the mid-channel boundary at Muham-

mara. A year before the 1913 protocol the British built a new port on
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Persia's Abadab island seven miles below Muhammara to export crude oil

and petroleum products from the adjacent refinery. At Abadan. however,

the Shatt al-Arab frontier was left unchanged, and ships loaded and

unloaded at the Persian port in Ottoman territorial waters.

Although the Delimitation Commission completed almost all of its

work before the outbreak of World War I. Ottoman entry into the war

against Britain and Russia at the end of 1914 meant that Istanbul did not

ratify the 1913 protocol.

World War I to II: the Shatt Question Before the League of Nations

Between 184T and the outbreak of World War I there is evidence that

Ottoman Iraq never exercised the sovereigty accorded it over the Shatt

al-Arab by the second Treaty of Eizerum. Oceangoing vessels sailing up

the Shatt al-Arab. for example, used Persian pilots from Kharg Island.

Other aspects of jurisdiction along the waterway are said to have been

shared by the two states. The war brought about a new usage. Britain,

whose troops were already in Persia with government approval, occupied

the west bank of the Shatt al-Arab early in the war and the administra-

tion of the river fell under the control of British military authorities

in Basra. New pilots were recruited. mainly from Basra, and navigation

signs and lights were installed to facilitate the increase in shipping

that came with the war. Following the war, with the former Ottoman

territory now the British Mandate of Iraq, the British created the civi-

lian Basra Port Directorate which continued to control navigation on the

Shatt. Persia, ruled since 1921 by Reza Shah. made several formal pro-

tests against these unilateral arrangement& and when it finally extended
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recognition to Iraq in 1929 it did so with an understanding that Bpghdad

would be willing to discuss the question of the Shatt al-Arab frontier.

The early 1930's, however, brought growing border tensions to Iraq

and Persia, as evidenced by a series of incidents in the Shatt al-Arab

and along the land frontier. Iraqi-Persian relations in this period were

also troubled by border problems in the Kurdish area and by Iranian

suspicion that Iraq was fomenting unrest among the Arabs in Persian

Khazistan (formerly Arabistan).

In November 1934 Iraq took the Iraqi-Persian border problem to the

Council of the League of Nations, alleging that Persia had failed to

comply with the 1913 protocol and the subsequent decisions of the Delimi-

tation Commission. Iraq emphasized to the League Council that the Shatt

al-Arab was vital to the country's interest as it was its only outlet to

the sea. In January 1935, Persia, now renamed Iran, answered Iraq's

complaints by arguing that the 1847 treaty was null and void because

Persia's representative some ninty years ago had exceeded his authority

in signing an explanatory note to the treaty which was essential to its

validity. The 1913 protocol, the Iranian government added, entailed a

change in Persian boundaries, an action requiring approval by the Mejlis

(parliament) which had not been obtained. Nor had the treaty been rati-

fied by the Ottomans. As for the 1914 delimitation, it was based on an

invalid treaty and was therefore itself null and void. Iraq, moreover,

had in any case failed to meet its obligations under the delimitation

agreement. providing additional grounds to consider it invalid. Iran

suggested that the Shatt border should be governed by general interna-

tional law and said that in its view the border was in fact in the middle

of the river. One of the main reasons behind Iran's position was the
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growing importance of the oil facilities and port at Abadan, where Iraq

did not recognize the existence of any Iranian territorial waters.

Following mediation efforts by the League Council, Iraq and Iran

reached an agreement* the Boundary Treaty of July 4, 1937, which they

declared would settle "definitively the question of the frontier." The

1937 treaty stated that the 1913 Protocol and 1914 Delimitation would be

considered valid and binding and that the border would remain unchanged

except for a four-mile stretch opposite Abadan where it was agreed to

move the boundary out to midchannel (termed the th~lw), as had been

done in 1913 at Muh~ammara (now 1iorramahahr). The treaty also reaffirmed

that the Shatt was open to the shipping of all nations and provided for

an Iraqi-Iranian commission to establish a convention within one year to

regulate pilotage and navigation signals on the river. This last

provision was never implemented. a fact which has added to subsequent

controversy over the Shatt al-Arab.

World War II brought the occupation of Iraq and most of Iran by

British troops, but no new developments concerning the Shatt al-Arab

dispute. The treaty of 1937 succeeded in subduing the issue for nearly

twenty years, until rising national ambitions on the part of Iran and

Iraq reinforced by cold war politics once again stirred the waters of the

Shatt.

Post World V Lt: Regional Contenders in a Bi-Polar World

The . "ab conflict appeared in an attenuated form in 1954

when Iran ined that Iraq was not using all of the revenues

collected by the Basra Port Authority (the successor to the Port

Directorate) for the maintenance and improvement of the river, as Ba~hdad
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was bound to do by the 1937 treaty. It was not until after the Iraqi

revolution, however, that the Shatt al-Arab question led to major

problems between Iraq and Iran.

The military coup of General Abdul Karim Kasim in July 1958 that

toppled the Hashemite monarchy in Iraq added to the momentum of

revolutionary Arab nationalism in the region and moved Iraq out of the

Baghdad Pact and the Western sphere of influence. A little more than a

year later, in November 1959, the Shah of Iran reopened the Shatt al-Arab

border question by publicly demanding that the Iraq-Iran frontier along

the river be moved to midchannel (the thalwg1). Iranian newspaper at the

same time asserted Iranian rights to sovereignty in the Kurdish areas of

Iraq. Iran and Iraq shifted military forcs to their border. Iran unila-

terally appointed Iranian river pilots to guide vessels sailing up the

Shatt al-Arab, a measure which the Iranians were forced to rescind later

when Iraq's refusal to cooperate with the Iranian pilots led to the

closing of Abadan for nine weeks in 1961. While Iraqi-Iranian tensions

over the Shatt al-Arab persisted and the border question remained the

central issue in the two countries' relation& the conflict did not grow

worse until 1968 and 1969 following a change of government in Iraq and in

the context of an American-backed Iranian drive for supremacy in the

region.

The Baath Party came to power in Iraq in July 1968, bringing a

measure of internal stability to the country after a decade of political

turmoil. A more stable Iraq under the leadership of the pan-Arab social-

ists of the Baath was viewed by the Shah of Iran as a new threat to

Iranian security and ambition in the area. The Shah was particularly

concerned about a p0ssible Baathist alliance with the increasingly rest-

ive Arabs in Iranian uzistan. The Shah's response to the advent of the
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Baathists in Baghdad was to increase Iranian support to the long-standing

Kurdish nationalist struggle in Iraqi Kurdistan just as the Baathist

government was attempting to reach a negotiated settlement with the

Kurds. Soon afterwards, in April 1969, Iran unilaterally abrogated the

1937 treaty and announced that it recognized the thalweg as the interna-

tional frontier in the Shatt al-Arab.

These Iranian actions came as the country was seeking to expand its

role in regional affairs, partly to fill the vacuum to be created by the

British military withdrawal from the area (and all areas "east of Suez")

planned for 1971. Growing oil revenues and American military aid and

political encouragement enabled the Shah to attempt to increase Iranian

influence in the Persian Gulf. Iraq, which was turning more and more to

the Soviet bloc for international support. was the most serious obstacle

in the way of Iranian hegemony.

Border clashes between the two countries erupted in April 1971 and

became a chronic occurance over the next four years. Iranian support for

the Kurdish rebels continued, exacting a heavy toll on Iraqi military and

economic resources. In February 1974, Iraq took the border dispute to

the UN Security Council. Iraqi-Iranian negotiations began and agreement

was finally reached at a meeting in Algiers between President Saddam

Hussein of Iraq and the Shah of Iran on March 6, 1975. The resultant

treaty was signed in Baghdad on June 13, 1975. The Algiers agreement

entailed an end to Iranian support for the Kurdish rebellion in return

for Iraqi acceptance of the tha1Mag principle in the Satt al-Arab bor-

der. Beyond this. the 1975 accord represented Iraqi acquiescence, how

ever reluctantly giveb to Iran's superior power and new preeminence in

the region.
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The 1975 treaty lasted as long as Iranian hegemony in the Gulf.

Iraqi dissatisfaction with the treaty began to be expressed shortly after

the Iranian revolution forced the departure of the Shah from Iran in

February 1979. October 31, 1979 Iraq issued a statement through its

ambassador in Beirut demanding the abrogation of the 1975 treaty, the

evacuation of three small islands in the Persian Gulf seized by Iran

despite Arab protests in 1971, and autonomy for Arab. Kurdish and Baluchi

minorities in Iran. Iran formally rejected these demands. An eleven-

month period of escalating incidents followed, ending in full-scale war

between Iran and Iraq. As early as December 1979, for example, Tehran

claimed that Iraq had shelled an Iranian border post and advanced its

forces three miles inside Iranian territory. In April 1980 Iraq sent a

drawal from the three Gulf islands and began deporting thousands of

Iranian nationals from Iraq. Iran placed its army on full-alert and

Iranian revolutionary leader Ayatollah Rhollah Xhomeini called for the

overthrow of Iraqi President Saddam Hussein. whom he termed an "enemy of

Islam and Muslims" In radio broadcasts Khomeini urged the Iraqi people

to rise against the Baathist government in Baghdad. Border incidents

grew into continuous border fighting in the spring and summer. Finally,

on September 21, 1980. Iraq launched a major military offensive into

Iranian territory, initiating full-scale war with Iran. Four days ear-

lier, on September 17, Saddam Hussein had announced Iraq's unilateral

abrogation of the 1975 treaty and reestablishment of Iraqi sovereignty

over the entire Shatt al-Arab waterway.
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Conclusion

Throughout its long and varied history, the Shatt al-Arab dispute

has been more the symptom than the cause of hostility between the powers

on its opposite banks. Few practical problems have ever arisen in the

course of the dispute. The two major adjustments required by modern and

more intensive usage - the creation of Persian territorial waters off

Muhammara in 1913 and the application of the "Muhammara principle" to

Abadan in 1937 - were accomplished without any material loss to Iraq.

The Shatt al-Arab conflict in the present era is a reflection of the

struggle of Iraq and Iran for regional supremacy. In the late 1960's and

1970's Iran succeeded in gaining the upper hand and was able to compel

Iraqi acquiescence but could not, as subsequent events have shown. win

Iraqi consent to this state of affairs. Iraq's own bid for regional

dominance, made in the wake of the turmoil created by the Iranian revolu-

tion, has already gone awry. Even if it had met with greater initial

succes. it is doubtful that it would have resolved for very long either

the Shatt al-Arab dispute or any other issue in Iraqi-Iranian relations.

The superpower rivalry that played an important role in Iran's drive

for hegemomy under the Shah has been largely neutralized or at least

confused by the Iranian revolution. An element of intense ideological

conflict between secular Iraq and fundamentalist Iran has now been added

to the conflict, however, making it less susceptible to solution than

ever before.

A successful resolution of the Shatt al-Arab question will

necessarily have to be part of a framework to compose the whole range of

Iraqi-Iranian concerns. Perhaps this might be accomplished at a future

and more propitious date through a regional security agreement in the
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Gulf. The United States and the USSR could play a role similar in its

positive aspects to that of Britain and Russia in an earlier era by

underwriting such an agreement. Stability in the area would be achieved

in this case not by promoting the ascendence of either Iran or Iraq in

the area, a course for which history holds out little hope of success,

but by limiting the ambitions of both regional powers and at the same

time guaranteeing the interests of the weaker states in the region.
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TEOINICL ASPECIS OF MRiAT - Shatt al-ARAB

Water Quallty

The headwaters of the Euphrates River provide a water which is of

reputedly high quality. Data are not available to quantify this.

although van Aart states that irrigation waters used in the lower part of

the Eupirates average 300-500 ppM salinity, and that the river water in

the south may reach 600 ppm. Cressey reports that the salinity of the

Euprates averages about 250 to 445 ppm. However, the use of the water

for irrigation purposes upstream attests to its quality. In the estuary

region located south of Basra, the salinity levels are naturally much

higher. This is especially true at high tide in the autumn when the flow

is lowest. During such periods, the salinity is typically over 5000 ppm.

Talling presents groundwater data for the basin at stations located at

Musaiyib on the Euphrates and at El-Zubeir on the Shatt al-Arab. These

data indicate very high concentrations of dissolved ions, especially

sodium, magnesium. chloride, and sulfate. He also presents data showing

the salinity of the river increasing from 160 to 525 ppm over the sea-

sonal cycle as measured at Samawa, about 220 km above Qurna. Other data

presente by Talling show electroconductivity increasing from 575

micromho/cm at Qaim to over 900 micrcmho/cm at and below Samawa. Edaphic

factors in the lower basin contribute naturally to a reduction in water

quality as the river moves downstream. In this regard, it is important

to note that the flooding of the Abu Dibis depression by the Iraqis in

the 1950s resulted in a degraded water because of the rapid evaporation

rate and the high salt content in the soils of the depreslon.
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The lower part of the Euphrates, including the Shatt al-Arab, is

naturally prone to the problems of salination. This results from a

combination of poor drainage, centuries of irrigatior and natural soil

factors. The salt content of the upper grour.dwater ranges from 7000 ppm

in the central part of the Lower Mesopotamian Plain to 30,000 ppm in the

south.

Sediment is a water quality issue in the Shatt al-Arab. Although

much of the silt load of the Tigris and the Euphrates settles out in the

Inland Delta above Basra. the full load of sediment in the Karun enters

this waterway. The total sediment entering the Shatt al-Arab is measured

in millions of tons per year.

As noted in the following discussion, the three riparian states have

extensive plans for developing the waters of the Euphrates. These plans

are expected to mature and be implemented over the next twenty years.

The intended results of the plans are increased irrigation, an expanded

industrial base. and meeting the needs of an increasing population. An

unintended result will be the certain degradation of the quality of the

water in its lower reaches. This will undoubtedly render the water

progressively less fit for use by the Iraqis. It is not unreasonable to

expect that the lower part of the Euphrates will experience a degree of

reduction in water quality proportional to that observed in the River

Jordan in recent decades.

There is also emerging evidence that the dumping of untreated sewage

into the Euphrates is causing serious health problems. A World Bank

report of 1977 stated that there are a number of waterborne diseases

caused by inadequate sewage treatment. SchistosOMiasis is beginning to

appear on the Khabur and Balikh Rivers (tributaries of the Euphrates);
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there have been numerous outbreaks of cholera in recent years. In an

attempt to avoid these health problems, Syria has built sewage treatment

plants in Al-Raqqa, Aleppo, and Deir ez-Zor.

VaW Develomoent Flawh

The three riparians. Turkey, Syria and Iraq have all formulated

plans and implemented projects over the years to achieve flood control on

the Euphrates and to use its waters for the generation of

hydroelectricity and large-scale irrigation. Little effort has been made

to coordinate the planning of the three entities, and nc formal agreement

has been reached regarding the allocation of the water to riparians.

The Hindiya dam was completed in 1913. This barrage is located in

Iraq and it represents the earliest of the modern developments on the

Euphrates. The purpose of the Hindiya was to divert water to reconstruc-

ted irrigation canals, including the al-Hillah irrigation channel. In

the 1950s, a second dam was built at ar-Ramadi. This project was

designed for flood control and it permitted flood waters to be impounded

in Lake Habbaniyah and the Abu Dibis depression. The soils of the depres-

sion proved saline and this resulted in a degradation of water quality

and the scrapping of irrigation plans. A third dam has been constructed

further upstream. above ar-Ramadi and Hindiya. It was completed in 1982

and is intended to damp seasonal fluctuations in flow and probably also

to provide irrigation water.

Syria has achieved a considerable growth in irrigated land over the

past three decades, and reserves of cultivable rain-fed lands have

almost been depleted. Given the experience of economic growth in Syria,

and its anticipated continuation, an expansion of the amount of irrigated
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land is a necessity. During the immediate post-World War II era, this

was achieved in the Orontes. Further expansion of irrigation requires

more complete use of the Euphrates and the Khabur. Costly irrigation

systems will be required for both rivers, because each flows in a narrow

deep channel. Plans for the Khabur include the construction of additonal

dams downstream from Tel Mahafy at Saab, Skkchar and At-Taaf to irrigate

approximately 120.000 hectares. On the Euphrates, an earthen dam has

been constructed at Tabqa (ath-Thawrah). The dam was completed in 1973.

The lake behind this dam stores approximately 40,000 MCM which is used to

irrigate the Raqqa plateau above the east bank of the river, and the

district of Resafe on the west. The amount of irrigated lan6 is about

550,000 hectares.

Turkey has plans to make extensive use of the waters of the Eu-

phrates River for hydroelectric generation and for irrigation. The first

interest shown by Turkey in the Euphrates was as a hydroelectric source.

The Keban dam, completed in 1973, was designed to produce electricity and

to attenuate the seasonal peaks in the flow regime of the river. The dam

is 200 m high and forms a lake 115 km long behind it. The power plant

has an installed capacity of 620 MW. The Keban is designed to provide a

minimum discharge of 450 m3 /s and to almost completely prevent discharges

greater than 1000 m3 /s. The lower Euphrates project anticipates the

irrigation of about 80,000 hectares from groundwater in that river basin.

Turkey also has plans for three additional dams below the Keban.

These are advancing towards completion. although the final date is un-

known. The dam at Karababa is intended to supply irrigation water for

300.000 hectares in the Urfa, Harran and Lower Mardin plains and to an

additional 400,000 hectares in the Siverek-Hilvan, Upper ardin and

Nusaybin-Cizre areas. (This dam is located furthest downstream, the
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otherso the Karakaya and the Bolkoy, being designed for hydropower.) The

start-up date for the Turkis irrigation works was reported to be 1983,

with a construction period of about two decades. When completed, it is

projected that the irrigation system will require between 17.5 percent

and 34 percent of the total flow of the Euphrates River at Keban. This

will result in a significant reduction in the river's flow which will not

be compensated by the seasonal flow regulation of the dams.

Given the proposed development schemes of each of the three users of

the Euphrates, it is apparent that in the near future the waters of the

river will be completely utilized. In fact, Beaumont has stated that

successful completion of all the planned projects will lead to a very

small surplus (or even a small deficit) of water in average flow years,

and severe shortages in drought periods. The anticipated completion

dates of these projects are subject to conjecture and some doubt; how-

ever. it is reasonable to assume water shortages in the basin by the end

of the present century.

Redistribution of Water

The present patterns of use in this basin, and the projected future

development of water resources in the Euphrates Valley, although exten-

sive in their scope, do not include the transfer of water out of the

drainage system.

Water Usge

Turkey makes use of the upper reaches of the Euphrates primarily for

the generation of electricity via hydroelectric stations. In the future,
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this may change as there are in existence Turkish plans for making

greater use of the stream, particularly for irrigation purposes.

The waters of the Euphrates and its major tributary, the Khabur, are

used primarily for agricultural purposes in Syria. The Syrian economy

has grown substantially during the past 40 years. and much of this growth

has been attributed to increased agriculture. According to Beaumont.

water from the Euphrates for irrigation purposes amounted to 3000 MCM per

year in the late 1960s. The implementation of the Tabqa irrigation

projects over the next two decades will accentuate this trend. It is

estimated that the Tabqa dam will provide irrigation water for over

600,000 hectares, and that further development of the 10habur will bring

another 400,000 hectares under irrigation. Additionally, Syria plans to

develop t-his area as an industrial center.

Data are not readily available to document Iraq's use of the

Euphrates. Bari states that little agriculture is supported in the al-

Jazira region in Iraq, in spite of the potential fertility of the soil.

The bulk of Iraqi agriculture is based in central and southern Iraq in

the region around Baghdad and south of it. Barley, rice and dates are

the staple foods. However, Beaumont indicates that the water withdrawn

by Iraq has risen from 27.3 percent of mean flow in 1940-1949 to 45.1

percent in 1960-1969. Most of this increase of approximately 65 percent

(in twenty years) is attributable to expanded agricultural irrigation.

Gischler indicates that 48 percent of the cultivated land is under

irrigation and that 80 percent of the irrigated land is affected by

salinity.

Water demands in the b8sin will undoubtedly continue to grow. The

population growth in the three riparian states has averaged around three

percent per year. The increasing population will produce a proportional
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demand for electricity, agricultural production and industrial produc-

tion, all of which in turn will place a strain on the water resources of

the region. For example, the Ministry of Planning for Iraq expects the

amount of surface water extracted in 1995 from surface sources for pot-

able and industrial uses to be ten times the amount used in 1975

(increasing from 1553 to 10,425 MCM per year). Whether accurate or not.

the projectons help to anticipate stress that will be place on the water

sources of the region in the near future.

Overview of Present Status

The use of the Euphrates system by the Syrians and Turks has serious

international consequences. Of particular concern is the downstream

ripariar Iraq. Continued use of the Euphrates for irrigation will lead

to degraded water quality in the Euphrates which will adversely affect

the use of the water in Iraq. The other ramification is that increased

use upstream by Turkey and Syria will reduce the flow in the river

because the major use of the water is for irrigation which of course is a

consumptive use.

Indeed, the three riparians have held discussions regarding the use

of the Euhrate& Such discussions have been kept secret. and the nego-

tiations have been linked to other watersheds (the Orontes) and to other

issues. Although the data are not available, it is apparent that the

riparians have had great difficulty reaching an accord with respect to

allocation of the flow of the Euphrates In view of the competing plans

for the further development of the Euphrates River mentioned above it is

apparent that an agreement among the users will be required to prevent

disagreements over the next twenty years.
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HYDOLGY OF TrE ORON1 RIVER

Liitations of the Database

The Orontes is the river for which we have been able to locate the

least information. A high priority of any follow-up study must be to

acquire more information about the basic hydrolog of the Orontes system.

The most recent study we have identified, that of Metral, lists important

sources in the bibliography in a form that defies all efforts to locate

them. In particular, the doctoral thesis of Weulerse and the contribu-

tion of Re would be valuable. The information presented here is

primarily from etral and Wolfart.

Natural Regim and Dischrge

The headwaters of the Orontes rise a few kilometers northeast of the

headwaters of the Litani River, in the floor of an alluvial valley that

is a structural and morphological extension of the Bekaa Valley. In both

valleys, the principal streams are fed by surface runoff from the Leb-

anese Mountains on the West and the Anti-Lebanon Mountains on the east,

and from the ground-water that enters the streams from the thick upper

Tertiary alluvial fill on the valley floor, maintaining base flow in

times of diminished runoff. The highest elevations on the Lebanon Moun-

tains in northern Lebanon receive 1,000-1.600 mm of rainfall/year. The

Orontes Valley itself receives on the order of 700 mm/yr in its upstream

reaches. while the Anti-Lebanon Mountains east of the river receive only

about 500 mm/yr.
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The Orontes flows in Lebanon for about 35 km (see Fig. XX), where it

is known as the Nahr al-Assi (the rebel stream). The Orontes enters a

flat plain underlain by Quaternary alluvium as it crosses into Syria.

Along the Western margin of that plain, constrained by the shoulder of a

basalt massif that extends eastward from the Lebanon Mountains (known as

the Alaween Mountains in Syria), it flows into the Hons Lake and, a short

distance downstream from the lake outlet. flows through the Syrian city

of Hom, the center of a modern irrigation development sdame. The river

describes a broad loop around the basalt massif that extends eastward

from the Lebanon (Alaween) Mountains, and then flows across a low-relief

terrain underlain by upper Cretaceous limestones, through the Syrian city

of Mana. through the canyons at Cheizar. and into the plain of Aaharneh.

which lies east of the northward extension of the Lebanon Mountains.

Between Asharneh and Karkour the Orontes traverses the broad flat

Ghab Valley (62 x 12 km), Lmderlain primarily by Pleistocene limestones.

The Orontes leaves the Ghab Valley over a mass of resistant basalt before

it enters Turkey in a basin underlain by Tertiary sediments; it turns

southwest abruptly at its confluence with the Afrine, which rises on the

slopes of southern Turkey and flows south in the valley east of the Kurd-

Dagh Mountains in extreme northwest Syria. From that confluence the

Orontes flows directly to the Mediterranean, between the Kurd-Dagh Moun-

tains on the north and the Alaween Mountains on the south, remaining in

Turkey for the last 50 Ian of its course. The Orontes form& for approxi-

mately forty km of its length, a part of the 1939 border between Syria

and Turkey. It ends its meandering 610-k course at the Mediterranean

near Antioch.

The mean discharge of the Orontes at Cheizar, the head of the elabo-

rate irrigation installations of the Ghab Valley, is 25 cubic
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meters/second, or 790 MCM/yr. This flow is variable, ranging from 40

percent of that value during dry seasons of dry years or eight times that

value during major floods produced by heavy winter rainfall. The river's

discharge reaches a peak in February and March and declines steadily in

late spring and summer. In January, after winter rains have had nearly

two months to replenish its underground sources& its flow rises abruptly

from the low level of the late summer and fall.

The annual discharge of the Orontes varies with the rains. Until

the recent construction of dams along its middle course in Syria, years

of heavy rainfall brought disastrous flooding to many areas along the

river's banks. The flow of the stream is perennial, however, due pri-

marily to ground-water recharge from the complex of permeable materials

that underlies the river along much of its course. Ar additional 250

MCM/yr enters the lower Orontes via its major Turkish tributary, the

Afrine.
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HISTORY OF THE ORONTS RIVER

Traditional Use

The perpetual creaking and groaning of the norias on the Orontes at

Hama are evidence of the river's exploitation for irrigation since anti-

quity. Some of the two-story wooden waterwheels that use the force of

the river's flow to lift its waters into aqueducts date from the 16th

century. They and others of more recent construction are built on Roman

and Byzantine models.

In addition to the norias and aqueducts of Hama, small-scale canal

works at many points along the river's course have permitted irrigated

agriculture for centuries. The Ghab depression north of Hama possessed

an elaborate irrigation and drainage system under the Seleucids that

persisted to late Medieval times, when the gradual spread of marshland

and malaria forced the abandonment of the Chab except for buffalo

breeding and catfishing.

Modern Development

The advent of mechanical pumps has made it possible for individual

landowners in Lebanono Syria (and Turkey) to supplement their traditional

use of the Orontes with wells that tap the river's subterranean aquifers,

but modern development of the river on a large scale has been limited to

Syria.

Studies by French Mandatory authorities in the early 1930s recog-

nized that the pctentia! of the Orontes in Syria was second only to that
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of the Euphrates. Plans drawn up then by the &gie dA E byd-

rauli~uie envisioned the development of three areas along the Orontes:

the stretch of the river from Hoes to Hama, the Ghab, and the Amuq plain

(then part of Mandatory Syria prior to the French cession of the province

of Alexandretta to Turkey in 1939). Work to enlarge the capacity of Lake

Homs and to build a canal from Hos to Hama permitting the irrigation of

20,000 hectares was carried out in the late 1930s. In the same period

Mandate authorities gave serious consideration to developing the Ghab to

resettle Assyrian refugees from Iraq and Iran, but this scheme was aban-

doned for political reasons in 1937.

The Syrian government revived plans to develop the Ghab with the

creation of the Ghab Project Organization in 1951. A Dutch firm designed

the system and construction of the project's primary installations was

carried out from 1955 to 1967 with the help of Bulgarian, Yugoslav,

Italian and other companies. The Soviet Union supplied materials for the

project. while most of the financing was provided by Syrian capital.

The Ghab project covers an area of 140,000 hectares including (from

south to north) an area along the Orontes between Rastan and Hama; the

plain of Asharneh some 25 km north of Hama at the entrance of the Ghab

depression; and the Ghab proper. a 60 by 10 km graben between the Alawite

(or Anariyyah) massif in the west and the Zawieh mountains in the east.

Approximately 80,000 hectares of this area are cultivatable, of which

70,000 are irrigated by the project; 30,000 hectares are reclaimed swamp-

lands in the Ghab depression.

Two large drainage canals running the length of the Ghab (one re-

placing the meandering bed of the Orontes), a dam with a 250 MCM capacity

at Rastan. another with a 65 million MCM capacity at Hilfaya-Mehardeh (20

km north of Hama), and a concrete weir at Asharneh diverting water to two
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irrigation canals comprise the Ghab project's major water works. All

were completed by 1961. The primary drainage and irrigation network was

completed in 1963, while most of the secondary (56 kin) and tertiary (552

kin) installations, carrying water to and from individual plots, were in

place by 1968. Extension and adjustment of the system, however, has

continued to the present. A dam on the Sarout is planned to permit

greater storage of this tributary's exceptionally high peak flow in

winter. In addition to the land reclaimation and irrigation made pos-

sible by the Ghab project. a large generator at Rastan and a smaller one

at Mehardeh provide electricity to the entire Homs-Hama area.

Although the Ghab project's impact on the Syrian economy as a whole

has been relatively slight, it is an important demonstration of the

government's social development policies. The population of the project

area was estimated at 30,000 in 1952. Today, after a government-spon-

sored resettlement program, it is more than 150,000. Land reform laws

enacted in the late 50s and 60s have resulted in the expropriation of

approximately 11.000 hectares of irrigated land in the project area and

its redistribution to landless peasants and small holders (24,000 hec-

tares of irrigated land remain in the hands of their previous owners).

Nearly 90 percent of the recipients of reclaimed or expropriated land are

members of some 50 agricultural cooperatives established by the govern-

ment. A special acninistrative unit and the Ministry of Agrarian Reform

plan and direct production in the Ghab area to meet needs for industrial

and commercial crops (cottor6 sugarbeets. wheat and other cereals). The

government aims to eliminate in the Ghab area the two traditional figures

of the Syrian countryside: the absentee landlord and the improvished
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peasant. In their place It wishes to build a new rural society: egali-

tarians scientific, and prosperous.

The Syrian investment in and dependence on the Orontes is thus quitp

considerable. The river generates electricity for two of the country's

main cities, provides water for domestic consumnption and extensive irri-

gation, and makes Possible a model development project exemplifying the

government's fundamental economic and social ideas.



TECHNICAL FEATURES OF 7HE ORONTES RIVER

Water Quality

Specific water quality data for the Orontes are not available. The

otherwise excellent paper by Metral makes no explicit mention of water

quality issues. However, extensive agricultural use is made of the water

in the upper reaches of the river. As noted elsewhere, the principal

crops include cotton. sugarbeets and cereals. Based on this indirect

evidence, it is concluded that the quality of the Orontes is high.

While the water seems, on the evidence, to be sweet, there are

indications that problems exist because of domestic and industrial ef-

fluents. Lake Qatina south of Horns serves the needs of several large

industrial installations, but the Orontes is no longer exploited as a

public water supply for large communities. World Bank reports urge

improved sewerage treatment for Hama and Horns, as well as other urban

centers. Water-borne diseases such as typhoid and dysentery are endemic

in the lower reaches of the Orontes; there have beer, several cholera

outbreaks in Syria in recent years in areas where sewage water is used

for ontact irrigation. In Hama province, it is estimated that, among the

villages depending upon the river for water supply. 90 percent of the

diseases contracted by villager are waterborne. The Arab Fund for Economic

and Social Development granted Syria a loan of 5 million Kuwaiti dinars

in 1982 to finance water networks in Hmia and Hons.
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Redistribution of Water

There are no large scale inter-basin transfers of tt~e aters of tE

Orontes. The use of this river is accomplished by storage reservo.rs,

hydroelectric generation, and a system of canals for local irrigation

purposes.
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OVERVIEW OF PRESENT STATUS

Although it is an international river, the Orontes has not appeared

as a significant issue in regional politics to date. The absence of

conflict over the Orontes stems from two facts: the river's relative

unimportance to both Lebanon and Turkey* and the distribution of major

sources or tributaries among all three riparian states.

The Orontes is a major lifeline for Syria, traversing the length of

the heavily populated areas parallel to the country's Mediterranean coast

and passing through its third and fourth largest cities. It does not

have a similar importance for either Lebanon or Turkey, where its course

is short and runs through 3reas tnat are well-supplied with water

sources. In Lebanon the river rises to traverse a distance of only 40

km. before reaching the Syrian border, while in Turkey it covers just 60

or 70 km. before emptying into the Mediterranean. Ample water is avail-

able for Lebanese use in the northern Bekaa without reducing the Orontes'

flow to Syria's detriment, while in Syria, as already mentioned, the

river is augumented by the Sarout and many springs in the Ghab. In

Turkey, the Amuq plain is watered by the Kara Su and several smaller

streams as well as the Orontes.

There is a third factor that would contribute to stability even if

Lebanese and Turkish interests in the river were greater. An "inverse

symmetry" exists between the position of the three states along the river

and their position in terms of military power. Farthest upstream is

Lebanon militarily the weakest state; next is Syria, whose army is far

more powerful than Lebanon's; and downstream from Syria lies Turkey with
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a military capability superior to Syria's. This would seem to be a

especially stable situation since an upstream state, which has the poten-

tial to make preemptive use of the river, must consider the possibility

of reprisals by its more powerful downstream neighbor.

While the potential for riparian conflict over the Orontes among the

three states is virtually non-existent. the river is a factor in broader

Syrian-Turkish discussions of water issues. And, according to one re-

port, Syrian officials have also mentioned concern over future access to

the waters of Orontes as a consideration in their policy toward Lebanon

and Israel.

Turkey has proposed to include the Orontes in its discussions with

Syria on the sharing of the Euphrates river waters. The Turks hope by

reaching a formal agreement on the Orontes to obtain ja JirU Syrian

recognition of Turkish sovereignty in the disputed province of Alexar.-

dretta. The Syrians are not likely to drop their long-standing claim to

Alexandretta for an agreement on the Orontes, or even for an agreement on

the Euphrates, which is much more in their interest. At the same time

they are unlikely to try to reignite the Alexandretta question. (In the

late 1960s, for example. Syria reached an agreement with Turkey on com-

pensation for Syrian property in Alexandretta confiscated by Turkey and

Turkish property in Syria nationalized by the Syrian government.) Least

of all is Syria likely to tamper with the Orcntes as a means to press

Turkey on Alexandretta since to do so would be to risk highly damaging

retaliation by Turkey on the Euphrates.

Syrian officials have reportedly said that fear of a possible

Israeli presence at the source of the Orontes is one of their reasons for

refusing to withdraw their armed forces from Lebanon. Since Ain Zerqa,
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the principal Lebanese source of the Orontes is 75 kms from Israel's

maximum penetration of Lebanon in 1982 and even farther from present

srael: lines, this is hard to credit. Moreover, an Israeli military

presence at Ain Zerqa would imply a regional upheaval of such proportions

that even the most urgent water issues would assume relative insignifi-

cance.

In sum, it would be hard to design an international river system in

a generally water-scarce part of the world less prone to conflict than

the Orontes. Graced by its multiplicity of sources and its marginal

significance to its uppermost and lowermost riparian partners, it is not

likely to trouble the region.
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HYDROLOGY OF THE NILE RIVER

The Nile is the iongest river syster. in the worla. It flows 6,695

kn fr--.. a source in 3;rjr. , to its mouth at the Delta " Egypt. Tr. e N Ie

drains 2.978 million sq kir, almost one tenth of the ano area of Africa.

Although it is the longest river in the world, the drainage basin of :rhe

Nile is only the fourth largest (after the Amazon, M.ssisslppi, and

Congo', and at least 32 majcr rivers carry mcre water in the course of a

year.

Sources of the Nile

The most distant source of the Nile rises :n a rain forest near the

Equator. From here the river flows north, passing through sub-trcpical

savannah terrain in the southern Sudan and traversing the width of the

Sahara before entering a semi-ard Mediterranean ciimat-c regime ir. the

last few hundrec kilo-eters tefore its discharge enters the

Mediterranean. %o other river crosses so many c:fferert cl,,,t.o zores;

no other river f*'ows so far (2,00,0 'K, between Kharto,.m arc the :e ta

without receiving an- pere.nnial tributaries see Figure 8.

The Lake District: Precl:iitton ir the Lake D:szr-ct, the neadwater

region of the White Nile, averages 1.500 mm/yr; it is distributed in two

prominent rairy seasons, at times when the irter-trcpcal Ccrvergence

Zone lies across the Equator anc for a few months after the March and

September equinoxes. The head of the Nile is represented zy a large

nu:,,ber of streams that --rairn tl:e highlar4s f the polygon -f :-nc con-
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tained between the two branches of the African Rift system in East

Africa. These streams flow into Lake Victoria, a broad. shallow body of

water that is the second largest (in terms of area) fresh-water lake in

the world. Lake Victoria drains to the north over Ripon Falls (now

inundated under water held back by the Owen Falls Dam) and flows into

Lake Kioga, another broad, shallow lake perched on the eastern rim of the

western rift. Lake Kioga is clearly a prior dendritic drainage system in

which drainage has oeen reversed as the rim of the rift was tilted

eastward as a consequence of foundering of the rift floor.

The Nile escapes out of the west end of Lake Kioga and plunges down

a very steep slope that includes the dramatic gorge of Murchison Falls

onto the floor of the western rift, where it ente.-s the north end of Lake

Mobutu (Lake Albert), an extremely deep lake whose configuration is

controlled by the normal faults of great displacement along either side

of the rift. Another arm of the upper White Nile enters the south end of

Lake Mobutu, having passed through Lakes George and Edward. The resi-

dence time of Nile water in the great volume of Lake Mobutu is very long.

The Nile (as the Bahr el Jebel) leaves the north end of Lake Mobutu only

a few kilometers west of the entrance of the outlet of Lake Kioga, and

flows down an abruptly decreased gradient onto the alluvial plain of the

central Sudan. The lowest relief portion of this is represented by the

enormous swamps choked with islands of floating vegetation known as the

Sudd. the largest fresh-water swamp in the world. The Bahr el Ghazal

enters the Sudd from the west, and the Sobat flows into the swamp off the

southwest flanks of the Ethiopian highlands.

The White Nile and Blue Nile: The White Nile leaves the Sudd and

flows across progressively more arid terrain to Khartoum, where it is

joined by its principal tributary, the Blue Nile. The Blue Nile rises
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from Lake Tana, high on the volcanic tableland of Ethiopia, and joins the

White Nile after traversing an awesome canyon that was not fully explored

until 1968. Below Khartoum the Nile enters the stretch of the six

cataracts; the Atbara River, an intermittent tributary that periodically

carries a large discharge, enters the combined Nile system 322 I. down-

stream of the confluence of the White and the Blue Nile. Below the mouth

of the Atbara, the Nile receives no further inflow (except for the runoff

from the extremely rare desert storm) until it reaches the Mediterranean,

even though its course is marked by many well-developed tributary wadis

that bear testimony to very different local climatic regimes in ages

past.

Rain falls on the upper White Nile throughout the year, but the

periods of discharge follow the equinoctial rainy seasons. Lake Victoria

receives 16.000 MCM/yr surface runoff from its various tributaries, and

98,000 MCM/yr in direct rainfall, of which 93,000 MCM/yr is directly

evaporated. Outflow from Lake Victoria is 21,000 MCM/yr, which is

increased to 22,000 MCM/yr at the outflow of Lake Albert. The Sudd

receives an annual inflow of 27,000 MCM/yr from its several riverine

sources. and a much greater supply of direct rainfall, primarily at and

shortly after the June solstice, when the Intertropical Convergence Zone

lies at its most northerly position. The combination of effective

evaporatrn and transpiration by swamp vegetation reduces the outflow of

the Sudd via the W.ite Nile to 14,000 MCM/yr.

The E8uje Nile is fed by the torrential monsoon rains that fall over

the Ethiopian Plateau as a result of warm, moist air masses that are

drawn off the Indian Ocean by the Southeast Trade Winds into the convec-

tive system of tne Intertropical :cnvergence Zone at and after the June
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solstice. The Blue Nile carries 48,000 MCM/yr. primarily in the late

summer flood, during which the White Nile may be ponded up above Khartoum

to the foot of the Jebel Aulia Dam. The Atbert contributes an additional

12,000 MCM/yr, also during the summer monsoon. The Aswan Reservoir

receives, then, an annual inflow from these sources of 84,000 MCM/yr.

(The Sudd inflow accounts for 24.000 MCM/yr of which 10,000 is lost by

evaporation over the surface of the lake). Below the Aswan High Dam the

84,000 MCM/yr is further reduced by evaporation and infiltration through

the bed of the river to the ground-water system, and is vastly reduced by

the consumptive use of irrigated agriculture.

Basic Characteristics of the System: The Nile clearly consists of a

number of distinct segments in which the basic character of the river

system (and, by most accounts, its recent geologic history as well)

undergoes marked changes. In the Lake district, the gradient is highly

variable, but averages 1: 1.216 between the highest sources and Juba.

This steep average gradient and its extreme variability is the result of

the rapid and high-amplitude earth movements that have occurred in the

most recent episodes of development of the rift system. Dramatic changes

in the geometry of the river system in this segment are clearly in

progress: without the intervention now represented by the several flow-

control devices along the upper Nile, both Lake Victoria and Lake Kioga

could expect to be captured by headward migration of falls not far down

their outlets. The development of emerged shorelines along the west

shore of Lake Victoria and their absence from the east shore clearly show

that the basin of the lake is currently being tilted to the east, a

displacement that neatly explains the configuration, location, and size

of Lake Kioga.
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Below Juba, the Nile undergoes a marked change in regimen, where its

gradient is reduced to 1:13,900 where it flows across an alluvial plain

atove tt.e Sudd. Within the Sudd itself its gradient is not measurable;

the history of river navigation through the Sudd is a frustrating story

of lost river boats, channels periodically blocked Dy massive islands of

floating vegetation, and delays in some cases amounting to months as

pilots sought clear passages through the morass. The current is no help

since it, too. is effectively reduced to zero where the White Nile

discharge passes through the Sudd. Below the Sudd the White Nile falls

only 8 m in the 809 km above the junction of the Blue Nile at Khartoum,

representing a phenomenally low gradient of 1:101,000. The Blue Nile

rises an average of 7 m in the annual flood; before the construction of

the dam at Jebel Aulia the White Nile above Khartoum was ponded for 700

km above the confluence at times of flood.

The courses of the Blue Nile, Atbara, and Upper Sobat, like the

course of the White Nile in the Lake District, are steep and in a state

of present adjustment in response to high-amplitude tectonic

displacements of the rocks across which they flow.

The gradient of the combined Nile below Khartoum is irregular. The

river falls 287 m in 1,847 km above Aswan, much of which is accomplished

in the six cataracts, located or, masses cf crystalline bedrock, the

basement of the African craton. that merge through the cover of younger

sedimenta.

Below Aswan (and the First Cataract), the Nile again flows on

alluvium, here across a filled valley deeply excavated by an ancestral

Nile In times of low Mediterranear. sea levels. The gradient of this

segment of the Nile :s 1:13.2CC.
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Examination of Figure (in which these changes in gradient are

diagrammed) leads to the conclusion that the history of the Nile System

has oeen complex. Ball discussed the theory that the low-gradient

segment of the river between Juba and Khartoum had once been an extensive

lake that had received all the drainage of the Blue and Victoria Niles,

as well as of the Bahr el Ghazal and the Sobat. Thus, at an ear.ier

time, the Nile that entered the Mediterranean along the periodically

filled deeply excavated lower valley would have had its headwaters on the

upper Atbara. A headward-growing tributary of that system eventually

tapped the waters of Lake Sudd, which at its maximum extent had occupied

all the land in the central Sudan now underlain by river alluvium,

captured the Upper Nile, and integrated the Blue and Victoria Nile

systems into the modern Nile. No date has been assigned to this event,

but there is some indication that the suite of heavy minerals character-

istic of a Blue Nile source did not appear in the sedimentary record of

the lower Nile until middle Paleolithic time, possible as late as 50,000

years ago.

Ball calculated the total inflow to a lake of the size of ancient

Lake Sudd (as determined from the area ccvered by river sediment still

preserved in the basin) and concluded that the present rate of evapora-

tion could have maintained a stable lake volume in the Sudd, even given

the present discharges of the rivers that would have fed that lake.

Although. arguments in its favor are persuasive, no concrete evidence

supporting the Lake Sudd hypothesis has yet come to light.
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MAJOR CONTROL POINTS ON ThE NILE

Facility Year Are Installed Qapacity Maximu= Loss
tCmpleted (kM?) (km3)

Aswar. oc Dan 1902 - 1.0
(Egy Pt,

Main Nile) 1912 - 2.4
193 4  - 6.3 -

Aswan Higt Darr 1971 60CC 165.0 16.0
(Egypt.
Ma:n, Ni:e;

Kasrn el Sirba D'a.
Sucar, Atbara 19 9L4 150 1.2 .13

Jete: AuL:ya Dam
'Suzan,
White Nile) 1937 600 3.6 2.8

Sennar "am
(Sudan,
Blue Nile' 1925 160 1.0 .30

Roseires Dam
Sudan,
B:ue N ,le' 196f 3.0 .50

Source: Gischler, text footnote 5 p. 2'4; Guar.so and others. text
.fotncte 5, p. 379; : '. and cther text footnote 7; lbrihar. and
others text footnote 12, p.51
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ANNUAL DISAJE OF THE NILE

No. of years Period Mean in Std. deviatiog in
billion m billion e

30 1870-90 110.0 17.1

60 1900-59 84.5 13.5

90 1870-1959 92.6 19.8

Source: The High Aswan Darn (Beirut, Arab Institute for Researcr. and
Publishing, 1971).

TIMELY WATER (FEBRUARY-JULY) AS WASURED AT ASWAN
(excluding High Dam. Roseires, and IQashm al Girba)

Natural Flow of the River 15.4 billion m

Stored at Lakes Victoria and Albert 5.3 billion m3

Stored at Lake Tana 2.1 billion rr;

Stored at Sennar 1.0 billion rr3

Stored at Jebel Auliya (net of evaporation) 2.5 billion m-

Stored at Aswan 5.2 billion m3

3tored at Fourth Cataract 3.0 billion m3

Subtotal 34.5 billion M3

Downstream Aswan; Wad- Rayyar, 2-5 billion m3

Grand Total 36.5-39.5 billion m3
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CONTRIBUTION OF MAIN NILE SOURCES

Tributary 12 Month Water Year Flood Period

Etncpiar, Sc-.rces BLue N.Ie 59% 68%
Sobat 14% 5%
Atbara 13% 221

Equator.ai Sources Behr el-Jebel 14% 5%

NILE DISCHARGE IN MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM HYDROLOGICAL YEARS AT ASWAN

1100

1000

900

800 19

700

600

40C

300

200

100
'uly Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jar. Fe. Mar. Apr. May Jun July

Source: McrnaeL Fle-a. "Developing Ul.e Nile,"
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HISTORY OF THE NILE

The Nile is an example of long term management of an extensive anc

complex water system through political control by a ma-or user. Despite

numerous riparians and water resource problems of the lower basin region,

the Nile has escaped most ot the conflict which has characterized other

river systems.

Initial Cooperation. 1920-1945

The hydrological structure of the Nile River system is complex. The

river's extensive catchment and drainage area spreads into tlhe territo-

ries of nine riparians: Egypt, Sudan, Ethiopia, the Central African

Republic, Tanzania. Zaire, Uganda, Rwanda, and Burundi. Egypt and the

Sudan are historically the major users of the Nile waters. The Blue Nile

originates in Lake Tana, Ethiopia. Uganda and Kenya cradle Lake Victoria

from wnich the White Nile originates; Rwanda and Burundi are almost

entirely located in the catchment area of the Kangera river, which feeds

Lake Victoria; Tanzania is 33 percent in-basin with regard to the

Kangera River; Ugarda se.ares 10 percent of the Kangera basin; and Za're

and the Central African Republic send waters to the Bahr al-Ghazal, one

of the Nlle tr, butaries.

The rainfall which sustains the Nile has an extremely skewed distri-

bution. Almost all rainfall originates in the Ethiopian plateau and the

La<e .strct. The rainfall in the Sudan and Egypt is negligible.

Egypt !a vrtua.ly ex2u!:,ve usage of the Nile until the end of t.he

,9th century. -- e re2_sc7 :'cr t .s par4tcu;ar unccmror Pttern of river



usage is histor.cal: from antiquity to modern times, Egypt has sur-

passed its neighbors in technological development and in political con-

trol of the waterway. The countries which share the upper reaches of the

Nile have had alternative, largely unutilized water resources. During

the British imperiurm in the 19th and 20th centuries over most of the

territory drained by the Nile, Egypt maintained its dominart use of the

river because the British prevented conflicts.

Even though EFipt had developed ar extensive irrigat-on Sy'stem, :is

use of the river for agricultural rurpcses was mairly asir. :rr:gat:r,

based on peak floods in late s~r.,r , were diverte' ry charnels t:

basins of variable size. Th.e c:verteo e water wa:: usej f3o deep sat ra::or

of the soil.

A-lthough perennial irr:gatlon. in wt;ich sr.ailer qurt~tze: _f water

are run onto the fields at reg.lar interva-s :r.rcugc.,t tne year, ,.ac

been usea to water small areas for thousands of years, .t was 7ot r'ti_

the first quarter of the nineteentr _en.tu.y that a syse!7 of barrages and

canals was started on the lo er N;ie oc that this type of irrigatlon

could be employed in ,cs areas o' tre -cuntry. Fere-r.lai :rrgatlo

became necessary with -e ntr:ut;r 2 ccttr '.r~cr .as a surrmer :rop

and therefore ccil d rot teie: t l " '- r e a'... al f-c :os.

The construct:on of narrages an,: canals acceleratec rapic.'y after

the Brit:s . ..... .n . te am

whicn was co:rpleteC :n " ir~ c ater ra-sec rc , re i7 " Wrcr,

increasec :ts s::Lrage Dkt r'r ,0C C 9' . .J a

1933, wnic. enat-eo i , t 5 ., r-, z t e. . L :c :. . ,.. ' Y ,

other barrages were c7:.ete: L :.e- ". -. ": AsscJlt '9(9

Zifta '1903', :sr.a (19C;,, Nag -arra-i 9i , ar,9 L*'.r, "95 .
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Crowing Egyptian needs eventually led to a clash of interest w:th

the Sudan. Part of the disagreement was related to political-

bureaucratic changes in the British colonial structure. The Anglo-

Egyptian condominium over the Sudan was established in 1899, but British

interests predominated from the beginning. Within the Foreign Office,

proponents of Sudanese priorities competed with the promoters of Egyptian

interests.

This conflict of interest within the British colonial establishment

was further intensified by the relative shortage of cotton worldwide.

Sir William Garstin's report of 1904 advocated irrigation of t.e Gezira

for cotton growing. Four years later. a second report recommended the

constructlor of a dam at Sennar on the Blue Nile that would irrigate

500.000 feddans in the Gezira south of Khartoum. (I feddan = 0.42 hectare

or 1.038 acres). This became &mown as the Gezira Cotton Schene which was

fully implemerted ir 1926 after the completion of the Sennar Dam. The

3ezira Scheme together with its extensions are presently on line, and

have brought over 2 mililon feddans under irrigation. It is the most

importart irr.gation project ir. the Sudan and its completion remains a

pr.or:tv for the gcvernment.

"t:.-at-r cf increased water needs of both the Sudan and

. - - over potent: al conflict, Britisr engireers

,rr,!g -or :rdi ad.mni straticn in the early years of the country

:evel-peC o..a-s fc' a ,omprehensive utilization of the Nile. The most

e'acr ce :.a prc; c3ec r, 12C by Murdoch Macdonald, required an arbi-

e e:.":rt .o uzilize the Nile water with spezia emphasis

)r .pper N..> rrces. Subsequertl.y named the Century Storage Scheme,

:oe-r er, ~e=: _--r--ie fac:ity - wrdcr is today Lake Mobutu on the

. - e x oer - a "arge Jam at Senrnr to provide irriga:ior for
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tne 'ezira Cottor Scnnre, arc another Sudanese dam at Jebel Aul 'a on the

Wnhte Nile to conserve .e sazmner flow of the Nile for Egyptian consump-

tLon. The only £ ptar based project within the Century Storage Scneme

was the planned construction of a flood control barrage at Nag Hammadi.

This 1920 proposal aroused immediate opposition in Egypt. The

publication of the plan coincided with the growing national movement in

Egypt and was particularly criticized by the nationalist Wafd Party. One

issue in the dispute was related to the stcrage and control facilities.

Although the planned facilities were technically sound, the Eypt:ans

were worrie: that a7l the malor works were "ocated outside their terri-

tory, thus beyond their direct control.

This reaction is characterized by Waterbury (1979) as the "Fasnoda

Complex," deriv-.ng from an 1898 inciaent that brought the French and

Bri.tish to the brink of hostilities because of a French expedition to

secure the headwaters of the White Nile. The confrontation, ultimately

settled by negotiation, dramatized Egypt's vulnerable dependence on the

Nile, and fixed the attitude of Egyptian policy makers ever since. This

sense of vulneratility notivated Egyptian criticism of water quotas under

the Century Storage Scheme. Even a quota ratio of 1:8.2 suggested in a

1920 Egyptian government report, giving the Sudan 6,000 MCM and Egypt

50,000 MCM of usable c:scnarge, was criticized in Egypt as inadequate to

safeguard tre countrv"s needs.

The conflict wes subm:ttec to irternational mediation when, in 1920,

the special Nj.e Project Connission was formea. The Commission, wnich

included Indian, Eritis!h, and American representatives, estimatec

Egyptian needs at 58,0CC YMCM witn. the rest going to the Sudan aithcugh
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the American representative, H.T. Crory, maintained that water should be

allocated under a more equitable formula).

Despite its riparian dominance, Egypt agreed to international

mediation because of pressure from Great Britain which still held a

protectorate over Egypt; there was a desire to avoid a potentially messy

clash withthe Sudar and Egypt needed a quick resolution to the issue

because it desired a smooth and speedy transition to perennial irrigation

which would end the increasing technical difficulties associated with

basin irrigation.

Egypt was successful at asserting its position during the negotia-

tions. The subsequent Nile Waters Agreement of May 7. 1929, reflected

Egypt's dominant interests. The formula adopted for water allocation

reaffirmed the primacy of the status quo as opposed to future develop-

mental needs. The 1:12 ratio gave Sudan 4,000 MCM whereas Egypt re-

ceived 48,000 MCM and usage rights to the entire flow of the Nile during

the main January-July discharge.

The agreement only partly implemented the principle of optimal

management of the Nile as envisaged in the Century Storage Scheme, with

but a few sectional projects of the scheme carried out. They included

the construction of the Sennar Dam in 1925 and the building of the Jebel

Auliya Dam on the White Nile in 1937. The Sennar Dam had a storage

capacity of 900,000 MCM and the Jebel Auliya Dam could hold 3,500 MCM.

The large storage facility on what was then Lake Albert and the plans to

drain the Sudd swamps were rejected. Egypt reserved the right of on-site

inspections of the existing facilities as well as a veto power on any

other construction which might have threatened its interests.

The 1929 agreement was not seriously challenged until the late

1940's owir. largely to the gradual pace of Sudan's political develop-
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ment, population growth and water needs, and to Egypt's political

dominance and more rapidly expanding needs. The British did not want to

be faced with an Egyptian-Sudanese confrontation in the midst of the twin

crises of economic depression and the growth of fascism in Germany and

Italy. The notion of the Unity of the Nile found common support among

urban and intellectual elite groups in both Egypt and the Sudan, an

ideological bond reinforced by mutual opposition to Britain's continued

occupation of their countries.

The Period of Crisis 19415-1958

The ideological ties that bound both nations to the 1929 agreement

began to erode after World War II. Charges in the political power

structure of the Sudan resulting in a sharF rivalry betwen two political

parties, the National Union Party (NUP) and the Umma Party (UP), and the

demand for complete independence, caused the Unity ideology to lose its

bonding power as a matrix for cooperation.

The debate over the Unity ideology was conducted against the

background of a growing demand for full independence for the Sudan. The

British, confronted by pressures to evacuate both the Sudan and Egypt,

and wit!, relations becomiri .ncreasingly strained and hostile in both.

supported the rural based UP which was anti-Unity in its sentiments. The

Umma, with its strength in the tribal south. the center, and the West,

opposed the creation of a Greater Egypt which would combine Egypt and

Northern Sudan. Sudanese opposition was also inspired by a growing

awareness of the economic consequences cf unity. As part of the price

forurity. Egypt was requiring specified lirr.ts on future Sudanese cotton

production. The Unity plan called for the transfer of Egyptiars mainly
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peasants, to the Sudan - a prospect that was considered a direct econo-

mic threat by the UP's rural constituency and evoked the spectre of

violence should the Unity scheme be implemented.

Unity plans were made dormant by World War II, but after the 1952

Egyptian revolution the Egyptian government proceeded to carry out the

Aswan High Dam project. New complications were added to the the Egyptian-

Sudanese relationship. The storage capacity of the High Dam was pro-

jected 156,000 MCM of which some 30.000 MCM would be dead storage (i.e.

unusable). The Dam was expected to expand cultivable land by 1.2 million

feddans and to convert some 800,000 feddans of basin irrigation into

perennial irrigation. This would permit multiple cropping and expand

agricultural production. an important goal given Egypt's burgeoning

population. The proposed Aswan project reopened debate on some old

conflict issues and even added new dimensions to these.

The first issue to be contended was whether the Aswan High Dam would

be a unilateral or cooperative venture. Although Egypt claimed that the

High Dam would be carried out within the framework of established princi-

ples of bilateral cooperation, it was only in 1954 that the Sudanese was

actually brought into the venture. In that year, Sudan challenged the

Egyptian claim that the Aswan High Dam was the most efficient way Of

utilizing the Nile waters. They arguec instead that the Century Storage

Scheme, which was based on the utilization of the Upper Nile. constituted

3 more rational approach to water managemert.

The second dispute focused on the rat-.onale for water sharing

quotas. Egypt reiterated its historic position of "primary needs," based

on the fact that the country had no alternative water resource and its

estimated population of 22 millicn (with an annual growth rate of 2.5
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perxr ... ;.:.ll)' pe.Jent th, e Nile. E. x_,ntrast. the Eg'pt-ars

c-ime., '_. oci u . ze alternative water resources to expana

its rain fec 3aricult.re ar.d nad a small population of 8 million whose

projectea annual growth rate was only 1.6 percent. Arguing "primary

reeas," Egypt demanded 62,000 MCM of the estimated 70,000 MCM net dis-

charge of the Nile; the rema:nlng 8.000 MCM would go to the Sudan.

The Sudanese rejected the "primary needs" formula in favor of a more

equitable sharing scheme which would take into account their upper ripa-

rian status. The Sudan cla.mea that in terms of its population, esti-

mated at 11 million and its reluctance to rely on the vagaries of rain

fed agriculture, the Sudan was entitled to 44,000 MCM of Nile discharge.

In order to sat.sfy such an allocation Egypt would have had to relinquish

a significant portion of the Nile quota acqured in the 1929 Agreement.

Egyptian-Sudanese negotiations, begun in September 1954, were soon

broken off, in part because the positions of both parties were hardened

by doestic naticna.:.t Dolit'_ s (especially in the Sudan wnich was

fighting for the rdepenoence it won in 1956) and by the concern of

the Sudanese government that acqjiescence to Egyptian demands would

intensify ;nrest -n the scut~ner,. provinces which were in the incipert

stages of a secessionist movement that remains active today.

The crisis deteriorated into a miitary confrontation in 1958 wher,

Egypt dispatchec an unsuccessful expedition to reclaim some disputed

border territory. Relatcrs between the two countries reached a nadir in

1959 when the fudanese atrcgatec the 1929 Agreement by uniilaterally

raising tine ne~gi.t of te Cerrn

.'zughcut ne c flit. :ritarn, owi.ng to its dispute with

PresiCen: Naicer over fo. ce.-.c for e0ac4atio, o4 tre Canal Zone,

su;portec tne Z.:arese soto: ar.: the Suzan reciprocacec after the 1'956
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Suez war by endorsing the Eisenhower doctrine which promised U.S. aid to

any M4iddle Eastern country threatened by Communism. Egypt, determinec to

proceed with the Aswan project, tu d to the U.S, for financing, but to

no avail. In frustration Nasser turned to the Soviet Union which seized

the opportunity to thrust itself into the heartland of the Middle East

and agreed to provide the necessary financial and technical aid, directly

adding a cold war dimension to the already international character of the

Nile dispute.

The Period of Cooperation 1958 - 1983

The combination of Soviet support and a new mcre sympathetic

military regime in ilartoum which, seized power in a coup d'etat in 1958,

caused Egypt to adopt a more conciliatory posture. In resporse to new

conditions, the Sudanese and Egyptian governments moved speedily into

negotiations once more. On Nov. 8, 1959 the Agreement for the Full

Utilization of the Nile Waters was signed.

The 1959 Agreement reflected a more equitable appproach to water

s.aring. T1he Sudanese allocation was raised to 18,500 MCM while Egypt's

quota was 55,500 MCM constituting a 1:3 ratio. Any future increases in

the yelo of the river would be allocated on the basis of parity. The

Sudan was also to receive compensation for the displacement of the Sudar.-

ese Nubians resulting from the construction of the Aswan High Dau. The

implementation and supervision of the Agreement was vested in a a Perma-

nent Joint Tecr.nical Commission which was em powered to adjudicate future

conflicts between the two countries. The Agreement on shared utilization

and future developmer.t zf the Nile stands as a model of what car be
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ci E~teme.t y neighbor~s wittr. a will to end Cor-

~ ~e ~:rca. rrertf that the Century Storage Zcrnerr.e was

prctanly a suicenior plan, the Aswan high Dam was from its inception,

imbtued with great 5ymbclic value. Its rnonanental proportions were made

to syrbolize Egypt's new revolution and to provide an achievement that

would generate great. national pride and unity. These political and

symbolic ccnsiaerations w-ere clearly on the minds of the Egyptians who

negotiated toe Agreement.

The powerfuIL natlcnai-st component in the Agreement is reflected in

its bilateral natujre. 'Mt the time of th~e Agreement most of the African

Nile riparans -were, tl British colonies. Britain's efforts to

represent -ts c,-':cr~ie-s d-,r:ng toie negoti'atcz were rebuffed ty Egypt,

still smarting o-ver the 1956 Suez camrpaign. as yet another British

attempt to -rter-ere in the region's affa:rs.

.n approacr-ng the negotiations, Egypt and the Sudan were agreed in

their estimate that the consumnption needs of all! other riparians combined

would amount to between. 1-2.000 MOM annually, or about 1-2 percent of

the N:ls flow -telow Aswar. With such marginal needs established in the

negotiations, EK'pt su;ccessf^ully re,-ected a Britisn proposal to create an,

:nter~t* vsl-.er Autnonity. In wt~ch llthe ripanians would be recre-

senotec. f-;r re: I csirg disr-ritut-r-on of Nile waters. Although all' the

African ripania-rs gai.ned inoo-ependernce in the sutsenet two decades, they

-iid not fcrmall:y aaere to- th e Agreement. Ethiopia, which commands the

hycrcst,.rateg:c h eacwaters of the E-ue Nile. served notice in '97 it

wou!J exercise *.s water rigts uri'.aterally. and subsequently has re-

ceived >:-7tec $~ttcra esstro.But w:tlh so little techni-

-a', ::-,:r-z : :t o : cwr o -:-.zerta<e pro ects
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which would have a significant impact on Egypt's usage, Ethiopia's pos-

ture, even under a Marxist regime, is not considered threaterang. Uganda

and Kenya declared2_ forma that they reserved the right to determne

the future disposition of the headwaters of the Nile. However, since

t heir needs are well satisfied by alternative sources, and they too lack

the means for making significant changes, their declaration has not

conjured up harrowing spectres in Cairo. The technical aspects of the

Agreement focus on the Aswan High Dam. Constructicn was begun in "%6C

and completed in 1971, but the entire project cic not become fully

operational until 1975.

The Aswan High Darn which is one of the largest constrictiors of Its

kind, was expected to fulfill several objectives, the most salient are:

1) to protect Egyptian agriculture from both annual and perzodic varia-

tions in the flow of the Nile, 2, to extenc multiple cropping along the

Nile Valley. 3) to expand the total area of cultivated land by 1.2

million feddans 4 to convert 800.000 feddans from basin to perennial

irrigation. 5) to generate annually 10 billion kwh of electrIcity.

Several problems emerged in the process of implementation. Th1e most

widely discussed issue has been on the ecclogical impact of tne ,roject,

an issue debated hoth in Egypt anc alrcad. on both, technical and politi-

cal .evels. Even before the Aswan ar was completed, there was wide-

screac concern that it would create a number of prociems: 1' massive

,csses- wter, ~ . rcu. surface evaporation of Lake Nzsser 'the storage
fac:ity of tre "n"; 2' trapping of silt _n the lake wculd deprve

nutrierts, tN.Ls ecess:-:rg widespread use of

fertilizers; 3' waterlogg'rng in soil channels leading tc the rise of

salinity and uegra.at cn of water; erosicr c' the coastal line and
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.harziasis., a n:,ghiy dangerous Parasitic disease tranmnitted t~ snails, 6)

zr,3:eae-c-, cif th'e 1Y:il-er mosqujitos"' from the Sudan that apreac:

rm al a r: a .

Sor.e D: txese pror.lem.n were less serious than anticiated and somre

.4ere a...v~e y.s;n ncw-. technology. however. these observatiorE

represert j -r~rnc s..:pcrtec by Current research. Def i ninVe cc ncius,.or

us t a w 2 t o r, f r 7 at icn r ny long term resear Ch. Tt can be said that or

evice-ce t.c Ia-e, 'n e whole, the Acw-,an High D&rr has been a reiat-vel>

How e. en.srr, ro>m exist. Some of !Lh-e problems crt.eC O

notre~teoto inecon t~ctcn f te Dn ~~out rather to gov.er:-

ment ,o- t~s - 7nw aer ucdies. By mal nta iring the ccst of' w ate r

E~'t~r. arers 3' a 7.-e: nim'al price, the governmet has e rora

over r-Eat,)n 3nz prd15:a ~e i:n the unfiergroun:- water r

Jegraat-or o:ne col Mon eedec crainage projects whion wcu:;:'

protect. agairst ceraoto.3hve g~ver .;ay t.o :rrigation and lard rec::a-

7 a ::i--r - z :& : -t:; i is e stima ted %na t th e Sc~~~:

.zent of tre Cult-,vatec: -arc Su *feres from salihty, and 9C percert :r'.m

wa te rlocggi r v : 7zrcvement -. crainage. some experts bel':e.'e, coula

the sltuation arrzu-nc and lead to a 20 to 30 percent i-,:re-ase : vn

Pr ocu ct iv i tv.

The :pc f tlhe As war. Hi- Darn on Egyptiar agriculture -s )per-Aps

tr.e mocst sorf at :mer-s:cr, of the pr:o-ect- The record st-ows rt

coor go~ unnE:: e'en :-1n EyPt Ia agrcl.~eo.

.- r abct-, ie't K.-\



percent of export income. About 60 percent of the Egyptian population

of 43.3 millicn :s employed in agriculture. Furthermore. Egypt's popu-

lation growth rate is 1 million net every ten months. However, the

amount o '_no the governLment hoped to reclaim and add to tre 6 m!ilion

feodans under cj:u:vation has fallen far short of expectation& Off c:aa

figures have varied greatly, Pnd are unerliable, tending to mix marginal

with productive land in the statistics, which are of questionable accu-

racy. Nonetheless, a reasonable figure of about 350,000 to 400,000

feddans of land with submarginal tc marginal productivity have beer,

reclaimed - as contrasted with early claims of 1.2 million feddans.

Clearly, investment in submarginal lands failed to yield proportional

returns in productivity. Owing in part to onsiderations of labor inttn-

sity. effort and resour-es were t .nto land reclamation rather trar

into Jevelo ent -f those agricutu'-al technologies ta uld have

increased :rct: . ser feddar% AIthoug h Egpt has achieved impres-

s3ve vyelds for some crops surr as ccttor, wheat. maize and rice, total
productivity cannot keep pace itth local consumption. .ne situation

would be exponentially worse without the Aswar High Dam. Tn any event,

any policies adcpteu wnich trade off higer production for -obs or loss

of landc ownership carry the highest risk of political upheaval. S:.Ch

pol:zes 7ust be prepared for carefully and introduced only gradually.

rne .mpact of the 1959 Agreement on the Sudanese economy has been

largely pcsitve. tn te early 1970's tle total available agricultural

lanc pool in the Zudan was estimatea at 291.788 million fedcans, in-

cluding some L.'. I on feddans of pa-sturage and 2'2.2?5 millo, fez-

dans of forests. Under the Agreement some 3.2"8 mrillion feddans were

=rrigane: t 1 an,: arotner 21.835 milion fecdoans coulc be categc-
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z s ram-:ag l ~ -. or to the erac oc tre zf -caae, 3.-In

s se a n ~-ad r.om adlic e nr~ pa ce z r.,I se roc

stra.:rs :nr.~ :n rfcrCc.~ act. tne o% y zutstartial rr: gat~or

agri.ciL;t ,re centerec Icthzi-:ra Cctton Sch~eme. in the first ten, year

eccnomic develc-pmert plan ,rtaeo~ 1961. the major agrioult,.rali goal

was a trarszt- ::r rL. scz.asta.-,e to cash crop agriculture GNP d~versi-

ficatuon anG temua oaernzaticr. constitutec: the other two pr,_nc-pal

c'bjecti';es,..~-. arc siJgar were mrarked for special attention in order

to lrcrease pr as~S

To cne.e .resc __ a number of irri.&aticn sch.emes w.ere planned:

(11 the Rose:res -_m -)- tm-e 8,je Nil-e;- (2 te .hasfr a'-Girba Dam on the

Abana; 3) th1h Meragil Exne.-sion ?rcject iesigned to boost .e Cotton

Sez-ra Sznec. e : y 2?9C,J&CC fzcans. 7The Rosze-res Carrn w.as comnpleted :n

Ln achievvirg g -ev rci a _cLup d'etat in ',69, Cenera: Nuwneiry

-eor~ertez: me gc~r m: cnmc pol icy towarC rdstria

dev e-oPrn ert . .re a~re ct: tnrio policy produced a reversion to the

primacy of ~~c.trm ee mr in the 1977-83 fi.ve year plan. Th ,e

new~~r 0g~u te lC re..prpc sals dce' elpe d by th e Ar ab Fu nd f or

.:cci3 arc ~roc 7- V z n t ,A F E D. The AFFT r' ter year p.)n

.aaan a7 :)it-ous 2C yearscheme onces

:rri gate - ~ .:r ' 'io reddans5 and the rainfed farming to 22

,T, icn f e aaru 11,e P~atr er.Vl:aged huge :ncreases in such crops as

wh eat, z,.gar a._ n: aize. A_.c,.Eh stiue:developmnrts revealed '-hat

'he Plan wuao overly ir-tx. nrease5 .were- acrieved I-, th-e produ.ct:on

cfs rce ras E o a-: wnea' _r: sgar.



TECINICAL ASPECTS OF THE NILE RIE

There are presently six major dams and a serie. of eight barrages

managing the Nile water. Table XX shows the compounded losses by evapo-

ration and seepage from each, the greatest one being from the Aswan Dam.

Although losses from the Aswan reservoir were expected to be 10,000 MCM

(the figure upon which the 1959 Agreement was based) recent estimates are

approximately 13-14,000 MCM. This figure might still be conservative,

since the estimation assumes that the Sudan has been withdrawing its full

18,500 MCM quota alloted in the 1959 Agreement. According to Whit-

tington, however, the Aswan has had an excess filling in recent years

largely due to failure by the Sudan to withdraw its maximum quota. The

surplus has been used by Egypt.

The 84,000 MCM flow figure for the Nile excludes a series of high

floods which makes the agreement more advantageous to Egypt. Any excess

water, i.e. any amount above the Sudan's quota, passes into Egyptian

hands. According to many report& Egypt has been using all of its allo-

cated water and only minimal amounts have reached the Mediterranean Sea

in recent years.

Water Quality

As a whole, present water quality in the Nile is good in terms of

salinity. The water shows 220 ppm as it leaves Aswan. This figure

increases to about 300 ppm at Cairo, a change attributed to the effects

of both agriculture and the High Dam.
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Salinity measurements available for sources of the river .nclude

80 ppm for Lake Victoria, 670 ppm for Lake Edward (formerly Lake Id:

Amin), 590 ppm for Lake Mobutu and at Khartoin, 130 ppm for the Blue Nile

and 1LO ppm for the White Nile.

There is concern that water quality might be a problem along the

Nile before quantity really becomes an issue. Both Egypt and the Sudan

are umdergoing agricultural expansion and have plans for rapid increase

in the next decade. Both are heavily dependent upon fertilizers and

pesticides and Egypt's levels of application are higher than both those

of the U.S. and Britain. Upstream riparians also plan growth in agricul-

ture that might ado to the decrease in quality. Salinity in the Upper

Nile is increasing due to several factors: existing and future project.5

mainly agricultural expansion; increased evaporation due to heightening

of the Roseires Dam ; increased evaporation at control points of the

second phase of the Jcngiei project and the Baro reservoir in the Machar

Marsh project, increased man-made storage in the Sudd. Lake Kioga and

Lake Mobotu; and decrease of filtering of the suspended solids in the

White Nile's water from the Sudd and the Madiar Marsh.

Due to the present low level of industrialization of the riparian

states, there are not any serious sources of pollution. There is some

localized pollution due to sewage where population is high, mainly in the

Delta and Jin~a. The fact that pollution is generally negligible or

absent is, however, due to the vast dillution allowed by the river.

Cities with waterborne sewage disposal such as Cairo and Khartoum re-use

their effluent. after partial treatment, for irrigation.

there is a growing concern that agreements among the riparians for

water management must include considerations of the health effects of any

project. Although saln-ty is the main concern due 'o the possible
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constraints it can impose on agriculture quality must be considered in

terms of waterborne diseases as well, most notably schistosomiasis. Many

of the endemic diseases in Egypt and the Sudan are waterborne and have

been widely increased and spread through perennial irrigation. This

would oe a main concern should exportation of Nile waters to the Sinai or

Israel be seriously considered.

Water Consumption and Water Demand

Egypt's population was 43.3 million in 1981 with an annual rate of

increase of 2.5 percent. Increasing food production, i.e. increasing

agricultural production. to meet the needs of the expanding population is

a primary concern of the government. Official strategies include im-

provement of land and water use, increase in yields and additions of at

least 150,000 acres/yr of agricultural land until the year 2000 in order

to keep the already low (0.17 acres) per capita share from decreasing

further. Productivity is already high at 1.7 crops/year/feddan and over

99.5 percent of farmland is irrigated. Almost 99 percent of Egypt's

population lives in the Nile Valley and the Delta, three-fifths of them

engaged in agriculture. Only 3.5 percent of the country is cultivated

and there are plans to increase this figure to 5 percent by the year

2000.

Lacking water resources other than the Nile, Egypt has turned to

recycling municipal, industrial and agricultural water, and groundwater

withdrawal in the Delta. These add respectively 4500 MCM (from

recycling) and 500 MCM (from groundwater) to its water supply (see Table

XX). Some repcrts consider the possibility of these figures being

optimistically raised to 12,000 MCM and 1,000 MCM respectively by 1990.
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According to Whittingtor there is a major uncertainty in the extent of

re-use of agricultural water. He considers that part of the 15-20,000

MCM of agricultural drainage water currently discharged into the Mediter-

ranean and the northern lakes may be suitable for reuse.

Estimates of Egypt's water supply and demand do not seem accurate.

In 1978 Cairo alone, with one-quarter of Egypt's population, consumed

1003 MCM. This contrasts ,tarply with estimates by the Egyptian Ministry

of Irrigation, USAID and U.& Dept. of Agriculture, which calculated all

of Egypt's domestic and industrial needs for the mid 1970s to be about

1000 MCM. Still, some sources are using 1000 MCM as the domestic/indus-

trial estimated demand for 1986-1990. Waterbury classifies estimates as

"optimistic, " "cauticus," and "pessimistic" with domestic/industrial

demand varying from 1000 MCM to 4000 MCM to 6500 MCM respectively. His

figures for total supply anc total demand yield a surplus of 14,900 MCM

for the optimistic category, and deficits of 7700 MCM and 14,100 MCM for

the cautious and pessimistic categories. According to Whittington, cur-

rent availability ranges from a deficit of 300 MCM to a surplus of 5300

MCM.

However, different sources seem to agree that reclamation of 3

million feddans of desert land targeted for 1996 might result in a major

water shortage. Estimation of the potential shortage is especially

difficult due to uncertainty about many aspects of agricultural water

usage. Both over-watering and underwatering are claimed, but neither can

be confirmed due to lack of organized data and l'ck of information re-

lating water requirements to soil drainage. The latter might explain

different viewZ about requirements, as well as overall efficiency and

performance of the irrigation system. Agriculture accounts for 95 per-
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cent of water use in Egypt Estimates by the Ministry of Irrigation for

water use are almost 8,000 m3 per feddan with the possibility of a

decrease of 600 m3/feddan in clay soils. The use of sprinkler systems on

sandy soils reduces the requirement to 5,200 m3/feddan. Drip systems

(now in expermental stages in Egypt) decrease this need to approximately

3000 m3/feddan. (However, use of saline water would increase such esti-

mates due to flushing requirements.)

it is important to remember that deficit is a function of demand and

supply. Demand in both Egypt and Sudan needs to be viewed in the context

of development strategies. The demand for agricultural water in Egypt

could theoretically be decreased by more than 50 percent with the imple-

mentation of new technologies and a serious conservation program. This

could have important implications on estimations of demand.

As regards the Sudan, most estimates reflect hopes of making the

country into the "world's breadbasket." However, recent studies by Dutch

consultants (ILACO) have lowered such hopes. Serious problems relating

to drainage and soil led the consultants to recommend abandonment of

plans for large-scale intensive mechanized farming. The hope now is to

settle the local population on small parcels of land. This change of

direction in policy and choice of technology will affect the figures for

demand.

The Sudan's total area is 2.505,813 sq Ian, 49 percent of which is

suitable for agriculture. Of this, 0.54 percent was irrigated in 1970.

The amount .)f irrigated land is estimated to increase to 0.7 percent by

1985. The Sudan's water demand in the mid 1970s was 1919 MCM. This

demand is expected to be about 3820 MCM by 1990, indicating a deficit of

about 1377 MCM.
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Water-Managuent Schemes on the Nile

The Nile has teen the site of some of the most ambitious and most

successful schemes of water-resource management in history. In the

Pharaonic era, Egyptian hydraulic engineers had constructed an elaborate

system of irrigation works in the part of the lower Nile basin where the

river flows on alluvium it has deposited. Pharaonic water-management

facilities included flood-plain-margin basins for retention of excess

water that arrived with the annual flood, a complex series of irrigation

distributaries that even included special low-elevation drainage ditches

to permit the final few percent of the retained flood waters to drain

through the soil in the irrigated lands, carrying off the accumulateld

salts in the soils, and a carefully engineered canal, the Bahr Yusuf,

that allowed Nile water at the peak of the annual flood to flow over the

low divide separating the river from the closed depression of the Fayn,

60 km west of the Nile Valley. This water was used to irrigate a major

agricultural development in that valley. The Romans who entered Egypt

were also accomplished hydraulic engineers, but they failed to appreciate

the significance either of the low-elevation drainage ditches or the Bahr

Yusuf; a major Roman town built on the shores of the lake in the Fayum

(lake Moeris :r antiquity: Birket Qarum today) was left high and dry by

evaporative losses from the lake shortly after it was constructed, since

the Roman engineers failed to maintain the Bahr Yusuf as a forum that

would provide annual inflow to the lake sufficient to balance the losses

to evaporation.

In the latter years of the 19th centry, when Britain controlled much

of the terrain drained by the Nile, water-control schemes of varying

levels of complexity were constructed on parts of t 'e Nile. primarily as
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devices to retain the high discharge of the annual flood and parcel it

out to irrigation developments over a longer portion of the year than

Pharaonic basin irrigation had allowed. After nine years of planning,

construction on the Aswan High Dam began in 1960. An emergency spillway

(the Tushka, or Sadat, Canal) to carry flow from excessive Nile floods

into interior depressions of the Western Desert was conceived in 1970 and

completed in 1980, after its originally planned size was reduced by half.

Around 1981, serious debate about the impact of the High Dam emerged

openly in Egypt. The High Dam's ecological and social ramifications

transcend Egpt's borders and include such negative factors as the spread

of schistosomiasis, strain on economic resources (such as degradation of

soil followed by intensive fertilizer application which is very expen-

sive), and the High Dam's effect on other ecosystems (such as the degra-

dation of physical geography and aquatic life in the Mediterranean).

Most aspects of the Aswan High Dam's impact - positive and negative -

have been well documented. They need to be screened from international

and domestic politics before accurate conclusions can be drawn on the

real influence of the Dam on the region and its people.

At the present time construction is proceeding on the first phase of

tne Jonglei Canal, a waterway that will carry discharge from the upper

White Nile around the Sudd, avoiding the substantial losses to evapora-

tion that occur there today. It is expected to yield 4700 MCM/yr at

Malakal, decreasing to 3800 MCM/year at Aswan. The canal is expected to

provide a navigable waterway, allow irrigation of the adjacent land, and

settle the Nilotic tribes. Originally planned to be 280 km in length, it

is now being extended to 360 km. Since the Sudd had an important effect
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in decreasing salinity of the White Nile, an increase in downstream

salinity should be expected.

The agreement reached between Egypt and the Sudan in 1959 regarding

future development of the entire Nile system is considered a historic

example of the quality of cooperation possible between riparian neigh-

bors. It is significant that no other riparian country was involved in

that agreement. and that the Sudan was very much under the political and

cultural dominance of its far stronger neighbor to the north.

Today, although a basin-wide approach seems to be part of Egyptian

planning, Egypt continues largely to ignore riparians other than the

Sudan. However, management depends on the policies and activities of

upstream countries. For example, Tanzania's and Kenya's use of Lake

Victoria for irrigation could reduce available water for both Sudan and

Egypt. The Aswan High Dam was expected to obviate the need for inter-

national management and cooperation. However, the High Dam's storage

capacity is proving insufficient to accomplish all expected functions.

Most, if net all. efficient solutions to Egypt's water problems involve

storage outside its borders, the main project proposals being in Lake

Mobutu (Uganda and Zaire), Lake Victoria (Uganda, Kenya and Tanzania),

and Lake Tana (Ethiopia).

Egypt, vulnerable both in terms of quality and quantity of the

Nile's waters, has one overriding concern: until recently, Cairo's

control of the Nile through power and megaprojects had been umchallenged.

Now, owing to a proliferation of small upstream project-% Egypt faces the

possibility that its technological dominance among the riparians and its

controlling political power will decline while its vulnerability and

dependence as a downstream user increase.
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There are a number of Upper Nile projects planned by the Sudan and

Egypt which would be shared equally under the terms of the 1959 Agree-

ment. They would add about 18,000 MCM to the Aswan reservoir by 1990,

half of which would go to Egypt provided the 1959 Agreement remains in

effect, and )rovided that other riparian states such as Ethiopia and

Uganda do not object to or demand to share the benefits of such projects.
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UPPER NILE WATER PROJECTS

Project Installation Period Water Sayinas
Operation at Amwan (i)

Jonglei Phase . Jonglei Canal 1977-1985 3.8
(Sudan) Bor Extension

Channelization of part of
Bahr el Gebel

Jonglei Phase :: Lake Al-ert Dam 1985-1990s 3.2
Widening of Jcnglei Canal
Regulation of Lake Victoria

for storage
New regulat9cn pattern for

barrage on Lake Kioga

Machar Marsh Baro-Gambeilla Dam mid 1990s 4.0
(Sudan & 4hor Mauhar Embankment
Ethiopia/ Machar Marsh Canal

Bahr el Ghazal Northern 3ahr el Arab Canal mid 1990s 7.0
(Sudan) Jur River tributary

Bouchery and Sewi reservoirs
Southern canal

(Tonj to Bahr el Gebel)

Total 18.0

Sources: :brahim, text fcctnote 11; Fahny and El shibini, text footnote
12; 'brahim anu others, text footnote 12, Mageed. text footnote
12; and ibrahim. text footnote 30.

To be divided equally between Egypt and the Sudan.
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PROSPECT FOR COOPERATION AND CONFLICT

In spite of some of its shortcomings the 1959 Nile Agreement has

proven to be a successful formula for the management of the Nile water

system. It is also one of the very few international river agreements

whose provisions include disproportionate ratios of quotas, and at t.e

same time cooperative development, and mechanisms for the peaceful reso-

lution of conflicts. The Agreement works mainly because of the degree of

control exercised by Egypt and because of perceived political and secur-

ity advantages in pursuing a pro-Egyptian policy by the current Sudanese

regime. However, prospects for contirued cooperation will depen-. o-

whether two impending challenges to the status q-o are solved-

The most ominous problem is created by the population explosion

Egypt. If the current annual 2.5 percent growth rate is not stermed, th.

estimated population of Egypt will reach 50 million by the end of the

1980s and balloon tc over 7C mil~irr, by the year 2000. At present,

despite some official effort, the government is not contemplating the

drastic measures which would be required to stem the growth rate sigrifi-

cantly. Nor is the pace of improvement in the overall stancard of

living, which would slow birth rates. likely to increase rapidly or

substantially. Consequently, the prospects are gloomy; the situation

will have to get worse (as it inexorably will) before it gets better.

Unless the population growth rate begins to decline and sustains a down-

ward slope, or Egypt gives up its goal of providing most of its own

agricultural requirements, and de',elops instead a iarge scale export

economy importing most of its food (a highly improbable likelihood but
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discussed noretr. (ltss), tnen Egypt faces a very real prospect :,f -arter

shortage by the end of the cenitury.

A variety of projects and plans for enabling agricultural procuct:111

to stay abreast of population growth are under way :n r. :. he se

activitles :nclude t.-.e )fs o new varieeles of sees! ... :rc ,

patterns, pest ccrtrol, increased cheni cal frl~ato r

conservation scneme3. Ee-tter on-farm water rnanage-et,.rL

employment of spr,_niclers, crip irrigatuo 4  recycling r'atc a-r

the level' ing of f _-_lcs c Jl y iel U w ater SaVings SC7o soe

estimate could reacn 'COQMC, surpas5.flg the alrncst ---a ~e~

by the Aswan F-gh Dam.

in orcer Oc acnieve se.lfuff _r. n ::cc U

century, Egypt ..ave to cu>: *.va'e at leastri 2_2e:c

arable lana. It iz ,mprcbaLe that such a goal' coulo- te r.e <

only is it doubtui that E-6yp, has that much lano that 13 ear:

the present cost in r-elautor to benefit of brinF;7rg au;ditional _arnd

cultivation is very expensive.

A brewing ccrnflict between. the demands 3n Nile water resc~r-

hydroeleclr,_c power by the Egy ptan .ndustri al sectc:r an-- oIriz: _r

:rr~gatior and lanc recl amat: r by th-e agricultural sector -. T.

efforts to project. the country's future water reec& s.cc~

tr,.a1 sector's neecs c-,revaol there will be a decrease in -ater e'25

wh ile , -- - - --- - --.. of" - the agricu>-?l --I c'

dominate. Z~ .rwuv, 3ofc~ nd potentially Ieottilozor'.!-.

decisions _c. :v,,1ved. Her.:e, the present 'em- cro.-- 7g

at comprc~nize nvtegxrre~.

A f ew -.-ocvati~ o~:s Du a-- one prcomotpec 7y *

Sadat. whicr. ;4cd -.3 e *.i.L ndus tril arc , o wr.2-. lEe;



have never progressed beyond the argument stage. One in particular would

have utilized the Nubian aquifer estimated to contain up to 234,000 MCM

of water (such high conjectures are probably overly optimistic) to esta-

blish several urban and agricultural centers in the eastern and western

deserts. But disagreements among experts over the political. economic

and technical feasibility of such schemes. not to mention social disloca-

tion. have defeated them.

In the Sudan, owing to the production of both irrigated and rainfed

agriculture, and to a relatively small population, future water needs are

considerably more modest than those projected for Egypt. In the 1970s

the Sudan's standing as an agricultural producer improved significantly,

in part because of greater demands for farm produce created by ambitious

development plans among the Gulf states and in part because Egypt needed

more food to feed its growing population.

In response, the Sudan increased caah crop cultivation, especially

sugar cane which consunies water at a high rate. Industrial domestic

consumption of water will not be a major factor of depletion in the

foreseeable future. The total Sudanese rnpulat;on is rougly 14.7 mil-

lion - 10.5 million rural dwellers, 2.6 million urbanites, and 1.6 mil-

lion nomads. However, the estimated water need for agricultural irriga-

tion is 27,151 MCM. The projected total water needs for the Sudan in

1985-86 are 32.606 MCM which would result in a 9,706 MCM deficit.

The reiatively low quotas set for the Sudan coupled witn the growing

needs of Egypt may set the two major riparians on a collision course.

Such a development may be averted by carrying out projects included in

the ,riginal Certury Storage Scheme. One possible venture is the 1974

decision of Egypt and the an to consider the construction of the
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on&e Can. : c ue Sudd. At the Sudd swamps locatea north of Juba

in the Sudan, the White Nile Bahr el-ebel) loses half its annual dis-

charge of about 28,000 MCM through evaporation. The project took some

! In ,o get uncerway because of concern over the displacement of some

700,2CC people .no i-ve -n the area and because the continuing civil war

in the south. The project is now mcving forward, but a completion date

is difficult to schecule because of disruptions stemming from political

strife wnicn nave resuitea in work stoppages.

h'e displacement of native populations as a result of major irriga-

tion scr.emes in tne region has been an ongoing concern. The follow up

studies on some 6C,00C Nubians who 4ere displaced as a result of the

construction of the Aswan High Dam indicate a reasonable adjustment

following initial stress ani social disintegration. Long term sociologi-

cal implications of irrigation-related displacement are currently being

studlec. Rgardies3 of ,e result. any irrigation scheme which involves

relocation of large populations presents difficult political choices to

government elites in the region.

Coercive usage of water is common with regard to navigational water-

ways in the Middle East and elsewhere. Denying usage to downstream users

has not been .racticed cfte, tut canrot be ruled out altogether as a very

low probability prospect In the distant future. None of the upper ripa-

rian actors possesses, or -.s likely to acquire in the foreseeable future

either the necessary riiltary or political power to exercise coercion

eve, if the motivation were to exist.

The stability and friendliness of the Sudan on the one hand, and

Egypt's dominance on the otner, w continue to be the basic determi-

nants of tne oituatl:-. Thz;, the political 3ffirity between the two

count- _e .i of 7,-irarnc, ,t ...- rtance in ongoing cooperation for the
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management of the Nile's waters. Any change or threat in the political

system of the Sudan will always bring a defensive response from Cairo.

The Sudan has a recent history of political instability as evidenced

by a string of attempted coups in the mid 1970 s the chronic secessionist

strife in the South, and the continuing anti-Sudanese machinations of

Libya culminating in the Libyan air attack on Omdurman on March 18 of

this year. Added to such political and military risks is the ingredient

of militant !slam, to which the Sudan is as susceptible as any other

Muslim state in the region and perhaps somewhat more vulnerable owing to

weakness in the present regime. Out of obvious self-interest, Egypt is

doing what it can, including encouraging stepped up U.S. economic and

military aid to Kharto., to prop up General Numeiry. Nuineiry's public

piety has increased conspicuously in the last few years.

Should Egypt's rate of population growth continue unmitigated until

it reaches the predicted crisis proportions towards the end of the cen-

tury, the resultant problems will certainly compound any existing pro-

cesses of political disintegration. Egypt. in such a case. will attempt

to intensify its political control over the Nile, and will be more in-

clined to resort to military responses to any ma ipulations of the

river's resources that Cairo views as threatening.
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INTERNATIONAL LEGAL ASPECTS

OF MIDDLE EASTERN RIVERS
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CIERNATIONAL I PL-A ASPEC OF K..E EA. .. RU

The international legal system is generally characterized by a

highly develcped body of sophisticated legal substantive doctrine coupled

with a primitive set of legal institutions. As a result@ very elaborate

legal analyses can be ceveloped which have only limited chance of affect-

ing the problem at hand. The law dealing with international rivers is

typical of this situation. This analysis will consider both the relevant

internationali legal doctrne and the available international legal insti-

tutions.

Analyses of the role of international iaw in settling the conflicts

over, or reinforcing tne cooperation regarding, the six river systems of

this study will be organized around the basic kinds of competing uses for

fresh water found i. the reglcr. The chapter focuses on paradigmatic

river systems rather than on a sequential (and repetitive) study of each

river system. The Jordan River will be the paradigm for consumptive uses

of water, the Shatt al-Arab for non-consumptive uses. The other river

systems will be discussed to the extent that they present different legal

issues.

The two paradigmatic river systems have been the center of contro-

versy throughout most of the Twentieth Century. They illustrate both the

potential tor conflict over water within the region, and the possible

uses of legal processes in resolving or preventing such conflicts. Yet

the conflicts over the Jordan and the Shatt al-Arab have been centered

neizier or lega- r~gnt. nor ci.. water. The controversies over water have

occurred in the ccntext of ccnflicts over a broad range of issues. Water

has dsometimes been more of a pretext than the real cause of dispute.
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Legal analysis of the conflicts over fresh water in these arenas must

therefore take into account issues (and their probable outcomes) which

have little or no direct bearing on water as such.

The Nature of International Lw

Any legal system exists through a body of doctrine which provides

answers for the questions with which the legal system concerns itself,

and a set of institutions to apply that doctrine to such conflict situa-

tions as come to the attention of the system. International law combines

a fairly developed and sophisticated body of legal doctrine with an

almost rudimentary set of institutions. The disjunction between doctrine

and institution is a longstanding feature of international law; there has

been a slow but steady evolution in the 20th century toward more deve-

loped international legal institutions.

Sources of International Law: The ultimate source of international law is

the consent of the nations that participate in the system. Derived from

this premise is a set of sources which are most succinctly set forth in

Art. 38 of the Statute of the International Court of Justice (effective

1945). The four sources are: international agreements. international

custom, general principles of law recognized by "civilized nations," and

(as a secondary source) authoritative opinion. Since the order of these

sources reflects the reliability of the source as reflicting the consent

of the affected nations. this sequence also established the hierarchy of

sources. n case of inconsistency, international agreements control over

any other source. The list of sources in the Statute is generally
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accepted both a: a complete list and as setting forth the interrelationship

among the sources.

The role and scope of agreements in international law is doctrinely

well developed. There treaty on treaties - the Vienna Convention on the

Law of Treaties (1969). T1here are significant differences between agree-

ments of universal scope, and those which are multilateral or bilateral.

These difference affect the creation, implementation, and termination of

the agreement. "Universal" agreements are often held to express or

create a general custom binding ever on non-signatories. It has been

asserted that some rules contained in universal treaties are so fundamen-

tal that even states that strenously opposed a treaty are bound by it

(see jW coens beloew).

There is extensive state practice and practicing literature on

custom as a source of international law. Two elements are required: a

continuing practice, and the sense that the practice is a result of a

legal obligation. Since the continuing practice is relatively easy to

prove, most controversy has focused on the second element, a sense of

legal obligation (the Qpinio ris). It is often nearly impossible to

prove whether the practice reflects an ini juri and whether all

concerned states have accepted the custom as binding.

Where a rule is considered so fundamental that it must bind all

states, all states are bound even if they have refused to accept the

rule. This is termed a." cogens, a concept which grew directly out of

the experience of World War ILL It is obviously difficult to reconcile

the concept of a j" cogen with the theory of consent as the ultimate

source of international law, but the concept has gained general accept-

ance.
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A quasi-legislative process is emerging in the treatment of Resolu-

tions of the U.N. General Assembly. Such Resolutions normally are recom-

mendations with no binding effect even within the U.N., but such Resolu-

tions create customary rules since the resolutions are useful to prove

the consent (or lack thereof) of a particular state to an emerging cus-

tom, or to docuiment the elusive in± u .is.

The claim that a particular principle of national legal systems is

so general as to be a rule of international law has never been widely

used in practice, but it has some utility for settling local controver-

sies. Since legal systems within a region often are fairly homogeneous,

a regional principle of law, or a local one shared only by the actual

participants to the controversy, may be applied to resolve a controversy.

Sometimes this is done under the guise of regional or local custom.

The opinions of courts. of other Judicial decisionmakers, and of

leading scholars, are treatd in precisely the same manner in interna-

tional law: as a secondary source of law. These opinions are not a

direct source of authority, but can be used to prove the necessary ele-

ments of the primary sources (agreements. custom, and general pr, nci-

ples). There is no concept of binding Judicial precedent. Precerdent -r.

international law is made by the executive branches of goverrmients, rt

by courts. Opinions - both judicial ano scholarly - carry weight as

evidence of oQini Juri or lack thereof. As such. opinions can play a

decisive role in the formation of international customary law. Opinions

can also be decisive as to whether a particular rule is so fundamental as

to be aj.Qjjfgn , or whether a principle of national legal systems is

sufficiently general to be a source of international law.

The international legal system allows for one other basis for

decision: gA a .e.u . I basic justice and fairness. The Statute of
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the International curt of Justice (Art. 38(2)) permits decisions eA

eq &I n.Q only if specifically agreed to by the parties. There

appears to be growing recourse to equitable principles as a legal "stan-

dard" and thus a general source of law. Examples are the several provi-

sions for resolving boundary disputes under the new Convention on the Law

of the Sea (not yet in effect).

Processes by Which International Law Is made or Applied: International

law is made and applied through a process of claim and counterclaim among

competing nations. The process can take the form of negotiation which

results in an international agreement or other formalized outcome. Or it

may he mu- less formal, leading to an informal consensus which could be

characterizea either as customary law or general principles of law. Or

there may be no determinate outcome.

For example, when a stream is polluted in an upstream state, and

thereby rendered useless to a downstream state, there is likely to be

claim ty the downstream state against the upstream state. This claim is

likely tc be expressed as a claim of violation of international law; the

response by the upstream state is also likely to be expressed as based on

law. The ultimate outcome may be a compromise between the interests of

the competing states. or a subordination of the interests of one state to

te i.ereot.s of tne oilier. -he upstream state may pay damages to the

downstream state ana promise to limit the further discharge of pollu-

tants. Or the downstream state may acquiesce in the pollution. Any

sclution demonstrates a continuing practice which may support the proof

of a customary rule of law. There may or may not be clear, concurrent

statements that the outcome is required by law. Both states may adhere

to their original -aims% and ascribe to expediency their adherence to an
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outcome which accords less than their claimed rights. Such infornal 

consensus is inherently unstable; all a nation need do to show that it is

not bound by a custom is to act in violation" of the purported rule w,7-e

denying that the law requires such conduct. In this process the respec-

tive forei gn ministries function simultarecusly as claimant. leglislatcr.

and judge.

At the opposite extreme is the possibility of one state ,:cng

solution or another state by ccercion. Today such an approach i_ c nsi-

dered unlawful except as an act of indivdLal or collective self-del 'rpe.

Special instances of self-defense are gi,,er the technical names retorso:n

and reprisal. Retorsion is an Lnfrierl'y act wnicr is ricc illegal, 1u:

which ;acons would not normally uJndertake towara one 3nother SIvO_'l acts

serve primarily tc reirfcce .he :nformal process of claim a,d ,c-tner-

claim by which custom Is create. ReprisaJi is a stronger act -- oe which

:s nor-mally 'legal, but which -:oces egal as :'e-al.atior; or o rimilar

illegal act / the object of the reprif .... ,*,jspending Aeroflcn !:1ghts

as retaliation for the KAI. rncec.t :s tcsion; shoct:': .;,w. a

Soviet 3-irliner cUld be a repr sa1. T:here :s controve-sy whether

reprisals oan ever be lnwful to,ay. T7,, ter view is tha: a

i: lawful so long -3s :s similar 'n kind and reasonably pr'<xt onate

to the precipitat:ng act of the other state. Ever wrere coerc:on is

effective, the outcome is statle only so long as the relative power

positions of tie irvolved states d not materially change.

Between the extremes are several forms of negotiation. These pro-

cesses are varied and quite complex, and may be bilateral, multilateral,

regicnal, or uriversal :n scope. The cutcome can express internaticnal



custom or general principles of law. or may produce a binding

international agreement.

A related process is mediation or conciliation. Mediation is a

process of negctlatkon expanded to include one or more states (directly

or through international orgarizations) which are not directly involved

in the controversy. The aoditional states can serve as a channel of

communicaticn, propose scljtions, or U: some oases may impose a solution.

The mere presence of the auditional states exerts informal pressure to

reach an agreement. The states might impose economic or other sanctions

on recalcitrant parties; n;e United Nations is authorized to impose

military sanctions.

Controversies may also be settlec by recourse to an existing inter-

national organization with. Jurisdiction over all the parties and over the

controversy. The United Nations claims universal jurisdiction, and has

most nations in tIhe world as memters. Solutions are essentially legisla-

tive rather than negotiated; the final outcome is an expression of com-

munity judgment expressed by some species of majority vote. The U.N.

General Assembly has only power to recommend, although such a recommenda-

tion may be evi.oence of customary law. The Security Council can order

compliance with its decision so long as the Council is convinced that the

cotroversy is a threat to peace. but the Security Council is generally

paralyzed by the permanent member veto.

Prior to the mid-19th century, arbitration of' international disputes

was rare. When aroitratlon tecame common in the late 19th century, it

was on ar 3, hcc bas~ .-:i reation of -he Permanent court of

nternation Ar itr t r -,r A :n 19C7 stabilized a few procedures.

otr, :rhe -r-]re - c*f 'nternrational Justice esteb-ished in 1920

anc :s eyt sccessor, tne international __ort of Justice

-_ ~



(established irn 19451, are clearly rooted in the tradition of irternr-

tio.ial arbitration. Litigation remains unimportant.

The International Court of Justice ICJ) car on.y near cases ,f -"e

parties consent to the jurisdiction of the Court. While some states t.ave

given a blanlet prospective consent to the Court hearing cases invoivir;g

that state, this consent to "compulsory" jurisdiction may be withdrawr at

any time before a suit begins. Further. all states in a dispute must

consent to "compulsory" jurisdiction or none are bound to appear before

the Court.

While only states can be parties in litigation before the ,ourt,

U.N. organs can request advisory opinions from the ICJ. An adv-sory

opinion can be an indirect method of invuking compulsory jurisdictir '

over a dispute, but this tactic is seldom used. To defy the Court~s

decision casts the defying state in the role of lawbreaker more clearly

than anything else a state might do.

Conflict of Cooperation over ConsLptive Uses

When fresn water -s used -,n ways wh.ct. are incompatible wizn use y

others, the first use is called a consumnptive use. Consumptive uses car

involve removal of water .n sucrh a way that it is not returned to tl-

source for others to use. The principal example is irrigation. Depend-

ing on hydrography, some portion of irrigation water may drain back tc

its source, but. most does not return. Another consumptive use may in-

volve near total return of extracted water, but in such altered quality

that the water is rendered unfit for use by others. This latter is

characteristic of water used to transport municipal wastes or in

industrial processes. Sometimes even small return flows may be so
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po-luted as to mene: mUCh drger q atitzles of water unfit for" competing

uses.

Ordinar_ yv. conflicts cver consumptive uses are more difficult to

resolve than conflicts over nonconsumptive uses where all one need do is

assure that all -Iner-ested partes rave access o he river, /ade, or

other source. The reed .o solve problems of sharing and managing con-

sumptive uses of water, particularly in dry areas sucn as 'the Middle

East. played a central role in the evclution of early centralized states

combintng all ser-nltcrv withzn. a -_:vr basin. From the time of the

Assyrian empre u., to 8, our cf -he six rivers In this stucy - the

Euphrates, s"ne 'or.r The Ktar2, and the )rontes - were wstn brief

interludes .cntalred wlhin 3 succeusson of Large empires covering large

portions c te odle-e East. The Dwer Nile wus also after- :rcluded

wItnin tne imppr , 3 sv":em, 31thouan the Nile basin is so large and

varied that no state or emsre ever succeeded sn uniting tte entire oasin

under a slng.e negi :._ Te Shatt al-Arab, not used consumptively, most

often serve- as a 7rer r than as the nucleus of a state or pro-

vince.

Ore legally significant consequence of this pattern is that prior to

1918 none of tnese four rivers could te said to raise questions of

internat.onal law. 7he rost-Woro ' ar :ettlement pa-titicned these

formerly unifed river bas.n between Bri trsh and French mandates, and a

residual Tur_,sh state. 2hs process was carried further when the man-

sates became indenendet, 'tk-. lvr~a qnd .etonon emerging from the French

skprere, anc Lraq, .arae-. ,nd crsan from the former British Mesopotamia

.rc -a , ':e. "rn:"ari,', " ndeuedence -,C 'y tnhe Stucar, and

...ganoa an er to £rit s. "or. o f - the ile basin. This



process of devolution of formerly unified reg:mes !a- -

controversies over the water of several of these rivers-

The process of conflict has been most intense and sust,-re - .

Jrordan. Because of this, and because more _nf ormatn :5,-

the Jordan as a result of the sustained intense ccnfl.co. :r:s

the study will focus primarily on the Jordan basin.

The Jordan in International Law: Although the Jordar :s 5 na_ ,

its basin is divided today among four rations - Israel. ':r '.

and Syria. There are ongoing disputes between these sleate c'-e ,v "

true land boundaries are. At least one group wich does not ---

state - the Palestinians - has significant claims to the wate

river. All of this complicates the legal situatior. of the river.

Throughout the Middle East agreements attempting to regula:t "the .se

of rivers which cross international boundaries are sparse. ver *,_ ._.

setting a boundary along a river rarely made provi sion for shar-ng ne

water among consumptive users. The few agreements sharing water .a.

been bilateral, even when three or more sta tes snare the bas' Ti

agreements have generally taken tne form of restriction-, on upstream use&-

so as to preserve watei for users in 'he downstream state.

During the mandatory period the British and the French -c .

several agreements of this pattern. The Fre.,ch agree- not < v:lcp

upstream consumpt.ve uses in Syria ard LeLanon; they agreed to permt

Palestinian author.ties to construct works in Syria for the benefit o'

downstream users.

In addition to tne agreements, of ,20, 1022, and 1931, ,!7e man .a-.

system provided lega" macr.ner-' fcr resolv'ng dispue.e The 7 - r

the League of Natios was resoonsz i f,,- s c rvt-: r ,

It9
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mandates, and the mandatory powers were bound by agreements with the

League to submit disputes over the conduct of the mandates to the Perma-

nent Court of International Justice.

The apparent lack of friction over water during the mandatory pe-

riods reflects the strong interest of the British and French in coope-

rating in Europe against Germany and in presenting a united front against

the indigenous peoples in the mandates. It also reflects the generally

undeveloped state of water use in the region during the mandatory period.

Thus. Anglo-French water agreements were never implemented during the

mandates, and have been treated as a dead letter since the mandates

ended.

Nor can any other institutional arrangements from the period of the

mandates, such as the Rutenberg Concession, be said to settle rights

under these agreements. These institutional arrangements have been suc-

ceeded to by separate groups with inconsistent claims which have never

been settled.

In the absence of a binding international agreements determination

of the relative primacy of competing claims to the waters of the Jordan

River falls back on the nebulous notions of customary law or general

principles of law.

Worldwide, the claims and counterclaims arising out of competing

consumptive uses fall into clear patterns. The resolutions of these

controversies do not. Characteristically in such controversies, the

upper riparian state claims that its territorial sovereignty is absolute,

i.e. that it is free to do whatever it chooses with the water within its

borders regardless of the effects of conduct within its borders on any

other state. (This view was once the dominant view of riparian rights

between private owners in England, but it has been abandoned at least
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since the 18th century. Today such a view is found in Anglo-American law

only in certain states with regard to groundwater.) Internationally,

upper riparian states have never persisted in the claim of abglute

te.rritori sovrintX when the dispute was truly over water.

Lower riparians usually begin the controversy with a claim that they

are entitled to have the river come down without change in its natural

condition. (In Anglo-American law, this is the natural flow theory or

riparian rights, dominant in the 19th century and occasionally upheld

today.) Lower riparian states have never persisted in such claims; the

one time such a claim was made to an arbitration tribunal, the tribunal

rejected the claim to the a .Lntgrt gf the river.

Controversies have generally been settled by treaties which express

cmmunity _f p in the river. These treaties, and the few arbitral

decision. have been tailored to meet the special needs of the particular

dispute over the particular basin. The only general principle to be

abstracted is the well-known maxim of "sic utere tuo ut alienam non

laedas" - "use your own so as not to cause an injury to another." In

application this becomes the rule that any use of the water is permitted

so long as it does not cause unreasonable injury to another rightful

user. In Anglo-American law, this is the reasonable use theory of ripa-

rian rights. This approach has been applied by the Supreme Court of the

United States to settle controversies over competing consumptive uses of

water between various states. In the Supreme Court this is called "equi-

table apportionment." This approach is too vague to serve as a rule of

decision in the absence of an impartial institution to resolve dispute&

and has not been successful in cases involving water shortages. A strong
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administrative structure is required to determine and administer water

policy over a large region - preferably an entire river basin.

A variant of community of property theory has been termed the theory

of restrigte sovergnty (also restricted integrity). In this concept,

the right to consuptive use of water is tied to more or less objective

criteria of need. Common criteria have been either historic use or

another single factor of correlation. Historic use, akin to prior appro-

priation doctrine in the western United States, depends on highly accu-

rate records over long periods of time and a comprehensive administrative

structure - both lacking in the Middle East. An alternative method is to

divide the waters of a river basin in proportion to the relative uses of

the different states at an agreed baseline date. (This approach has been

used in the United States with regard to groundwater under the name of

correlative rights.) Instead of such historic use, the right to use

water is sometimes allocated in proportion to each state's area of arable

land, or in proportion to each state's population. (This is also known

as correlative rights in disputes between private or municipal users of

groundwater in the United States.)

The variety and complexity of solutions to controversies over con-

sumptive uses of water suggests that there is no certain customary rule

for decision. Rather, the solution must come by way of negotiation,

mediation, or arbitration ex getL.ono- solutions which have thus

far been impossible in the Jordan controversy.

The most one can clearly demonstrate is that there is a customary

rule that no state has a right to extract water from a watercourse if

that state is not riparian to the watercourse. This means that the river

or other watercourse must at some point either pass through the territory

of the state, or at least touch its borders (rjja is Latin for river-
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bank). This rule is of little help In the Jordan. Before 1967, all four

states involved in the conflict were clearly riparian. At present,

Israel has almost eliminated Lebanon and Syria as riparians in fact, but

nearly everyone recognizes that the territory Israel has occupied in

Lebanon and Syria is legally part of the two states from which the

territory was taken. So long as this continues the case, each of the

four state will continue to have a legal claim to sare in the water of

the Jordan. This claim will be recognized by the general community of

states even though the necessary means for reconciling interests is not

provided by the law which legitimates the claims.

Arguably. a corollary of the riparian rule is that water must be

used within the watershed of the stream from which the water is ex-

tracted. Several lower riparians have made such claims, but there are

few cases where such a claim has ultimately affected the outcome of the

controversy. Rather, the version of the watershed rule which does seem

to be a corollary of the community of property version of the riparian

rule is that the water cannot be used outside the watershed if such use

would unreasonably injure the rigtful uses of the other riparian states.

The lowest riparian would never be limited by this rule. An upper

riparian like Israel might also not be limited If the return flow from

use within the Jordan Valley - even without removal from the Valley -

would be so small or of such poor quality it would be of no use to a

lower riparian like Jordan.

If general custom proves inconclusive, one can seek among general

principles of law recognized by "civilized nations" for helpful rules.

One principle found in legal systems throughout the Middle East is the

principle that domestic use takes priority over any other competing use.
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Application of this principle is not easy in the Jordan Valley since

there is neither a universally agreed, nor a locally agreed, common

definition of domestic use. (Does it include only direct human consUMP-

tion, or does it include "household" livestock and gardens - or swimming

pools?) Further, several interested states of groups challenge the

legitimacy of the presence of the Jewish population in Israel; at least

inferentially, this challenges the legitimacy of their domestic use.

Moreover, no society will long survive if the only water it can use is

for purely domestic uses. One still must determine how to allocate water

among other ust',, and there is no general agreement about priorities

among other kinds of uses.

The claims made by the states which share the Jordan basin fit the

patterns which are outlined above. Lebanon has consistently espoused the

claim of absolute territorial sovereignty. This position reflects the

fact that Lebanon is the sole riparian, or the uppermost riparian, of all

streams of significance within its border3. The extreme expression of

this position was the announced decision to divert the Hasbani River (a

tributary of the Jordan River) into the Litani River which flows entirely

within Lebanon. Israeli opposition blocked this.

Syria is an upper riparian to the Jordan and the Yarmuk (a principal

tributary of the Jordan), but it is a lower riparian to the Orontes

(where Lebanon is above Syria) and to the Euphrates (where Turkey is

above Syria). Both of these rivers are of far greater significance to

the economy of Syria than the Jordan and Yarmuk are. Probably as a

result, Syria equivocated as to the claim it would pras with regard to

the Jordan and Yarmuk until 1964, when it adopted the Classic upper

riparian stance of absolute territorial sovereignty. Syria proposed to

divert the Banyas tributary of the Jordan (and pe haps Lebanon's Hasbahi
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as well) to the Yarmuk, and to share the waters of the enhanced Yarmuk

solely with Jordan. These proposals were squelched by the Israeli occu-

pation of the Golan Heights.

Jordan is an upper riparian as to the Yarmuk, but a lower riparian

as to the Jordan proper. Jordan as a result has usually shied away from

the sorts of claims that Lebanon and eventually Syria espoused. Instead.

Jordan has argued that it was entitled to the absolute integrity of the

river system, and that other states cannot divert water out of the water-

shed of the Jordan. The former view would preclude any consumptive use

by any other state in the basin. The latter view would permit only

insignificant uses by other states. The Jordanian claim would preclude

the use of the Israeli National Water Carrier. After 1967, the situation

changed dramatically, as Jordan was no longer the sole lowest ripariarn.

As a result, Jordan moved toward a position of community of property, as

exemplified in secret negotiations recently mediated by the United

States.

Israel is a lower riparian relative to all three Arab states, but

also an upper riparian towards the lower reaches of the Jordan when it

flows between the East and West banks. Until 1967, Israel espoused the

community of property approach and rejected watershed limitation. After

1967, Israel eliminated Syria as an upper riparian, greatly reduced the

presence of Jordan downriver through occupation of the West Bank, and

intimidated Lebanon. As a result, Israel moved towards a claim of abso-

lute territorial sovereignty. This posture was reinforced by the occu-

pation of southern Lebanon which made Israel in fact, if not in law, the

uppermost riperian on the Jordan proper.
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The foregoing individual claims have been confused by attempts of

the Arab states to coordinate policies and by the Israeli use of water

claims to open channels of negotiation with the Arab states. These

tendencies nearly bore fruit in a complex series of negotiations mediated

by the United States. These negotiations produced a series of plans

collectively called the Johnston Plan (1953-1955). The final plan was

formally rejected by the Arab governments, and accepted formally by

Israel. Nonetheless the plan seems to have been followed by the several

government, at least until the Israeli occupations rendered the rela-

tionships under the Plan obsolete. Despite its formal rejection, the

Plan might be considered a rule of local custom since there was a clear

practice of adherence for a time and since both Israel and the Arab

governments have protested suspected noncompliance by the other states.

However, abandonment of the Plan in practice may have occurred, or could

possibly occur in the near future. In such a case, the local customary

rule would be at an end even though there is no satisfactory replacement

for it.

Since there is presently no surplus water in the Jordan, the tenden-

cy is to consider that any solutions to future problems will have to

center on technical solutions to make more water available to Israel and

Jordan. Still, one should not overlook the possibility of further nego-

tiations over the waters of the Jordan and the Yarmuc. In fact, such

renegotiation will be imperative if Palestinians on the West Bank secure

an autonomous or independent existence. There is now no separte alloca-

tion for the Palestinian& and both Israel and Jordan insist that such an

allocation must come entirely out of the other's share. Negotiations or

some other mechanism of solusion must be found not only to determir.e a

Palestinian stare. but also to create tne necessary technical means for
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diversion and delivery since the Jordan itself is too saline for use by

the time it reaches the West Bank.

Groundwater in Israel: One primary alternative source for Israel is

groundwater. Already before 1967 Israel was making such use of groundwa-

ter resources that salt water intrusion into the aquifers was a serious

problem. After occupying the West Bank, Israel imposed strict controls

on the wells of the Palestinians. No new wells were permitted to be

drilled (with the exception of a very few for strictly domestic needs).

Pumping from existing wells was limited to the quantities Israel deter-

mined were being pumped before 1967. The surplus water was made avail-

able to seep down to the lower-lying Israeli reaches of the transboundary

aquifers. Israel also licensed the highpower pumps of newly established

Israeli settlements in the West Bank - with the occasional result that

nearby Arab wells went dry.

This pattern of Israeli conduct appears to be in clear violation of

the internatiinal law of miliary occupation. This law is largely the

creation of the Hague Convention of 1907 and the Geneva Convention of

1949. While Israel claims to reject the Geneva Convention and adheres

only to the Hague Convention, most states consider that both Conventions

express general customary international law. If this rule is _Ws g99

then Israel would be bound. The United States seems to support the

latter view, but one cannot claim that the question is settled.

Both Conventions are predicated on the assumption that military

occupation is temporary. Thus the occupying power is to preserve the

private rights and lives of the inhabitants of the occupied territory

with as little change as possible. Military necessity, not the economic

needs of the occupying power, is the sole Justification for interference
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with these lives and rights. Even public property is to be used solely

for its original purposes. Viewed in this light, Israeli conduct would

appear to be clearly illegal.

The applicability of these rules can be questioned both because of

Israeli rejection of the claimed rules, and because of questions about

the relevance of these rules. Israeli military occupation has continued

in the West Bank for 17 years with only intermittent, and mostly indige-

nous, military opposition to Israeli administration. The predicate of

strictly temporary military occupation, actively opposed by an external

military force, does not apply. Arguably the restrictions on the occu-

pying powers' activities also do not apply.

Whether illegal or not, the present situation cannot continue if

real autonomy is negotiated for the Palestinians. The approaches that

were discussed with regard to the competing consumptive uses for the

Jordan River will be applied to the shared aquifers of the region despite

the even greater technical uncertainties encountered. As with the River,

the challenge will be to design a system of shared Jurisdiction or common

property which fairly accommodates the interests of the two peoples in

such a way that they are encouraged to cooperate rather than to fight

over the use of the aquifers.

Imported Water: Several schemes have been proposed for importing water

into the region of the Jordan. Jordan has sought to import water from

the Euphrates in Iraq. Israel has considered importing water from the

Litani in southern Lebanon (which Israel now occupies), or from the

Nile. Both Israel and Jordan have considered importing sea water into

the Dead Sea.
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In each situation where fresh water would be imported, the receiving

state is not riparian to the river from which the water would come.

Thus, the right to receive water is entirely dependent on the willingness

of the exporting state to convey the water. Since the exporting state is

the lowest riparian in each case, there is no chance that the export of

water can directly injure a third state, but the upper riparians can

refuse to restrain their own development for the benefit of a non-ripa-

rian state. With no ready means of deciding the relative merits of legal

claims, the only realistic solution would be to negotiate with most or

all upper riparians. Buying out these objections might prove prohibi-

tively expensive.

To import water from the Litani will incur special political costs.

If Israel seeks agreement by establishing an "autonomous" South Lebanon,

Israel may find itself in a position much like South Africa with its

"Bantustans." If no state other than Israel recognizes the regime,

Israel will be permanently committed to the maintenance of a second

regime under siege. Such an outcome is bound to confirm Arab fears of

Israeli expansionism. Further, waterworks on the Litani might well

become a flashpoint of hostilities, with waterworks within Israel also

becoming military targets. The lesson is clear - using legal forms does

not solve a problem, or make the conduct lawful. With a poorly deve-

loped international legal system, agreement or vendetta remain the two

choices for settling most disputes.

The proposal to bring Mediterranean or Red Sea water to the Dead

Sea for the generation of hydroelectric power presents legal problems in

the Jordan basin if only because it would cause flooding along the mar-

gins of the Dead Sea and adversely affect existing mining operations.

This is not lawful unless prompt, adequate, and effective compensation is
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paid to those whose property would be affected. Israel would face a

further legal difficulty if it chose to dig its "Med-Dead" Canal through

the occupied Gaza Strip or West Bank. This would be in violation of the

duties of an occupying state towards the inhabitants of the occupied

territory. These questions will require negotiated settlement.

Policy Proposals for the Jordan: The users of water 'thin the Jordan

basin have been simmering on the edge of major confli over water for 35

years. In an area with deep-seated hostilities from ier causes, water

should become a basis for bringing the parties togeth rather than for

dividing them further. This is not so farfetched as it may seem. The

parties have, with few exceptions, not targeted water works for military

attack, which 1n itself shows some degree of tacit cooperation in the

matter. Further, there is a millenium - long history of regional govern-

ment which at least in part reflects the felt need for regional manage-

ment of water. It is this tradition, rather than the more recent tradi-

tion of unremitting hostility, which must be built upon to produce

regional cooperatiom if not regional government.

In a world where the institutions for resolving international dis-

putes through law are still remarkably inefficient, the major recent

developments have been towards regional institutions, which appear better

able both to develop relevant legal standards and to see that those

standards are applied. Recourse to worldwide institutions such as the

U.N. or the !CJ is of limited utility so long as the major powers dis-

agree in the former, and the disputing parties refuse to submit to the

latter. Thus, while one can discover apparently controlling rules of

customary in:ernational law for settling wa-, disputes in the basin,

these are tco abstract to be applied without some dispute-solving mecha-
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nism to cetermine Lne orope' application of these principles on the

gr-_-nd. Such an institution is more likely to be regional than

worldwide.

The best policy for the United States to pursue is as mediator and

conciliator, with a view towards fostering a cooperative solution to meet

the present and future needs for water in the region. Ideally, this

would take the form of a regional agency to plan and manage the water

programs of at least the four countries within the basin. Such an agency

should administer a relatively specific scheme of water priorities agreed

to by all the concerned states. The United States, in cooperation with

other possible mediating parties (eg., Saudi Arabia, or the U.N.), could

at least initially underwrite the costs of such an agency - which might

include at least some or all of the costs of importing water.

Such an ambitious scheme is designed to remove future controversies

over water from the political-military sphere to a legal one It will be

difficult to bring about. yet it might be the first step towards regional

cooperation on other issues which presently divide the states of the

region. A less ambitious structure would be to create a conflict-solving

structure without any specifically prescribed solutions - an institution

to bring the parties together on a regular basis without any prescribed

schedule of priorities or other outcomes agreed in advance. Given the

level of hostilities in the region, however, this may be more difficult

to create and maintain than the more structured agency which is here

called ideal.

One final avenue would be to adopt a solution without any need for a

structure. A good example is the Indo-Pakistani agreement to partition

the waters of the Indus Valley. Such a solution requires little or no
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ongoing interaction between the states. The appeal of such a solution is

clear when the states (and other groups) have a history of unremitting

hostility. Unfortunately, there is no clear way to develop such a solu-

tion in the Jordan basin. Israel and Jordan both need to develop major

alternative sources of water in addition to the present sources. Merely

partitioning present sources (say the Jordan to Israel and the Yarmuk to

Jordan) solves nothing. And there is no cluar way to partition the

aquifers. In short, cooperation will be necessary for both Israel and

Jordan. Israel may cooperate with Egypt or Lebanon. Jordan may coope-

rate with Iraq or Syria. Or they can cooperate with each other over the

development of the Dead Sea power potential, the desalination of sea

water, or other projects.

Once the need for cooperation is recognized, it is clear that the

outcome will be more stable if it is regional rather than merely bilate-

ral. This is especially true for Israel. At the same time each side

should realize that such an arrangement will serve to some considerable

extent to pull the other's teeth, but only at the cost of having some of

its own teeth pulled as well.

A policy such as suggested here can only be accomplished as part of

a larger settlement of the more fundamental issues that divide the re-

gion. Still, negotiations on water can begin and progress independently

of negotiations of the other issues. In this way, water can lead to

cooperation on a broader range of problems, just as cooperation over

water can preserve and reinforce cooperation once peace is achieved. The

danger is that failure in attempts to negotiate over water can (as at the

time of the Johnson Plan) set back the search for peace and cooperation

in the region. Yet peace in the Middle East without agreement over
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secure adequate sources of water is impossible. The challenge for the

United States is to see that such negotiations do not fail.

Other Rivers Used .asum-ptively: Three of the other rivers in this itudy

which are used consumptively illustrate legal issues similar to the

Jordan, albeit with less immediate potential for crisis.

The Euphrates is the nearest to being regulated by treaty. All the

agreements are bilateral (Iraq-Syria, Iraq-Turkey, Turkey-Syria), but

they include all riparian states. For the present this appears to be an

adequate legal regime, although there are potential problems which might

overstrain the legal regime. The central problem is the territorial and

ideological conflict among the three states. Second is the probable

growth of demand for water. In the next 25 years, the total demand may

well outstrip the water available. These two problems alone make for an

explosive combination, but there is a third problem. Iraq appears intent

on exporting water to Jordan - a non-riparian state. As Iraq is the

lowest riparian (except for Iran after the Euphrates reaches the Shatt

al-Arab), there is no direct injury to the other riparian states. The

upper riparians. however, may well refuse to honor commitments to refrain

from using water themselves if that water will be exported to an outside

state. This is especially likely when there is recurrance of Syrian-

Jordanian hostility. While there is a history of successful recent

mediation (by the World Bank, the U.S.S.R., and Saudi Arabia), a regional

arrangement to manage water would stabilize and facilitate the management

of such controversies as arise.

The Nile basin technically includes seven states, but only two of

them have entered into treaty arrangements to manage the river - Egipt

and the Sudan. This agreements like all the bilateral agreements in the
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Middle East. puts restraints on the upper riparian (the Sudan) in favor

of protecting existing uses and early development in the lower riparian

(Egypt). Sudanese plans to develop its uses of the Nile are already

putting a strain on the treaty. Development by the other upper riparians

- especially Ethiopia - poses even more threat to this agreement. Seve-

ral upper riparians (in particular Ethiopia and the Sudan) are faced by

secessionist movements which may refuse to honor agreements reached by

the present central governments. Finally, none of the upper riparians

could be counted on to restrain their own development to allow water to

flow down to Egypt for purposes of export to Israel - most of the upper

riparians are ideological enemies of Israel. Thus the Nile seems headed

for serious problems with little legal machinery for solving these pro-

blems. While breach of the Sudanese-Egptian treaty would clearly vio-

late international law, there is little Egypt could do but to fall back

on threatened or actual coercion to enforce its rights. International

law has even less to contribute to disputes involving other riparians.

The Orontes is even less subject to international legal regulation.

There have been no formal agreements between Syria and Turkey, in large

part because Syria claims the entire lower basin of the Orontes as its

territory. (Syria has never accepted the alienation during the French

Mandate of the Alexandretta-Hatay Province.) Distribution of the waters

of the upper Orontes is covered by a 1972 agreement between Syria and

Lebanon. Guarantees of that agreement are reputed to be one of the

preconditions for the end to the Syrian occupation of Lebanon's Baalbek

region. Despite this situatiom there has been little controversy over

the waters of the Orontes - a situation which may change as more develop-

ment takes place. The existing patterns may be held to amount to a
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special local customary rule of law dividing the waters of the river, but

it may not.

In contrast to the Euphrates, Nile, and Orontes, the Litani River

has a unique configuration. The Litani lies entirely within Lebanon.

Thus Lebanon alone has the right to use or control the waters of the

river. Israel has long sought to have the Litani considered as a part of

the Jordan River system even though there is no connection between them.

There is no legal support for such a claim. Even the Lebanese plan to

divert the Hasbani River (a tributary of the Jordan) into the Litani was

not a recognition of such a link. Rather, it represents yet another

manifestation of Lebanon's consistent espousal of a claim of absolute

territorial sovereignty over both rivers. In other words, Lebanon claims

the right to do whatever it chooses with the rivers within its territory

irrespective of the effect of its conduct on any other state. The unte-

nability of this claim is shown by the successful Israeli opposition ot

the Hasbani diversion plan. In these circumstances, Israeli ambitions to

acquire the waters of the Litani can only be achieved through agreement

with Lebanon. Such an agreement will only be workable if the agreement

is truly with the Lebanese state rather than with some faction or frac-

tion of the state. Gven the state of Llebanese public life, this may

prove workable only within the context of a regional arrangement such as

is here espoused.

Controversies over Koeconiptive Uses

Nonconsumptive uses of water do not materially alter the quantity of

the water. Therefore, two riparian states seeking to make nonconsumptive

uses cf a single river are normally able to coordinate their activities
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with little friction, since in principle the activities of one state do

not preclude the activities of the other. Typical examples of noncon-

suMptive uses are navigation and the development of hydroelectric facili-

ties. Fishing is also a nonconsUMptive use with respect to the water,

and also with respect to the fish so long as the combined catch of all

fishermen does not exceed the maximum sustainable yield of the fishery.

While sud a use may temporarily or locally preclude another use of the

river (as with the navigation of a narrow channel, or the construction of

a dam at a particular site), the resulting controversies can usually be

resolved by assuring all interested states of fair access to the river

and equal right of use subject only to nondiscriminatory regulations

designed to optimize the use by all. Examples abound around the world,

ranging from the Rhine and Danube in Europe, to the St. Lawrence and the

Columbia in North America, to the Amazon in South America. and the Congo

in Africa.

In the Middle East the rivers are largely not significant for navi-

gation, and little hydroelectric development has occurred. A noteworthy

exception in both respects is the Nile River, but even there consumptive

uses have always predominated over nonconcumptive uses. Thus the trea-

ties dealing with the Nile have focused on the consumptive uses, and

nonconsumptive uses have been sacrificed to some extent in favor of

consumptive uses. Of all the rivers in this study, only the Shatt al-

Arab is used primarily for nonconsumptive uses.

The primary use of the Shatt al-Arab is to navigate from the Persian

Gulf, first to the Iranian ports of Abadan and Khorramshahr, and then to

the Iraqi port of Basra. In theory, any controversy over the Shatt

should be easy to resolve. The needs of the two states are easily

coordinated, and there are numerous models from around the world to
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follow in coordinating their activities. Ironically, the dispute between

Iran and Iraq over the Shatt has been the ostensible cause of ongoing

controversy for 140 years, which has culminated In the bloodiest war in

the Middle East for at least several centuries. The war has thus far

lasted 3-1/2 years and taken several hundred thousand lives. Clearly the

Shatt is more a symbolic cause for conflict than the actual cause. Al-

though a legal analysis of this controversy will lead to a more definite

outcome than for legal analyses of ontroversies over consunptive uses

the conclusions reached will probably be no more helpful. Solution of

the controversy over the waterway can only be expected if it occurs in

the context of an overarching resolution of the deeper roots of the

conflict between the two states.

The Shatt Boundary Treaties: The Ottoman and Safavid empires (prior

rulers of Iraq and Iran) negotiated treaties over several centuries

without ever precisely defining their frontiers. Finally, in 1847 the

Treaty of Erzerum was negotiated with the mediation of the British and

Russian governments. This treaty confirmed Iranian sovereignty over the

left bank of the Shatt. The treaty did not expressly reserve sovereignty

in the Shatt to the Ottoman Empire, and both governments seem to have

exercised some authority in the river down to 1918. Nonetheless. both

governments seem to have interpreted the language of the treaty as co-

firming Iranian sovereignty only to the edge of the river (the "left

bank"), with the Shatt as a whole remaining under Ottoman sovereignty.

Iran intermittently denied that it was bound by the treaty under a claim

that its representative at the negotiations had exceeded his authority.

Whatever the merits of the Iranian claims with regard to the 1847

treaty, these claims were abandoned in 1913 in a protocol between the
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Ottoman Empire and Iran confirming that the Shatt was within the Ottoman

Empire with the exception of an enchorage at Abadan and another at 1(hor-

ramshahr. The precise boundary was delineated by a British-Russian

Commission in 1914. The Commission's work was overtaken by World War I

and never ratified by the Ottomans. Nonetheless the British followed

the line while they administered Iraq.

When Iraq became technically independent in 1922, Iran refused to

recognize the Iraqi government while renouncing the prior agreements on

the Shatt boundary. Other boundary issues were raised as well. Iran

claimed that the true boundary in the Shatt is the tjlg - the median

line of the main navigational channel.

In 1937, Iran and Iraq signed a treaty which confirmed Iraqi sove-

reignty over the Shatt except for the anchorages previously assigned to

Iran and a strip of about four miles near Abadan where the thalweg

principle was adopted. The treaty provided for further negotiations to

create a joint administration of the navigation and maintenance of the

river. These negotiations never took place.

In 1969, Iran revived its claim to the Zhjlg line throughout that

part of the Shatt which forms the boundary. Iran renounced the Treaty of

1937 because of the failure to negotiate the joint administration pro-

vided for in the treaty. Iran also revived its objections to the Treaty

of Erzerum. After several years of tension. Iraq and Iran agreed to a

treaty in 1975 which adopted the jhageg as the boundary in the Shatt.

Since the outbreak of war in 1980, both Iraq and Iran have denounced

the 1975 treaty, each claiming that the other state breached the treaty

by attempting to subvert the other. While such claims are insufficient

to end the treaty, the mutual abrogation of the treaty puts it to an end.
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Iraq claims that this revives the 1937 treaty, but this seems incorrect.

The treaty of 1937 was mutually terminated in 1975, and Iran has refused

to acknowledge the treaty of 1937 since 1969.

While there is today no applicable boundary treaty regarding the

Shatt, there is a consistency in all the treaties regarding the Shatt

which should be respected in any subsequent agreement over the boundary.

This is that each and every agreement regarding the Shatt boundary has

promised that regardless of boundaries the Shatt would "remain open on

equal terms to the trading vessels of all the countries." (The treaties

contemplate free navigation for war ships only from Iran and Iraq.)

Since 1937 the treaties have further permitted the administering authori-

ty to levy dues on ships using the Shatt so long as the dues are devoted

exclusively to the maintenance of navigation in the river. (Iran claimed

Iraq's breach of this provision as one reason for its 1969 renunciation

of the treaty of 1937.J

A Legal Solution to the Shatt Problem: Probably no solution will be

possible on the Shatt until the conflict over ideologies can be deempha-

sized. That does not seem likely in the near future unless there is a

major military breakthrough, or significant internal change, in one or

both countries. If such a change comes about, there are clear legal

principles on the basis of which an appropriate regime for the river

could be established.

Internationally, the usual rule for boundary rivers is that the

boundary follows the thalwe This is thought to assure access to navi-

gatlon to both states. In the case of the Shatt, however, Iraq can make

3 compelling appeal to equitable onsiderations of the sort often oonsi-

dered in deciding marine boundaries. The Shatt is Iraq's sole access to
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f the sea for Iraq's only major port. With an extremely narrow and swampy

shoreline, no comparable port could be created elsewhere in Iraq. Iran,

on the other hand, has a long shoreline with several significant port&

In fact, even before the war most of the oil formerly shipped down the

Shatt by Iran had been diverted to Kharg Island and other ports. Fur-

ther, the Shatt flows through a low swampy region carrying a heavy load

of silt. As a result the thalweg itself is a frequently shifting line,

the adoption of which may in practice be unsatisfactory. The ultimate

demarcation must be unambiguous and acceptable to both parties if further

controversies between them are to be avoided. Under the circumstances,

it is probably appropriate that the 1975 treaty be considered as a recent

aberration. The parties ideally should revert to the traditional bound-

ary along the left bank of the river.

Given the heavy burden of national symbolism which both peoples have

loaded onto the Shatt dispute, any agreement on boundaries in the Shatt

may be difficult or impossible even if the ideological freight is un-

loaded. Perhaps the most lasting solution would be to develop a system

which focuses on the interests of the two states to freedom of navigation

in the river, while leaving the precise delimitation of the boundary at

least temporarily in abeyance. The two states have long accepted in

principle and practice the freedom of navigation for trading vessels from

all nations and for warships of both Iran and Iraq. (This carries by

legal implication the right to dock, to discharge and take on freight and

passengers, and to perform any of the other activities which are the

object of navigation.)

To assure freedom of navigation, each state must accept some limita-

tion on its sovereignty .. ) r.atever extent it may exist in the Shatt.

Thus both states must agree to refrain from interfering in navigation
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bound to or from the ports of the other. It is only a small step from

this to finally creating the Joint authority contemplated in 1937. Given

frequent shifts in the main navigation channel, constant dredging is

necessary to keep the Shatt open to navigation. A joint authority, if

funded either by contributions by the two governments or by levies on the

ships using the Shatt, could insure a long-term growing practice of

cooperation in the area.

Alternatively the parties could put the entire burden of maintaining

the river on the party to whom sovereignty is assigned. This may well

engender recurring controversies regardless of whether the left bank or

the tLaleg is used. Or the Shatt could be temporarily administered by

the U.N. or some other international agency as a transitional stage

leading to a permanent settlement.

Finally, one should consider the possibility of linking the Shatt

settlement to the still unsettled continental shelf boundary between the

two countries. Thus Iraq, which could be described as "severely geogra-

phically disadvantaged" by the configuration of its coast@ could perhaps

be persuaded to accept the &l line in the Shatt in exchange for

concessions on the continental shelf boundary. Such linklge creates its

own risk since a later dispute over the continental shelf could lead to a

denunciation of the whole treaty, thus overturning the Shatt settlement

as well.

Whatever solution the United States finally supports it has almost

no credibility with either Iran or Iraq. Thus it can only work indi-

rectly through supporting mediation efforts by some fourth party such as

Japan, which has successfully maintained commercial relations with both

state& or perhaps by the Islamic Conference or the United Nations.
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QIJESTIOIM FOR FURTHER STUDY

There are several questions which require further study before one

can be certain of the appropriate policies which the United States ought

to follow. Most of these are questions of fact rather than questions of

law. Thus one ought to attempt to determine with respect to the Jordan

whether Israel's export of water from the Jordan basin does in fact

injure the Kingdom of Jordan or the West Bank. In other words, one

should seek to determine whether the waters flowing down the Jordan below

the confluence of the Yarmuk would still be of too poor a quality for use

if Israel diverted no water out of the watershed. Respecting the Jordan,

one might further ask for evidence as to whether Israel (or other states

in the region) have in fact already violated the Johnston Plan alloca-

tions. Finally, one should ask for more details as to the United States'

mediation effort in 1980 between Israel and Jordan respecting the waters

of the river Jordan.

With regard to the Shatt, there is one interesting factual question:

who maintained the river between 1975 and 1979 (when the thalwe line was

recognized as the boundary)?

There are any number of factual questions regarding the other rivers

of this study which might affect a legal analysis of the rights and

duties or riparian states. In particular, one would like to know how

well the actual practice on the ground complies with the formal agree-

ments providing for sared responsibility for the rivers.

Two significant legal questions have not yet been addressed directly

in this study of the six rivers. These are waste management (the pre-

venting of pollution), and coordination of hydroelectric generation with

uther uses. Most river basin management schemes today consider the
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j problems of the basin in the context of multiple use management schemes.

While in principle the problems of pollution and of hydroelectric genera-

tion will be dealt with in much the same way as diversion of water and

navigation, respectively, these problems are not precisely the same and

need to be separately considered in a coherent and comprehensive river

basin or regional water management scheme. These questions were not

addressed in detail here, both because of the time limitations for this

study and because of the relatively limited information available. Per-

haps with more time, more information could be found here or abroad.
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HIDELE EAST WATER:
THE POTENTIAL FOR ONFLICT OR COOPERATION

The 1980s have been designated by the United Nations as the "Water

Decade." They may well be, especially in the Middle East - but not

necessarily in the intended sense of providing minimal access to drinking

water and sanitation for all people. Rather, the 1980s may be the "Water

Decade" in the Middle East in the sense that during this period, or

shortly thereafter, several potentially virulent international conflicts

over water may erupt in the region and the internal development of cer-

tain key states may be ever more seriously constrained by water short-

age& with major political repercussions. On the other hand, if ways can

be found to manage these worrisome water conflicts, progress on water

issues might possibly provide an impetus to cooperation over other issues

and contribute strongly to pressures toward peace. This. at least, is an

oft-expressed if oft-derided hope.

As it does physically, water runs both on and under the surface of

politics in the Middle East. The surface fhenomena are readily apparent.

as when treaties are signed, complaints are taken to the United Nations.

plans are debated, or border raids attack water facilities. Water,

however, has often been seen as the primar sratpgi factor behind the

political and military manuevering in the Middle East. For example, just

as Karl Wlttfogel explained "oriental despotism" in ancient Egypt and

elsewhere in terms of an "hydraulic theory of politics" (i.e., large

scale water management required great concentration of power). so some

contemporary analysts (Stauffer, Cooley, Stork) see Israel's regional
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policy as primarily responsive to the "hydraulic imperative" (i.e., the

quest for water is essential to national survival). From this perspec-

tive. Israel's foreign policy in the area directly reflects and is pre-

dicted by her water interests.

The argument runs as follows. More than a third of Israel's renew-

able water comes from the West Bank; consequently, she acquired and will

not relinquish control of that territory. The Golan Heights command the

vital headwaters f the Jordan and the main pumping station for Israel's

National Water Carrier; consequently, Israel annexed and must command the

Golan to prevent their diversion. The Sinai was revealingly dispensable

because it only offered oil, not water. And Israel's third major milita-

ry incursion, the invasion of Lebanon, is regarded by these analysts as

at least in part an attempt to secure the lower Litani River waters,

which seemed to be the only feasible source of additional water supply

necessary to compensate for the fact that Israel is currently running out

of renewable water. Finally, israel may then have lost her motivation to

remain in southern Lebanon when she discovered that. because of irriga-

tion ana other uostream uses. the Litani was now, at the point of most

practical diversion, in Sharon's words, "just a trickle." Hence, water

provides the analytic key to understanding Israeli foreign policy. True,

false. or a mixture of both. such hypotheses are important. worth inves-

tigation, and revelatory of a significant perspective on regional af-

fairs. Though physically shallow, politically Middle Eastern waters do

indeed run deep.
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Conflict

Conflict may be roughly defined as occurring when one actor blocks

the felt interests of another. This blockage may be relatively passive,

such as accidentally obstructing a goal sought by the other, or it may be

aggressive, deliberately threatening the other's intended activities.

The conflict may be perceived by either or both of the parties and/or by

others. Of course, a perceived interest blockage may be mistaken, in

which case one may speak of a false conflict. - Though false in the sense

that the perceived interest blockage is erroneous, such conflict may

still be important, damaging and even durable. Nonetheless, it offers

the possibility of resolution through perceptual correction. False

conflict must also be distinguished from oseudo-conflict, that is,

pretended conflict (to secure aid, involve others, satisfy public

opinion, etc.) An issue is conflict that is perceived by both (or all)

parties.

If the conflict is not perceived by the actor whose interests are

blocked, it car be regarded as a latent flr. It "surfaces" and

begins to become volatile when it is perceived by the actor whose

interests are blocked. If that actor attempts to do something about it

and meets resistance, the conflict erupts or is activated. If both (or

all) actors feel blockage of their interests, the intensity and

complexity of the conflict usually rises. Conflict also frequently

occurs when actors in established nonconflictual relations change or

increase their interests or when alterations occur that iribit continued

realization of previously satisfied interest& These last conflicts are

likely to be especially bitter (at least one major theory of revolution

emphasizes them).
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Other factors affecting the severity of conflicts are: (1) the

nature of the interests involved (their number, salience, strength*

interconnectedness); (2) the nature of the blockage (Who blocks? Is it

deliberate? avoidable? legitimate? prolonged? early or late?); (3)

the prospects for its elimination (power needs, costs, probability of

success. tactics, timing); and so on. In fact, both conflict and

cooperation are power relationships and, as such, involve one in

consideration of all the key aspects of power. These will be brought to

bear as necessary in the analysis of each of the six water systems.

First, however, we shall focus on the question of water conflicts more

generally. Can anything be learned from an examination of these cases

that might fruitfully be applied to other water conflicts, at least in

the Middle East and perhaps elsewhere? Do water conflicts tend to have

some characteristic features. or is their variation essentially as great

as the variation among all conflicts?

Interests and Issues

Although important in many places, water interests and issues are

probably more significant in the Middle East than in any other region of

the world. The reasons for this are not obscure. With limited

exceptions, most of the Middle East is semi-arid or arid. "The Arab

countries cover the world's most extensive arid zone." with the locations

of their major cities determined by access to water from rivers or nearby

mountains. Agriculture and animal husbandry have been the region's

traditionally basic economic activities. Ethnic and nationality

cleavages are pronounced and still in the process of adjustment.

Population growth rates are generally quite high. Colonialism and
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international intervention in the region have historically been strong,

the former lasting until relatively recently and the latter continuing,

leaving a legacy of conflict and suspicion. Under such conditions, water

tends to be vital, while trust is low, conflict rife, and its peaceful

management difficult at best.

Major water issues in the Middle East are complex, salient, intense.

numerous, interrelated, technical - and hence extremely recalcitrant.

One of the most confounding characteristics, complextiy, is due to two

features above all. The first is that water serves so many purposes or

has so many uses. It is both an end and a means. Most obviously, it is

used or needed for drinking, food preparation, waste disposal,

sanitation, cooling, recreation. wildlife conservation, fishing, flood

control, navigation, fire fighting, irrigation, soil preservation,

industry, hydroelectric power, and aesthetic purposes. However, it is

also used as a weapon both domestically and internationally (threatening

diversion, promising supply), as a means to other ends (obtain de facto

recognition from riparians), as a symbol ("our Jordan" - Begin), as a

means of controlling development, as a trading item (Orontes water for

acceptance of a Turkish Hatay), and so forth.

Second, partly because of these many uses but also for other rea-

sons, water issues tend to be related to many other issues, such as

survival, security, nationalism, demographic change, economic develop-

ment, foreign policy, internal politics. ideology, the envirorent. etc.

Water conflicts both provoke and dopend upon conflicts in these other

areas. Consequently. sometimes solution of the water conflict is a

necessary precursor to solution of other types of conflicts, and some-

times other conflicts must be solved before the water conflict can be
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handled, and sometimes combiations of both must be handled simultaneous-

ly. In many cases it is extremely difficult to determine just what the

interconnections and the most effective solution sequences are.

How does such complexity affect the participants? How can an

analyst deal with it? These are crucial and related queries. Both

questions have been the focus of recent analytical scrutiny that has lead

to a promising increase in understanding and focusing research capacity,

but which is still far from great predictive power. The "cognitive

mapping" approach, developed by Axelrod and others. still appears ex-

tremely well-suited to clarifying interests and issues- a necessary

component of the analysis of major water conflicts, as will be shown

later. In our future resarch, we should like to develop and apply this

approach more fully, mapping all national orientations to each water

conflict and, where fruitful, also the approaches of critical subnational

actors.*

The effect of issue complexity on participants is well summarized by

Axelrod:
The picture of a decision maker that emerges from the
analysis of cognitive maps is one who has more beliefs
than he can handle, who employs a simplified image of the
policy environment that is structurally easy tooperate
with, and who then acts within the context of his
simplified image.

One obviously useful procedure is to compare the cognitive maps of

an issue held by each major actor. This is done in order (1) to locate

critical differences that may be determining policy and (2) to ascertain

basically whether the issues are truly "real" (i.e., the perceptions are

essentially similar and the problems lie in the presence of antagonistic

I Some special problems arise when mapping the cognitions of

collectivities. but these will not be discussed here (see Axelrod 1976,
pp. 239-243).
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goals) or whether at least a significant part of the conflict is due to

the utilization of discrepant cognitive maps that might be resolved by

negotiation, mediation, good offices external influence. etc. A related

and perhaps no less helpful analysis is to compare a given actor's

cognitive map of the issue with an "objective" map of the same issue -

i.e., a map representing some form of expert opinion. In the case of

water crises, this is usually feasible and often illuminating.

In our prelimary research, we have had neither time nor resources to

accomplish an extensive and systematic analysis of this nature. However,

a very impressionistic, simplified and brief illustration of cognitive

mapping and its usage may be helpful. In the figure on the next page, we

present an elementary map of a generalized Israeli interpretation of the

Jordan water conflict. The thickness of the lines indicates the per-

ceived strength of the association among issue elements and the arrows

suggest the general direction of perceived causal flows. One crucial

omission from some cognitive maps is that the overall importance (the

evaluation or utility) of the cognitive realm being mapped is not indi-

cated. In the present instance, however, since "national interest" is a

main component and is obviously of utmost importance, this limitation is

not significant.

Several fundamental observations quickly emerge from the figure.

Even at this abstract and condensed level, the strong interconnectedness

of the water factor with other key factors for Israeli policy-makers is

revealed. From the Israeli perspective, water is strongly linked to

agriculture, since this is ideally and very often actually irrigated
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Figure XX. Cognitive map of the general Israeli perspective of the
Jordan water issue (and others).

agriculture. Dry farmngr. is rot the prevailing image. A fuller map

would interpolate an "irrigation" cognition between "water" and

"agriculture."1

Agriculture, in turn, is strongly linked to "ideology." The Israeli

and Zionist aspiration to "make the desert bloom" (Ben Gurion), of

"national redemption through a return to the soil" (Gordon), makes water,

according to their owr. change of metaph-or, the "lifeblood" of the system

- "a prerequisite for a new scc.ety" and a "nation rooted in its land."

As Ga ncor , i9-E. sz.ezses. "water carries ,deolagical weight" t*ecause of
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its association with agriculture and is never, for Zionists. "merely

another econamic resource."

Similarly. agriculture, in its turn, is not merely an ordinary

economic sector or even a model life-style. It is also, linked to the

crucial matter of settlements. Settlements are seen as essential for

security purposes. "outposts" used as a first step in the consolidation

of territory and to provide frontier resistance and thus time in case of

attack. Agriculture settlements of 60-80 specially trained families

accomplish this much more economically and effectively than urban-

industrial communities. Water uses (in the National Water Carrier,

irrigation. etc.) and also provides energy; it contributes directly and

symbolically to national "well-being" ("potation," sanitation,

recreation, aesthetics); it is necessary for population growth.

Therefore, in the Israeli mind, as one Prime Minister (Sharett) put it.

"Water to us is life itself." It is linked strongly to many other major

beliefs and values. Indeed, it is regarded as a "primary need," as such

overriding lesser concerns and justifying even the most drastic actions

when threatened.

One can apply to cognitive maps a basic structural principle from

cognitive consistency theories: the more central the cognitions the

harder it is to change. In other words, the more connected or embedded a

cognitive element, the more significant it is and the more resistant it

is to alteration or replacement. Any such change requires the oppressive

work of major cognitive restructuring, strongly disliked and resisted.

Reshaping the basic Israeli view of the water problem would thus be

extremely difficult.

Though not presented here, it is important to note that the Jgrdan.

jli map of the Jordan water issue is quite similar to that of Israel.
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Hence, we confront a true conflict - a clash of antagnistic values* not

one based on perceptual dicrepancies. Such issues are particularly

intractable when the values involved have top priority, as they do here.

One approach to conflict resolution in this case, however, is sug-

gested by the pattern of linkages displayed in the map. Water is not

directly related and strongly related to "national interest;" instead,

it is indirectly related, primarily through agriculture, security, and

ideology. Water is seen as a means to these. Hence, one possible,

though difficult and elusive, conflict resolution strategy might be to

find substitute and noncompetitive means to these more basic objectives.

A manifest approach is to reduce the association with security by pro-

viding other, less conflictual, mechanisms and guarantees. However,

since water is so strongly embedded in the security thinking of the

Israelis. progress in this area would not seem easy. For Jordan, though,

the links appear weaker while the ties of water to economic and develop-

mental factors are even stronger. A combined security-economic assis-

tance approach might have better prospects there for reducing the tension

over water that precipitates more general clashes.

It is also interesting to observe very briefly the differences in

the cognitive maps held by individual key actors. For example, Ben

Gurion's map had strengthened security-ideology associations (i.e., the

lines in the upper half of the figure become relatively thicker) while

Eshkol and Sharett had cognitive maps - to consider the three who shaped

the strategic 1955 acceptance of the Johnston Plan according to Brecher

(1975) - that place more emphasis on the economic and developmental

aspects of water (heavier lines in the lower half of the figure). The

two perspectives did not, in this instance, lead to policy conflict;
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rather, they reinforced each other. But different patterns of connec-

tions for Israeli or other national policy makers might well be conflic-

tual and be the basis for different internal and international behavior.

Finally, it is interesting to contrast the densely connected Jordan

water cognitive maps held by Israel and Jordan with an opposite pattern.

A good illustration is the Turkish image of the Orontes water situation.

Here one finds a map with markedly fewer cognitive elements that are also

much more sparsely and weakly connected. Settlements are not signifi-

cant; agriculture is not so strongly linked to irrigation; hydroelectric

power is more emphasized; and. most of all, the associations with securi-

ty factors and ideology are greatly attenuated. Not surprisingly, a

summary measure of perceived Turkish interests in this water source and

the importance to her of associated issues would be much reduced, with

concomitant diminution of conflict potentLal.

Apart from the features of water isues brought out by cognitive

mapping, several other general characteristics of water interests and

conflicts warrant mention. One key tension-multiplying factor is that

these issues are heavily infused by notions of gitimaGY. In essence,

felt legitimacy tends to exacerbate conflicts, leading actors to define

their interests as "rights" and to push and defend them more vigorously

than they would otherwise do. The sense of "outrage" provoked when one

feels wronged or has his rights denied is a cardinal contributor to

violence.

Legitimacy becomes especially salient when actors of profoundly

different types are thrown together by history, geography or chance. For

example, Israel is a relatively modern state, Western in orientation.

Her neighbors, with the uncertain exception of Lebanom are transitional

states. more Arab and Eastern in orientation. These differences are
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clearly reflected in patterns of water use. Israel consumes several

times as much water per capita as her Arab neighbor& Different refer-

ence groups lead to different interpretations of the legitimacy of this

consumption, fueling existing hostility. Again. eighty percent of Is-

rael's water is used for agriculture, though that agriculture involves

only about fifteen percent of her population. In Syria, by contrast, the

largest segment of the population depends directly on agriculture.

Hence, a Syrian view sees its water needs as more legitimate than Is-

rael's, while, as previously noted, the Israelis regard irrigated agri-

culture as the ideological foundation of their state. Discrepant posi-

tions so heavily laden with felt legitimacy on both sides sharply in-

crease the likelihood and virulence of conflict. Other examples abound

of divergent notions of legitimacy in Middle Eastern water crises.

One common strategy for conflict resolution is issue decomposition

and piecemeal solution. A large issue is broken down into relatively

independent and supposedly more manageable subissues which are then

resolved one by one, reducing complexity and generating momentum, trust

and goodwill that progressively ease remaining problems. A difficulty

with this approach, often leveled at the Camp David Accord, is that one

may merely "skim off the cream." leaving a very hard residue. The pro-

cess halts after the readily manageable issues are dealt with, providing

no easy entree into future negotiations over the toughter problems that

remain. In water conflicts, this dangerous hiatus can most readily occur

after some of the more neutral technical problems are dispatched without

resolving the fundamental political conflicts and the water problems

associated with them.
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The situation is sometimes further confounded in the Middle East by

one side's explicit perception of and resistance to what it calls a

"piecemeal" ("one piece at a time") approach. Very briefly, the Arab

countries usually see the Jordan water problem as inextricably linked to

the Palestini.An problem. They see Israel as trying to pick them off, one

by one, via the strategy of separate peace. Moreover, the Palestinian

question may well be the only durable basis for Arab unity. Hence,

piecemeal resolution of aspects of the Jordan water conflict is often

suspect and rejected on these more global strategic grounds.

Water issues vary according to water supply. This is rather obvious

in most respects. but some facets of that variation are not often noted

and are especially germane. In particular, full utilization of available

water and water shortage constitute thresholds of change that produce

qualitatively different issue relationship& For instance, "when there

is no slack in the water supply, policy makers cannot afford, politically

and economically, to calculate the benefit-cost ratio of another single

water project alone; the calculation must take into account the Tystem as

a whole" (Galnoor). Under shortage conditions, climatically irduced

variations in the water supply that can be tolerated under other circum-

stances become critical. Internal power-political problems are also

given a qualitatively new cast under shortage conditions, as discussed

later. More profound analysis of issue and power alterations under full

utilization and shortage is another important area for future research,

given urgency by the fact that the Jordan systems are reaching these

thresholds now and the Euphrates may soon follow.

A last factor complicating water issues in the Middle East is the

degree of international interconnection among these systems. Without too

great a demand on the imagination, one can see a series of linkages
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stretching from t.he Nile to the Shatt al-Arab. The possibility of

transferring Nile water into southern Israel to ease the strain on the

Jordan and West Bank was Sadat's "trump card" with which he intended to

solve the Palestinian problem (the quid pro quo was West Bank autonomy).

However, he misperceived Israel's water interests and underestimated

domestic Egyptian repercussions. The Jordan is of course, associated

with the Litani through Israeli and Arab water policies, claims, and

actions of various sorts. The Litani and the Orontes figure together in

water policy planning in Lebanon, while the Orontes and the Euphrates are

major systems in Syria's water regime. Finally, the Euphrates links

Syria. Turkey, 7raq and even Jordan (through Iraqi proposals) before

merging with the Tigris to form the Shatt al-Arab, the locale for the

border conflict between Iraq and Iran.

The various contemplated trade-offs across these interrelated sys-

tems need not be delineated here; the primary point is simply that each

of these water courses generates issues that impinge upon issues asso-

ciated with other water courses. Although not hydrologically true,

cognizance of the political and economic connections suggest that it is

sometimes useful to entertain the idea of a general Middle Eastern water

system - a sort of hydro-political economy, the hydraulic aspect of the

international relatiors of the Middle East.

Modeling Water Conflict:
Interests, Riparian Position, Power

We have discussed. at least generally, an approach to the

clariflcatlon of Ir.terests ard issues, together with some of their more

sign;ficant features, in Middle Eastern water conflict.. We must now add
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two other basic components to develop what appears to be the simplest

effective model of conflict potentials and outcomes for riparian-use

types of conflicts. Five of our six water systems involve riparian (and

quasi-riparian) use conflicts, while the sixth, the Shatt al-Arab, is

actually a border dispute with few especially water-related issues.

At least three major factors shape riparian-use water conflicts:

1. Interests and isues;

2. Riparian position;

3. External and internal power.

Felt interests and perceived issues organize the motivations and

cognitions of the participants, channeling them toward collision or

cooperation. The stronger the interests involved and the greater their

association with other strong interests, the greater the propensity to

cooperation or conflict. If these interests are perceived as fostered or

complemented by other actors, the press will be toward cooperation; If

they are perceived as blocked by others, the drive will be toward

conflict. If the blockage is seen as deliberate, avoidable,

illegitimate, and occurs close to goal realization, the thrust toward

conflict is increased. Moreover, such factors accumulate.

Blockage plainly does not always lead to conflict. It is frequertly

constrained or suppressed by considerations of power. In the simplest

cases. either the aroused actor does not see itself as possessing the

potential power to reduce or eliminate the blockage, or, although it

believes it possesses the potential power, it finds the costs of

exercising it exceed the benefits anticipated from elimination or

reduction of the blockage.

For riparian-use water issues, one power factor, though obvious and

elementary, is suLficiently determinative to ju:!tify its separation from
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the rest for special notice. This is riparian position. In general, we

find that upstream position confers power advantages. From this position

one can usually take actions that can only be contested or countered by a

downstream opponent with considerably increased difficulty or cost. The

upstream actor ordinarily can confront lower actors with its Mi

whose alteration is far more demanding than the original actions.

Diversion, overuse, contamination, and flow delay are more easily

available according to one's position on the riparian totem pole. The

only qualification of note seems to be an adjustment for flow; being

upstream from the water course's significant flow (i.e., before it

gathers its basic strength) reduces power accordingly. But otherwise,

upstream position confers clear power advantages. One from a multitude

of examples of this is Israel's forcible alteration of her riparian

position from being originally downstream on all important Jordan

tributaries except the Dan to a controlling upstream position on all

except the Yarmuk.

Some very tentative conclusions produced by using this model and

applying subjective weights ranging from one (weak) to five (strong) are

displayed in the tables below, each representing a riparian-use system.

Euphrates Nile Orontes Jordan

Int Rip Pwr nt Rip Pwr Int Rip Pwr Int Rip Pwr

Tur 3 5 5 Eth 2 4 1 Tur I 1 5 Leb 22 1

Syr 4 3 3 Sud 4 4 2 Syr 3 4 3 Syr 2 2 3

Irq 4 1 4 Egt 5 1 5 Leb 2 3 1 Jor 5 3 2

Isr 5 4 5
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We shall leave the justifications for the judgments expressed in the

table for a final report. At this stages they are to be regarded as

exploratory. Future work will also attempt to reduce the subjectivity in

such judgments and furnish clear, explicit and replicable criteria

determining each type of judgment. It may be necessary to adjust the

weighting scheme. Now, we shall merely indicate the types of insiits

provided by such an approach.

In general, conflictual potential is reflected in relative equality

of overall ranking. especially when there is no higher-ranked actor with

strong interest. Thus, Syria and Iraq are, after all, in a conflict

position over the Euphrate particularly under conditions of full use or

shortage. Turkey is in the most advantageous position of all, but her

lower degree of interest inhibits her dominance of the situation.

Regarding the Nile, there is no actor scoring above Egypt and the Sudan,

whose relative equality of position offers conflict potential. This has

been overcome or managed up to now; but if these conflict managing

constraints should weaken and the Sudan should choose to exploit her

advantaged riparian position despite Egypt's power superiority, serious

tension might emerge. The Orontes situation is a relatively stable

pattern. The most powerful actor has very little interest. The next

most powerful actor is most interested and is also in the best riparian

position. Finally, for the Jordan water system, the data also are

revealing. When Israel was in a relatively poor riparian position, the

prospects for trouble were great, since she had strong interest and

power. Now, as far as the Jordan waters alone are concerned, Israel

doinates the scene.
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Quite clearly, in these estimates, one of the most important and

difficult tasks is to determine the relative power of the interested

actors, particularly since both external and internal power configura-

tions are critical. Externally, a cardinal factor is obviously military

power. The ability to project military power against diversionary water

works, usually meaning air power, missiles, and artillery, has special

significance, as do defensive capabilities against such force. Mud of

Israel's success in violent conflict over water rests upon her military

superiority in these area.

Internal power considerations also frequently loom large for water

issues. One manifest response from Israel to the exhaustion of her

renewable water resources would be to downgrade the importance of agri-

culture, which consumes eighty percent of her water. Industry yields

about thirty times more output per unit of water input. However, not

merely ideological currents but also a disproportionately strong

agricultural lobby work against sud a policy. Future research should be

directed toward understanding the telling domestic power of these

interests. Domestic power arrangements also mold the water policies of

other Middle Eastern nations. We know much less about them, however,

than we do about Israel. Repairing this deficiency insofar as possible

should have high priority.

This is the general framework within which the case-by-case analysis

of the river systems will be conducted.
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